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Introduction

This collection of authentic assessment examples has been compiled to provide a
sampling of the many new strategies for evaluating student work and learning that are being
developed and used in schools around the country. These strategies are called "authentic"
because they require that students demonstrate what they can do in ways that workers would
in out-of-school settings: by performing tasks that are complex and require production of
real solutions or products. Rather than taking multiple-choice tests in which they react to
ideas or identify facts, students engage in science experiments, conduct social science
research, write essays and papers, read and interpret literature, and solve mathematical
problems in real-world contexts.

In some cases, these assessment examples are so firmly embedded in the curriculum
that they are practically indistinguishable from instruction. This is one salient characteristic
of an "authentic assessment": It is designed to provide the student with a genuine rather than
a contrived learning experience that provides both the teacher and student with opportunities
to learn what the student can do. The demonStration of learning occurs in a situation that
requires the application and production of knowledge rather than the mere recognition or
reproduction of correct answers. Authentic assessments are also contextualized: Rather than
assembling disconnected pieces of information, the tasks are set in a meaningful context that
provides connections among ideas. They are connected to students' life and learning
experiences and are representative of the kinds of real-world challenges encountered in the
field of study being explored.

In addition, the term assessment denotes a broader approach to evaluation than
traditional testing offers. It is a process that uses many sources of evidence and different
kinds of indicators for gathering information to meet a variety of evaluation needs.
Information about student accomplishments is organized and documented in ways that support
reliable evaluations of what they understand and can do. More importantly, assessment can
inform teaching and learning illuminating how students think as well as what they know.
These assessments can show what pathways students take to learning as well as what they
can do in different contexts using various modes of performance.

Many of the examples included in this volume are works in progress and, like good
teaching practice, they are the product of ongoing reflection and adaptation. Our purpose in
presenting them in this way is not to suggest that any of these are models or technologies to
he adopted "off-the-shelf." Instead, we hope they will stimulate thinking, suggest new
strategies and possibilities, and provide focal points for local deliberation and invention. In
order for authentic assessment to he truly "authentic" as well as educative in the context of
any particular school, it must grow out of the values and implicit standards of that school
community made explicit and shaped into meaningful opportunities for learning as well as
for assessment. Almost invariably, when a school community develops new approaches to
defining valued learning and assessing students' progress, chauges are required in how that



school organizes itself for teaching and learning and for what goes on in classrooms. For
this reason, we stress that each of these examples itself exists in a context that makes the
assessment strategy both meaningful and possible. That learning context is what makes the
assessment work as a promoter of learning and a stimulus for school development.

The authentic assessment examples and approaches in this collection fall into three
categories that often overlap: 1) performance-based tasks and exhibitions; 2) portfolios; and
3) documentation of learning over time. Some examples do not fit neatly into any one
category but bridge several: Portfolios, for example, often include performance tasks and
documentations of student learning; some documentation strategies make use of portfolios of
student work; exhibitions frequently rely on several kinds of connected products. This
combination of approaches within any one assessment design exemplifies how sources of
evidence are integrated to create richer evaluations. The examples come from a variety of
sources including state departments of education, school districts, individual teachers, and
schools. They cover a range of academic disciplines and skills, as well as assessment
approaches that look at the "whole child" and at cross-disciplinary applications of knowledge
and abilities.

Performance-Based Assessments

Performance-based assessments typically consist of tasks designed to have students
actively solve problems and apply knowledge. One purpose is to observe the strategies that
students use to solve problems rather than merely seeing the right answer asked for on a test.
A good performance task allows for the examination of challenging content as well as the use
of particular skills and an assessment of overall performance. These tasks can include
science experiments, oral presentations, essays, video documentations of performances, and
so on. The essence of a performance task is that the skills and knowledge being assessed are
contextualized, and the performance requires the student's active, rather than reactive,
participation.

Exhibitions might be considered extended performance tasks in that they require
students to actively synthesize and apply course content in an original expression of
individual achievement. Public discourse about the student's work is an important
component of an exhibition. Often an exhibition requires students to take their work through
several stages, i.e., conceptualization, research, application, and presentation. Students may
be required to document their process of inquiry, which is then assessed together with the
final product.

Portfolios

Portfolios may include performance tasks and a variety of other student work
samples, along with observations and evaluations of student learning from the student and
peers as well as the teacher. They provide multiple sources of information about a student's



development over time. One important feature of most portfolios is that the student plays a
major role in developing and selecting work to include in the portfolio, particularly where
the portfolio includes a student's self-selected "best work" along with versions of a piece of
work over time. The active participation of the student in his/her own self-assessment
process, with the teacher's (and sometimes peers') facilitation, brings a metacognitive
element to this approach, helping students learn to evaluate how and what they are learning
and to develop their own internal standards. Like an artist's portfolio, a portfolio for
assessment purposes is a collection of a student's work that demonstrates his/her
achievements, growth, and efforts in many areas or media. It provides documentation of the
student's work that displays command of skills and content as well as insight into the
learning process over time. As contrasted with the snapshot view of a student provided by a
test, portfolios offer opportunities for longitudinal assessment. This supports a
developmental view of learning and a keener understanding of each student's own path
toward competence.

Both portfolios and performance-based assessments are consistent with contemporary
developmental and constructivist learning theories. These assessments ask learners to
actively synthesize knowledge and apply it in open-ended ways. Skills, knowledge, and
reasoning are integrated rather than fragmented when a student is asked to construct his/her
own performance or portfolio. The boundaries between assessment, the curriculum, and
learning become more permeable while the process of learning becomes more coherent.

Documentation of Learning Over Time

Documentary assessment approaches include methods of recording the developmental
process of the learning of individual children. The examples show several ways of
organizing the data a teacher collects about a child's learning process and specific
achievements, along with how the data can t used to inform curriculum and instruction.
These approaches offer a developmental and longitudinal perspective on learning that is
intended to inform teaching as well as enhance teachers' ability to describe student learning
to parents and others.

*

Together, these kinds of strategies provide concrete evidence of what students
understand and are able to do in complex performance situations, rather than the
decontextualized proxies that provide little help to teachers or students in learning how to
develop and improve their performances. As teachers work with strategies like these, they
deepen the discourse about and possibilities for teaching and learning. We hope that this
volume enriches those conversations and further supports the development of practice.
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Performance Tasks and Exhibitions

Overview 13

Performances and Exhibitions: The Demonstration of Mastery
Excerpted from Horace, the newsletter of the Coalition of Essential Schools,
this article describes the purposes of performance tasks and exhibitions, how
they are structured, and how teachers use them to assess student progress.

The Performance Task Development Process
Developed by the Connecticut State Department of Education, this section
contains guidelines .for developing performance tasks.

"Task" Design Ideas, Principles and Guidelines
Provided by Grant Wiggins, this section contains design suggestions for
assessment by performance, product, project, exhibition, or portfolio, and
criteria for assessing whether a proposed task or set of tasks is "authentic."

15

25

29

Mathematics and Science 43

Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics
Written by Jean Kerr Stenmark of the California Mathematics Council, this
section provides an overview of assessment techniques that promote learning in
mathematics.

Building a Dog Pen
Building a Dog Pen is a 10th grade geometry task from the Connecticut State
Department of Education.

Exploring the MapleCopter
Exploring the MapleCopter is 10-12th grade physics task from the Connecticut
State Department of Education.

A Performance "Engineering" Task
A Performance "Engineering" Task is u middle or high school level
math/sience task from Fox Lane High School, Bedford, New York.

Insulation
Insulation R an Sth grade .science task from the Massachusetts Department of
Education
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45

61

71

85

89



Mathematics/Science Curriculum and Exhibition
Mathematics/Science Curriculum and Exhibition, from Central Park East
Secondary School in New York City, is designed for the 9th and 10th grades.

Mathematics and Science Performance Tasks
Mathematics and Science Performance Tasks from the Assessment Performance
Unit in Great Britain are designed for 5th and 6th grades.

Learning by Doing
Learning by Doing is a collection of hands-on science assessments for the 3rd
and 7th grades and high school level students.

Social Studies, Humanities, and Fine Arts

Oral History Project
Oral History Project is a high school level performance task from Hope High

School, Providence, Rhode

On the American Revolution
On the American Revolution is a high school level U.S. history performance
task from Grant Wiggins, Ed.D., Center on Learning, Assessment, and School

Structure.

The Complexities of Reconstruction
The Complexities of Reconstruction is a high school level history task on the
Civil War from Dennie Palmer Wolf, Project Zero, Harvard Graduate School

of Education.

Hamlet Exhibition
Hamlet Exhibition, from Central Park East Secondary School in New York

City, is a literature-based exhibition designed for the 9th and 10th grades.

Kentucky Writing Assessment
This section contains a writing assessment guide, a scoring guide, and a
student selfa.ssessment/conference ,fimnfrom the Kentucky Department of

Education.

9th Grade Multi-Day Writing Assessment
9th Grade Multi-Day Writing Assessment, from Cherry Creek, Colorado, is

part of a twice-vearly district-wide K-12 writing assessment.
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Evaluation, Reflection, and Assessment of Drama/Theatre
This section contains a description of Kansas' drama/theatre program and
assessment approach.

141

Cross-Disciplinary Research 149

5th Grade Exit-Level Research and Presentation Project
The Exit-Level Research and Presentation Project, from Mark Twain
Elementary School, Littleton, Colorado, contains a description of the
preparation, task, and performance assessment process for a 5th grade cross-
disciplinary research project.

Hodgson Vocational-Technical High School
This section describes The Senior Project graduation requirement for students
at Hodgson Vocational-Technical High School in Newark, Delaware.
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A true test asks
students to show
what they know
and can do, not
to spout unrelated
facts they have
memorized the
night before. Once
we start measuring
performance this
way, change is
swift to followin
what we teach, in
how we teach, and
in our assumptions
about why kids are
in school at all.

March 1990

E
Performances and Exhibitions:
The Demonstration of Mastery
WHAT DO WE WANT HIGH
school students to learn? The most
revealing answer can be had by
looking at what we expect from
them when their time is up. What
students know and what they can
do, atter a course is completed or a
high school career ended, is in
many ways a reflection of what
their schools have expected
them to master.

For many, this means proving
themselves through a series of
mechanized hoopsmachine-
scanned textbook tests, achievement
and competency tests. But for
!..tudents in an increasing number
of schools, the question of mastery
is becoming at once more mess,,
and more authentic. What can you
rca /hj do' teachers uncomfortable
with what wnventional tests show
are beginning to ask What do
vou understand about how to get
answers to hard questions' And
rn re,,listic contexts before mixed
audient. es of Jeers, teachers, and
the community, students in many
schools are showing us the answers,
in the exhibitions that expose the
erV hear t of what the Coalition of
1.,,entia I Schools is trying to do.

"In its original form, the
exhibition is the public expression
by a student of teal command
aver who' she's learned," say, ("I-;
Chairman Theodore !-;izer "It began
in the eighteenth century, as the
exit demonstration in New Igland
academies and in colleges like

Harvard. The student was expected
to perform, recite, dispute, and
answer challenges in public session."
If such a performance is %Yell
designed, Sizer points out, it elicits
proof both of the student's under-
standing and of some imaginative
capabilityit serves at once as
evaluative agent and expressive
tool. "We expect people to show
us and explain to us how they
use contentit's more than mere
memory," Sizer says. "It's the first
real step towards coming up with
some ideas of their own

The concept of performance
based evaluation is nothing new
notes (;rant Viggins, who has been
a consultant to CES on assessment
issues, we see it every time someone
presents a business proposal,
performs in a recital, plays a ball
game. But the exhibition is at least
as much a teaching tool as on as
sessment method, Si/ei points ()tit,
as much inspiration as measure-
ment ;lying Lids a really good
target is the best way to teach
them," he says. "And if the goal
is cast in an interesting wax , von
greatly increase the t ha no.-- of their
achieving, it When You can sets the
obvious exhilaration of the final
act-- -as, for example, in really using
a foreign language well-
perceived quite differently trent
the usual test, which is secret and
comes at you in a way you lie\ er
see in other areas, with time t. on-
stramts and machine wading



Figure 1. Qualities of "Authentic Performances"

Structure and Logistics

Are more appropriately public; involve an audience or panel.
Do not rely on unrealistic and arbitrary time constraints.
Offer known, not secret, questions or tasks.
Are more like portfolios or a season of games, not one-shot.
Require some collaboration with others.
Recurand are worth practicing for and retaking.
Make assessment and feedback to students so central that school
schedules, structures, and policies are modified to support them.

Intellectual Design Features
Are "essential"not needlessly intrusive, arbitrary, or designed
to "shake out" a grade.
Are "enabling"constructed to point the student towards more
sophisticated use of the skills or knowledge.
Are contextualized, complex intellectual challenges, not
"atomized" tasks corresponding to isolated "outcomes."
Involve the student's own research or use of knowledge, for which
"content" is a means.
Assess student habits and repertoires, not mere recall or
plug-in skills.
Are representative challengesdesigned to emphasize depth
more than breadth.
Are engaging and educational.
Involve somewhat ambiguous tasks or problems.

Grading and Scoring Standards

Involve criteria that assess essentials, not easily counted but
relatively unimportant errors.
Are graded not on a curve but in reference to performance
standards (criterion-referenced, not norm-referenced).
Involve demystified criteria of success that appear to students
as inherent in successful activity.
Make self-assessment a part of the assessment.
Use a multifaceted scoring system instead of one aggregate grade.
Exhibit harmony with shared schoolwide aims a standard.

Fairness and Equity

Ferret out and identify (perhaps hidden) strengths.
Strike a constantly examined balance between honoring
achievement and native skill or fortunate prior training.
Minimize needless, unfair, and demoralizing comparisons.
Allow appropriate room for student learning styles, aptitudes,
and interests.
Are attempted by all students, with the test "scaffolded up,"
not "dumbed down," as necessary.
Reverse typical test-design procedures. A model task is first
specified; then, a fair and reliable plan for scoring is devised.

These are provided by Grant Wiggins, former director of research at CES; he gives
credit to Ted Sizer, Art Powell, Fred Newmann, and Doug Archbald and to the work
of Peter Elbow and Robert Glaser for some of these criteria.

HORACE
is

'
-

If it were not for a bureaucracy
of schooling deeply invested in
easily generated outcomes, common
sense might dictate the steps in
which teachers assess students.
Of course we want students who
are curious, who know how to
approach new problems, who use
reading and writing across the
disciplines as a natural part of that
process, who are thoughtful, able,
and active citizens. And to get
them we would merely make those
goals kr...zAvn from the start, test
for them regularly, and correct a
student's course when necessary.

What complicates matters is an
approach to testing that originated
in an era when it still seemed
possible, and necessary, to impart
to young scholars a set body of
information. In addition, educa-
tional theorists believed that the
way to learn things was to break
them down into their smaller
components. Testing reflected
those assumptions: it was discipline-
specific, content-driven, easily
shaped into multiple-choice
instruments of assessment. Even
reading and writing were taught
and assessed this way, broken
down into discrete components that
could be tested and taught separately.
In the effort to achieve consistency
and a uniform standard, "subjectiv-
ity" became a bad word; and in
the push for scientifically accurate
assessment no one acknowledged
that even the choice and wording
of items on standardized tests
reflected biases as real as those

of any classroom teacher.
In our information-loaded

age, that system has lost whatever
intellectual credit it may once have
had. We can't know all "the facts"
anyway; and even if it were possible,
theorists now think students learn
best when facts are sought in their
context, not in arbitrary sequences.
Instead, Essential schools aim for
teaching students how to find out
and critically evaluate the facts they
need in a particular situation- -
the thoughtful habits of mind that
are sometimes called the "higher

March 1990



Most standardized
tests, critics say,
lack the subtlety
and sophistication
needed to test critical
thinking skills.

literacies." Most standardized tests,
critics say, lack the subtlety and
sophistication needed to test such
critical thinking skills.

But the old system of testing still
has bureaucratic usefulness, and
so students still hear its message
clearly: they are in school to be
sorted, ranked, selected. For better
students, this can rob their studies
of excitement or intellectual purpose.
For the less advantaged, though,
it implies a guaranteed level of
failurebecause norm-referenced
standardized tests distribute
students along a bell-shaped curve
which can be predicted in advance.
Such methods have changed testing,
many argue, from a teaching and
learning toot to the point where it
serves only a social and political
purpose.

'40RACE
HORACE is published
five times yearly at Brown
University by the Coalition
of Essential Schools, Box 1938,
Brown University, Providence,
RI 02912. Subscription is free.
Publication of HORACE is
supported by a grant from the
Rockefel:er Brothers Fund.

Editor. Kathleen Cushman
Managing Editor. Susan Fisher

HORACE

To change that pattern, the
Coalition of Essential Schools
asserts, we must change the very
reason students go to school. This
must begin, Sizer says, with a new
expectation: that all students can
use their minds well. New
incentives are next: real mastery
of things they want to do well.
Finally, schools must provide new
proving grounds where they can
show off that mastery in positive,
public, and personal ways. This
last is known, in Essential schools,
as the exhibition; both in theory and
in practice, it is the cornerstone of
what an Essential school is all about.

What Deserves a Diploma?
In an ideal Essential school, Ted
Sizer believes, all decisions about
a school's curriculum should flow
from the devising of a culminating
exhibition at graduation. Do we
want graduates to be able to
synthesize information from a
variety of disciplines in a well-
reasoned argument?. Then design
courses that give them regular
practice in cross-disciplinary
inquiry, and require a final project
that shows they can do it. Do we
want them to answer and ask
questions on their feet, to work pro-
ductively in groups? Then course
work must consciously train them
in these skills. Do we want them
to judge the reasonableness of an
answer, whether in mathematics or
ethics, and to evaluate the quality of
evidence? Then in every class give
priority to such habits of mind over
traditional coverage of content. Do
we want active citizens who know
their rights and ways to affect their
own government? Then require
courses that directly engage them
in such matters.

Clearly, the structural choices
that follow such an evaluation of a
school's ends can he uncomfortably
radical. They will affect every
teacher and every student, at every
level from the daily lesson plan to
the final graduation hurdles. It is
easy to see why so few in the
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Coalition have put the "exit exhibi-
tion" first in their efforts to revise
and restructure their schools. If
one starts by defining graduation
requirements in terms of demon-
strations of mastery, it's difficult
to proceed in cautious little steps.

Instead, most Essential schools
have held off on developing a
culminating performance before
graduation. They prefer to develop,
within individual or team-taught
courses, a new style of assessing
student progress that relies more on
demonstration of thoughtful habits
of mind and less on memorization
of facts. These course-level exhibi-
tions are referred to within the
Coalition as "performances," to
distinguish them from the graduation
exhibition.

Just what do these performances
look like? How are they graded,
and what allowance is made for
different levels of student ability?
Without standard measures, how
can a teacher reliably tell if the basic
competencies are being mastered?
Doesn't it cost a lot to do things this
way, in teacher time and training,
in administering and scoring?
Don't we need to teach students to
take the standardized tests that the
real world judges them by? I asked
these questions of Essential school
theorists and teachers who have
been trying performance-based
assessment in their classrooms.

What Performances Look Like

At the classroom level, a perform-
ance is often as simple as a final
essay that requires skills in inquiry
and synthesis to answer what the
Coalition calls "essential questions."
[See HORACE, Volume 5, No. 5.1
Or it might display student mastery
in the form of a project, perhaps
undertaken by a group. In some
classes students prepare portfolios
of their best work to submit for
evaluation; in others, they present
their work orally and answer
questions on it before the class.
Whatever its form, the performance
must engage the student in real
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intellectual work, not just memori-
zation or recall. The "content"
students master in the process is the
means to an end, not the end itself.

Because Essential school teachers
use such skills as part of their
everyday commitment to "active
learning," it can be hard to tell
where performances start and
regular classwork leave:, off. And
indeed, everyone agrees that
performances do serve as a teaching
tool as much as an assessment
tool. But if we are to consider
performances as an alternative to
conventional testing, it is most
useful to look at their evaluative
purpose.

For example, at Springdale High
School in Arkansas, humanities
teacher Melinda Nick le and the
other members of her teaching team
devised a final exam that could
be used for classes in inquiry and
expression, literature and fine arts,
social studies, and science. (See
Figure 2.) Students are asked to
link research materials across the
disciplines in a thematic essay; later
they participate in group evaluations
of each others' papers. The format
is aimed at many essential skills at
once: an interdisciplinary approach,
"student-as-worker," the develop-
ment of critical thinking, and so on.
It took a lot of time, Nick le says: at
least two teachers had to evaluate

At the classroom
level, an exhibition
can be a final
essay, a project,
a portfolio, or an
oral presentation.

1/11M

each paper and then compare
scores before a grade was put
on them. But "all our students
remarked on how much they
learned from the performance," she
says. "They spent hours working on
it at a time of year when most
students had already shut down
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Figure 2. A Final Performance Across the Disciplines

Discuss behavior patterns as reflected in the insect world, in animals,
in human beings, and in literature. Be sure to include references to your
course work over the term in Inquiry and Expression, Literature and the
Arts, Social Studies, and Science. This may include Macbeth, the drug
prevention and communication workshop, Stephen Crane's poetry, "A
Modest Proposal" and other essays you have studied, Mark Twain's fiction,
and behaviors you have observed in our School-within-a-School. You may
also add references to what you have read about in the news recently.

Procedure. Day one of the exam: You will be given four periods in
which to brainstorm, make an outline, write a rough draft, and write a final
copy in standard composition form. You will be graded not only on how
well you assimilate the material but also how well yod reflect the "student
as worker" metaphor and how responsibly you act during the testing
period.

Day two of the exam: You will assemble in villages of three, evaluate
anonymous papers according to a set of criteria, and come to a consensus
about a grade. Each paper will be evaluated by at least two groups and two
instructors. Again, a part of your overall semester grade will have to do
with how responsibly you act and how well you demonstrate the "student
as worker" metaphor.

Thanks to Melinda Nickle at Springdale High School, Springdale, Arkansas

due to the approaching vacation."
At Adelphi Academy in

Brooklyn, New York, science
teacher Chet Pielock and humanities
teacher Loretta Brady ask students
to form teams to investigate Latin
America's problems of poverty
and illiteracy, overcrowding, earth-
quakes, and political instability.
(See Figure 3.) To answer some
questions in the performance
students must exhibit detailed
geographic knowledge; to answer
others, they must relate them to
society and history. Interesting
issues can arise from such work:
How are "natural resources"
regarded by different cultures?
What happens when different
cultures conflict over the value of a
natural resource? I low do natural
resources function in human
struggles for power?

The best performances and
exhibitions are not merely projects
aimed at motivating students;
they evoke fundamental questions
within a discipline. For a final exam
in both history and English, for
example, one teaching team has

20

students support or refute the
statement, "What matters in history
is not societies or events, but
individuals." (See Figure 4.) Because
it asks the essential question "What
causes history?", such an inquiry
can reflect not only how we see the
past but how we think about the
present and future. Next students
are asked to evaluate their own
essay along specific criteria, and
then to relate an "English- essay
on subjectivity in research writing
to it as wellrevealing the
interdisciplinary connection,,
between literature and history.

9

How to Grade a Performance
One of the reasons conventional
tests hold such sway in schook,
of course, is that they are easy to
grade. Are teachers' evaluations
of exhibitions and performances a..
objective and reliable as the mu ltiple-
choice and fill-in-the-blanks tests
they replace?

"We can't evade these very
technical questions of reliability
and validity," (;rant Wiggins said
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Figure 3. A Final Performance Across the Disciplines

So you want to understand Latin America's problems:
poverty and illiteracy, overcrowding, earthquakes, and
political instability (that's right, war). Can Latin America
overcome these problems? Is the United States helping Latin
America all it can? What is behind these problems? One
key topic we need to understand is the land itself. We will
become three teams of experts exploring three key fields:

1. What (lyres have shaped the land?
2. What are the resources of the land?
3. Why do people live where they do on the land?

Each group has special requirements they need to fulfill, but
in general, these are the expectations we have for you while
you work and for the day of the final exhibition of your work:

"A" grade:
Everyone on team understands all the material well.
The team teaches the rest of the class effectively.
All diagrams and maps are effective and attractive.
Group uses class time effectively. All are involved.
Group asks good questions of each other on team.
Group asks good questions of other exhibiting groups.
"B" grade:
All of the above are fulfilled almost thoroughly.
"C" grade:
One of the above is not fulfilled.
Either one or two people in the group are lost; or

diagrams/maps are incomplete, messy, inaccurate;
or group does not stay on task in class.

"0" grade:
You don't know what you are doing.
You have omitted a required map or diagram.
You do not teach the class very much.
You dress funny.

Group 1. What are the forces that shaped the land?

Your group should construct detailed and instructive works
for the following. You are also expected to understand the
meaning of these diagrams. What do they show?

1. Schematic diagrams showing the cross sections of
energy forces below the surface of the land (volcanoes,
trenches, etc.)
2. Maps showing the land movement of the plates of the
earth throughout earth history, focusing especially on
the movement concerning Latin America.

Among the things you will need to find out

1. Why are there mountains and volcanoes where
they are in Latin America? (Why is this country full of
highlands while Africa was mostly a land of plateaus?)
2. What are the natural hazards of the land? Why is there
a persistent threat of earthquakes? What has to be done
or has been done to accommodate this natural hazard?
3 How did the bridge between the Americas form?
How has the movement of the earth's plates effected
migration in Latin America (plant and animal)?

1
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4. How does the earth produce the energy needed for
all this colossal movement?

Group 2. What are the resources of the land?

Your group must find answers to and understand the
following:

1 What are the animal, vegetable, mineral resources of
the land? (Any oil?) How rich is the land for farming? Is
there enough water? What food do they rely on and in
what parts of Latin America do they use certain kinds
of food?
2. Why do they have the kind of vegetation they have?
Or, why are (or are not) the climate zones dry like Africa,
which falls roughly on the same equatorial line and
latitudinal lines as Latin America?
3. How do the seasons differ from those of North
America?
4. How do Latin American birds and plants differ from
those of Africa? Why do they have the adaptations, the
differences they do? What special purpose do the unique
plants of Latin America serve?

Your group must construct, and be able to discuss the
meaning of, maps or diagrams showing the following:

1. The vegetation/climate zones in Latin America.
2. The atmospheric currents and important ocean
currents which influence climatic zones in Latin Amer-
ica. You may need to include average rainfall statistics.
3. The hydrologic cycle.
4. The important resources and where they are found.

Group 3. Where do the people live on the land?

Your group is responsible for finding out:

1. Where did the first societies (and first migrant people)
live in Latin America? Why there? How could people
have migrated to Latin America? Could people have
come from Africa?
2. Where was the population living around 1800-1850?
What groups were living where? Why there? (Consider
especially the groups/races of people throughout the
West Indies and all of Latin America.)
3. Where do people live today? Why? What are the
different groups/races liying in Latin America today?
Where do different language groups/races live today?
What effect does that have on the countries in Latin
America"

Your group must he able to construct and fully explain the
following:

1. A map of the populations for each of the three
questions above Question 3 may require more than
one map if you think it is necessary, or a clear overlay.

Thanks to Chet Theloc) and I oretta ttr,idv at Adelphi Academy,
Brooklyn, New York

o
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in a summer workshop on exhibi-
tions for Essential School teachers.
"To ask abdut validity is to ask if
the task represents the real thing
we want to assess. Does it really
present the student's abilities, traits,
capacity for long-term work? For
example, the SAT is valid because
it statistically correlates with later
success in college. But does it really
represent the things the student can
be good at, or just one thing?"

Reliability is another question,
says Wiggins. "Would the student
get the same score if he took the
test again and gave the same
performance?" he asks. "Or would
different'people score it differently?
Standardized tests are reliable
by design, but we question their
validity. Exhibitions, on the other
hand, are valid but not necessarily
reliable. How do we protect
students from capricious, biased
Judgments'"

A related question is whether
there must be one standard for the
success of a student performance
Should standards vary according to
the perforn-r's level of intelligence,

When students learn
to assess themselves,
they internalize the
criteria and become
better performers
and critics.

VIMAIMMMIN,

age, sex, race, family circumstances,
future plans? "The failure to think
through this question has led to
us haying no standards at all,"
Wiggins argues. "You can walk into
any high school in America and see
two teachers grade the same level
work in dramatically different ways

But teachers who use exhibitions
in the classroom speak in matter-ot-
fact terms about how they evaluate
student performance. "You've got
to decide what's being graded
ahead of time, and he clear about
it with the student," says Melinda
Nickle. -We assess the way they
work, the way they use their time.
the I'VaV they speak and write, the

ideas they bring to the perform-
ancethings that cannot be
evaluated by a typical pen and
paper test." ,Moreover. Nickle says,
students are usually working in
groups as they prepare their per-
formances, freeing her to circulate,
ask questions, and ascertain .

weaknesses and strengths.
"I don't question the accuracy

of our assessment," Nickle 'as s. "It
actually is a lot more valuable than
the traditional test, where what you
mostly find out is if the student can
memorize well or if he studied the
night before. In tact, many students
new to our program are unsettled
by how high our expectations are

is hard to get by without getting
actively engaged in the learning."

Nickle is one of mans teachers
who require students to participate
in their own assessments -1\'hen
a student presents an exhibition in
my class.- she says, they might
start out mumbling or speaking too
fast. I ,,ay, 'go stow, breathe deeply,'
and remind them that they are
practicing speaking skills Pretty
soon the other students art' priimpt-

Figure 4. A Final Performance in History and English

Your final exhibition to demonstrate mastery of the
material of these two courses for the first semester will be
divided into two parts. The first part is a research paper
The second part is the final examination. Together these
constitute 257. of your grade for English and 20`7,. of your
grade for World History.

1 For the research assignment, write a five to seven page
paper addressing the following: "What matters in history
is not societies or events, but individuals." Discuss the
validity of this concept of history by citing at least three
specific examples from your studies this semester that
support or refute the concept.

Your paper will be graded by both your history and
your English teacher and a grade assigned by each, based
on the standards in the "Wntten Exhibition As,essment
Form," attached.

2. The final examination will he taken during the period
scheduled for the English examination. It will consist of
three parts:

a. An essay evaluating your research paper, both in
content and mecharues. You will read the attached excerpt
on subjectivity, objectivity, relativity, and balance in
academic writing (pages 6-7 from Toby Fulwiler, I 'ollege

Writing Boston Scott, Foresman, I9, ) As \ read it
think how the points he makes apply to his researc h paper
Then write an essay reflecting on how these ideas are
illustrated by your paper. Specifically, you need nrsi to
prepare a topic outline, including a thesis statem:nt 'or
the essay. Tten summarize in your own words h

Fulwiler's main points, and cite at least one spec ifrt
example from your research paper of eacliot these point,
Where you identify subjectivity or use of judgment in your
paper, discuss whether there was adeluate evidence in
Your paper to support these siubiectice statement, Finally
discuss why you think you made these particular ,uhict IRV
statements In other words how did one of out personal
values enter into the reseaTL h and writing of the paper'

h An essay relating our English course reading., to
the thesis of your research paper. This w ill also iii', ,'h e
art analysis of a short, related work during the :mai

3 Dunng the period scheduled for your history final
examination, you will meet with both youi heaorx and
English teat her to discuss our course work hit the
semester, your tesearLh paper, and your final esaininanon

Fhanks for this per tornIdllt e to John Rohannon 110,1141

at Vrrnont ALadtqnv who attunded a CI 1s,11,

shop (Vennont A. atiernv is n.1 a rnen,t.l
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ing them, too." Math teacher Glynn
Meggison at Fox Lane I high School
in Bedford, New York has begun
to invite his classes to grapple with
self-evaluations. "One kid broke
it down into actual percentages:
quality of group work, individual
work, presentation," he says. Such
activities are themselves a form of
learning, teachers say, as students
internalize the criteria, they become
better performers and better critics
of others' performances

The question of skill levels
points up both a practical problem
of comparative grading and a
fundamental issue in education.
the tracking of students early on
into ability groups that will Llassity
them for years to come. No one
quarrels with the reality that
students present themselves at
different levels, but IA iggnis argues
that conventional mean- of gradule,
the hell-shaped curve, norm
referenced standardized tests,
and trackingmerely discourage
students from reaching toward
higher goals Again, he contrasts
the academic model with the world
of sports or the ,ttts, where c\pert
players are alwav, helm t.atikknis
as models of the t-kt clIon tht'v
are striving for

Instead of giving
watered-down
challenges at lower
skill levels, the same
tasks are presented
to all students, just
as they are in real-
life situations.

At ( entrol Park I ondar\

a class
in New ,

of .11,11;t1.' lc\ .';.

goals \\itli the tea, ht.t ally tti
to tutu 1,,r eithcf 1 t11111`i

-,)11V,Illt I'd' le ' tt t rr
tormani es, and the\ arc aluatik,1

accordinr,1\ of

watered -down t,,,
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Figure 5.
The APU Assessment of Mathematics (Great sitain)

The following section comes from the assessor's manual in an oral mathe-
matics test of 15-year-olds, involving the ideas of perimeter, area, and
circumference:

1. Ask: "What is the perimeter of a rectangle?" i VVrite student answz-r 1
2. Present sheet with rectangle ABCD. Ask. "Could you show me the
perimeter of this rectangle7" If necessani, teach.
3 Ask, "How would you measure the perimeter of the recttar.g1;,'
It necessary, prompt for full procedure. If necessary, teach

10. "Estimate the length of the circumference of this nrt le."
11. "What would you do to check your estimate?" IStr:ng is or; the
It no response, prompt for string

13 "Is there any other method?" /f student does net chggesf ucmg [ =p;i
prompt With, "Would it help to measure the diameter of the nrcle?"

the scoring system works as follows
1 uninded success
2 success following one prompt from the teacher

success following a series of prompts
4 teaching by the tester, prompts unsuccessful
C an unsuccessful response, tester did not prompt or 1,a,11
6 an unsuccessful response despite prompting and teaching

question not given
unaided success where student (-orre-cted an unmic,st-5,hil
attempt without help

Successful responses are tombmed info two ldrger categone-s
"unaided success" and -unaided plus aided mutt with pert
given for each

I nlm mathernailt. di X.elornmnt `-k-condary PI A c,:-.....trwht
Pet tomiance t !nit (Art'l. Ihkrartnic.nt of Education and tintalr,

t

( ;rant (.111,.

the' ',erne' tel'4,- are prI.tt,,.-1 h II

'tlident`, !tint they In "'J.'. it,

situations, and ctia hclp ,ut.
\\ien' Ile, t--11-V 1 lie' ,.ttleit'lit

t1.11,1 anti
he real tit will the
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evaluate student performances. One
characteristic of a good scorecard
is that it honors a.variety of aspects
of the student's performance. Is
the student's work process being
evaluated, for example, or merely
the product? Are enterprise, flair,
and creativity given equal weight
with perseverance and carefulness,
and are those weighted equally
with achievement? Does the fluent
speaker have as good a chance
to excel as the fluent writer, the
creative artist as good a chance as
the computer whiz? The best per-
formances are authentic reflections
of a student's development of
thoughtful habits of mind; they
honor and use that student's unique
qualities rather than force them into
1100101ir/111

One characteristic
of a good scorecard
is that it honors a
variety of aspects
of the student's
performance.

a predetermined mold. (Richard
Miggins of the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory has devel-
oped a short manual on how to
design and develop performance
assessments; it can be had for $1
by writing NCME, Teaching Aids
ITEMS Module #1, 1230 17th St.,
NW, Washington, DC 20036.)
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The Performance Task
Development Process

Connecticut State Department of Education
Common Core of Learning Assessment Project

For more information about The Performance Task Development Process, contact:
Joan Boykoff Baron

Connecticut State Department of Education
Box 2219

Hartford, CT 06145
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The Performance Task Development Process

1. Start with an idea

From a textbook or other book
From a newspaper or magazine article
From a life experience
From conversation with colleagues or others
Random thought
Divine inspiration

2. Test the idea

Is it important? Does it center on an important concept or issue in science?

Is it contextualized? Does it tie the concept or issue to real life? Does it lead
students to deal with the concept or issue instead of just memorizing it.... does it
make students use it, understand it, explain it to others, or otherwise take some
ownership of it?

3. Begin converting the idea into a prompt

Define the objectives of the task. What will this prompt tell you about students?
What knowledge / skills / abilities / attitudes / attributes will students have to
display in order to successfully handle this task?

Write a complete prompt statement, including task statement, purpose, and
suggestions to students on strategy and focus. Keep your original objectives in
mind throughout! Try to focus the prompt in the direction of these objectives.

4. Consider embellishments

Can the problem be made "multi-media" (e.g., multiple performances or
products around the same theme). Consider written exercises or reports, oral
reports, group discussions or performances, student logs or portfolios, self-
assessments, etc.

Can the task be structured to elicit attitudes and attributes which can be measured
(e.g., group cooperation, persistence, resourcefulness, etc.)?

Can the task be structured to include a group activity?

5. Consider what a teacher will need to know to administer the prompt

Where does this task fit into the curriculum? What needs to be taught before the
prompt is administered?

What materials and equipment are needed?

What problems or difficulties are likely to occur?
27
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What kinds of assistance or intervention should the teacher be prepared to
provide? What kinds of assistance should the teacher not provide? How should
such interventions be treated in scoring?

Develop NOTES TO TEACHER to include all of the above.

6. Design a scoring approach to the problem

Consider your original objectives how will they show themselves in students'
responses?

Decide whether you are assessing processes or products.

Identify either dimensions of performance or aspects of the product which
(a) reflect the objectives you had for the prompt; and (b) can be observed and
rated with reasonable objectivity.

Weight the dimensions in proportion to their importance, using your own
judgement and that of colleagues.

Develop levels of performance which you feel are likely to be present in student
performance or products.

Build a section within the prompt to communicate to students how their
performance will be evaluated.

7. Try the prompt out

Have one or more colleagues review it "cold" and critique it.

Administer it in the classroom, in a relatively low-stakes setting:
Get feedback from your students what was good or bad about the task? What

would improve it?
--Try out the scoring system. What was good/bad about it? How can it be
enriched by the examples of performance you have now collected?

8. Revise accordingly based on your experience

Revise prompt structure and requirements
Revise scoring system
Expand NOTES TO TEACHER

f
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"Task" Design Ideas, Principles
and Guidelines

Wiggins, G. (1991). "Task" Design Ideas, Principles and Guidelines. Geneseo,
NY: Center on Learning, Assessment, and School Structure.

For more information about "Task" Design Ideas, Principles and Guidelines, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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"TASK" DESIGN IDEAS, PRINCIPLES
AND GUIDELINES

Grant Wiggins
Center on Learning, Assessment & School Structure

The following pages contain design suggestions for direct assessment by
performance, product, project, exhibition, or portfolio; and criteria for assessing
whether a proposed task or set of tasks is "authentic."

The design ideas (or "templates") suggest the types of situations, simulations,
roles, questions and problems that can be used to build authentic and engaging
challenges for any subject matter or age group.

Common to all the design ideas are three principles:

1) "higher-order" thinking and acting require that students produce "unique
products or performances" (in the words of Bloom et al.)

2) assessment tasks should teach: the best 'tests' educate students about
the types of challenges actually encountered 'in the field' when
professionals are called upon to use knowledge effectively and
imaginatively.

3) authentic tasks require the kinds of judgments that are routinely called
for in real-world 'tests' of knowledge. The best 'answers' are sensitive to
the context of the situation: 'audience', particular constraints and purpose
of the setting, appropriate precision, cost/benefit considerations, etc.

The ideas that follow are meant to be more than intetresting, optional
provocations. The assumption is that districts and schools would develop blue-
printing policies for how all assessments should be constructed to ensure that
they are maximally authentic, "higher-order," valid and reliable; and thus
articulated with system outcomes and performance standards.

32
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

A. Designing authentic tasks & portfolios: Guiding Questions

1. TEST TASKS

What work is 'authentic' - worth having students practice & master?

What tasks simulate the challenges of knowledge-in-use?

2. THE SET OF TASKS

Is our proposed .521 of performance and product requirements a valid sample?

Do they provide uffg_fcient information from which to draw valid generalizations?

3. CRITERIA

Are the essential aspects of successful performance emphasized in the scoring

system (vs. what is easy to see or score)?

Are we clearly emphasizing quality craftmanship (vs. mere compliance) in the

criteria?

4. THE TESTING CONTEXT

Are the testing constraints authentic?
Are inauthentic prior secrecy and arbitrary limits on time & resources maximally

reduced?
Is there appropriate opportunity to revise, refine, ask questions, and meet high

standards?

5. STANDARDS

Are our expectations apt but high?

How is the scoring benchmarked: by what appropriate examples, models or

products is our scoring 'anchored'?
Is there approproiate uniformity in teacher testing and grading?

Do our grading and promotion standards demand and evoke quality products

and performances from all students?
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

B. "Higher-Order performance verbs" for use in design

Discern a Pattern

Adapt to and Reach Audience

Empathize with the Odd

Pursue Alternative Answers

Achieve an Intended Aesthetic Effect

Exhibit Findings Effectively

Polish a Performance

Lead a Group to Closure

Develop and Effectively`Implement a Plan

Design, Execute &
De-bug an Experiment

Make a Novice Understand
What You Deeply Know

Induce a Theorem or Principle

Explore and Report Fairly on a Controversy

Lay Out "Cost-Benefit" Options

Assess the Quality of a Product

Graphically Display and Effectively illuminate
Complex ideas

Rate proposals or candidates

Establish principles

Make the Familiar Strange

Infer a Relationship

Facilitate a Process & Result

Create an Insightful Model

Dis-prove a Common Notion

Reveal the Limits of an Important Theory

Successfully Mediate a Dispute

Thoroughly Re-think an Issue

Shift Perspective

Imaginatively & Persuasively Simulate a
Condition or Event

Thoughtfully Evaluate and Accurately
Analyze a Performance

Judge the Adequacy of a Superficially-
Appealing Idea

Accurately Self-Assess and Self-Correct

Communicate in an Appropriate Variety of
Media or Languages

Complete a Cost-Benefit Analysis

Question the Obvious or Familiar

Analyze Common Elements of Diverse
Products

Test for accuracy

Negotiate a Dilemma

Make the Strange Familiar
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TASK DESIGN rDEAS

C. Other higher-order verbsl:

Analysis

break down, uncover, look into, dissect,
examine, take apart, divide, simplify,
induce, deduce, inspect, catalogue,
classify, sift, search, screen, audit

Synthesis

combine, compile, build, re-order,
compose, breed, conceive, blend,
form, make up, construct, design,
formulate, constitute, propose

D. "Synthesis" (according to Bloom et al.) is:

the production of a unique communication

the production of a plan or proposed set of operatips

the derivation of a set of abstract relations or principles

"Synthesis is a type of divergent thinking: it is unlikely that the right solution
can be fixed in advance. Each student may provide a unique response to
the questions or problems posed. It is the task of the evaluator to determine
the merits of the responses"

"Problems should be as close as possible to the situation in which a
scholar /artist / engineer etc. attacks a problem. The time allowed,
conditions of work etc. should be as far from the typical controlled exam
situationaspossible."

1 See Evaluation to Improve Learning by Bloom, Madaus, and Hastings (1981) McGraw-Hill for other
ideas and examples of paper and pencil tasks for each level.



TASK DESIGN IDEAS -

E. Tasks & Context for Assessing 'Synthesis':

1. 'The task should be new or in scme way different from those used in
instruction.

2. Student may attack the problem with a variety of references or other
available resources, as needed.

3. The adequacy of the final product may be judged in terms of

the effect it has on the reader, observer or audience

the adequacy with which it has accomplished the task; and/or

evidence on the adequacy of the process by which it was developed."

"It is obvious that the student must have considerable freedom in defining the task
for himself /herself, or in re-defining the problem or task"

"Teachers for synthesis objectives are no longer pedagogues. They are more
like coaches, guides or master craftsmen working with apprentices."

F. Related questions for mathematical & scientific task framing2

Is there a formula?

What purpose does the formula serve?

Is there a pattern here?

Can the pattern be extended?

How can we condense the information?

Can we prove it?

What is constant? What is variable?

What is the formula?

What is the number of objects or cases
satisfying this condition?

Is there a counter-example?

What does it remind you of?

Can we make a table?

When is it false? When true?

Where does the proof break down in an
analogous case?

2 From Brown dr Walters, The Art of Problem Posing.
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

a, Simulations/Roles for task design

Museum Curator: Design museum exhibits, compete for "grant" money

2. Engineering designs:

a. bid & meet 'specs.' : largest-volume oil container, MIT egg drop, etc.

b. apply theory: design and build a working roller coaster, catapult in

physics; local herbarium, etc.
c. mapping/surveying a region around school, in buildings, etc.

3. Model UN

4. Historical re-enactments:

a. Trials: Socrates, Scopes, Brown vs. Board, The Pied Piper
b. "Meeting of the Minds" on shared event or theme
c. Diaries: made up as if historical person present from another era

d. "What if....?" writing/acting out different history scenario

5. Ad agency Director: Design advertising campaigns, book jackets, blurbs, etc.

for the book(s) read in class

6. Tour Organizer/Cultural Exchange: Design travel, logistics and cultural

guides for a world tour within a budget and time-frame

7. Psychologist /Sociologist: surveys, statistical analysis, graphing of results,

writing newspaper article on meaning of results

8. Budgeting exercises, running a bank

9. Document Archaeology: "From what text/culture/time frame is this

fragment?"

10. Person Archaeology: Who Am I? (given clues)

11. Essayist/Philosopher: Essential Questions

"History: Evolution or Revolution?," "When is a generalization a
stereotype and when not?" "Is a mathematical system an invention or

a discovery?" "Does the 'heart know things the mind cannot'?" "Does
History repeat itself?" "Are there Great Books, and if so by what

criteria?" etc. leading to research, debate & products

© CLASS 11/91
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

12. Newspaper editor and writer: articles and editorials

a. Set in the studied historical time
b. Making complex ideas and/or facts accessible to readers (Kuwait oil spill

magnitude, Middle East background history, etc.)
c. Multiple perspectives: editorial & many letters to editor from different

perspectives

13. Historian:

a. "Biased? Or just different?" Analyze and assess controversial accounts
of historical events.

b. Conduct an oral history
c. Review 3 different textbooks on same events for accuracy
d. Outline design of a "meaningful" textbook on US history for kids
e. Predict a future event (simulate CIA or State Dept. analysis) in a current

country

14. Product Designer: Conduct Research, Design Ad Campaign, Run Focus
Groups, Present proposal to panel

15. "Job Interview" -- with portfolio in which student tries to get hired for a
specific job related to skills of current course (where interviewed by other
students or teacher)

16. "If you understand it you should be able to teach it" Teach younger
children something you 'know'

17. "Expert testimony to Congress" e.g.: Are all aspirin alike and are
advertising claims accurate? Should children's TV be regulated? etc.

18. Speak-Listen: Successfully communicate directions

19. De-bug: car engine, experimental design, garbled 'text'

20. Essay reviews: The medium is the message: compare and contrast same
book/movie, poem/song, play/musical, etc.

21. Commercial Designer: Propose art work for public buildings

22. Merit Badges (Boy & Girl Scouts)
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

H. Product/Outcome Template ldeas3

add chapter to a book
autobiography

brochure
classroom museum

constitution
design proposal

editorial
fable

flow chart
jokes
map

movie script
music video
oral history
photo album

poster
relief map

resume/cover letter
scale model
scrapbook
short story

survey
totem pole

advertisement
awards
chart

collage
contract

detective story
essay

family tree
games/puzzles

journal
memoir
mural

musical instrument
painting/drawing

play script
puppets

report of current
events

review of books
scenery for play

sculpture
slide show

time capsule
terrarium

audiotape
biography

children's book
computer program

correspondence
diarama
eulogy
flag

graph
last will and testament

mosaic
museum exhibit

news story
petition/Bill of Rights

poems
recipe

research paper

rules of etiquette
scientific instrument

shadow box
song lyrics
time line
videotape

3 Many of these ideas courtesy of Heidi Jacobs, Teachers College, Columbia University.
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

II. WHAT IS "AUTHENTIC"?

A. "Authentic" assessment tasks:

1. involve engaging problems and questions of importance and substance, in which

students must use knowledge (and construct meaning) effectively and creatively.

2. simulate the challenges facing workers in a field of study, or the real-life 'tests' of civic
and personal life in which academic knowledge is required.

3. are non-routine and multi-faceted. Recall is insufficient: authentic tasks require a

repertoire of knowledge, hence, good judgment in clarifying and solving the
problem(s).

4. focus on the students' ability to produce a quality product andior performance.

5. involve de-mystified criteria and standards; the test allows for thorough preparation,

(accurate self-assessment and self-adjustment), by the student; apt resources are
available; questions and tasks may be discussed and clarified, etc.

6. rely on framed assessor judgment, in reference to clear and appropriate criteria.

7. often involve interactions between assessor and student. Tests ask the student to
justify answers or choices, and respond to follow-up or probing questions.

8. involve challenges where the effect of the product or performance, and sensitivity to

audience and context, determine the quality of the result.

9. involve patterns of response and behavior: emphasis is on consistency of student

work -- the assessment of habits of mind.

© CLASS 11/91 19



TASK DESIGN IDEAS

B. A GUIDE TO TASK DESIGN & TROUBLE-SHOOTING

apical test

requires correct
responses

"Authentic" test task Indicators of authenticit

Must be 'secure'
(unknown in
advance) to
insure validity

Disconnected
from a realistic
context

isolated 'items'
requiring
recognition of
correct answer or
use of one skill or
theory

simplified so as
to be easy to score
objectively

superficial
and one-shot

validity through
correlation or
'content' match

(r) (71-1 S S 11/91

requires effective and
justified, responses

known as much as
possible in advance; the
'test' involves excelling at
known, difficult tasks

effective use of the
knowledge required: the
student must 'do'
history, science, etc.

a challenge in which
knowledge to be tested
must be used in
fa&hioning a quality
product or performance

essential, core
challenge; modified as

necessary for
developmental
appropriateness

in-depth, longitudinal

validity thru aptness
and realism of task and
context

We assess whether the student is in
control of the 'process' and the
'product' in terms of the aptness of
the response & quality of the work,
not just correctness of answers

The tasks, criteria and standards by
which work will be judged are
predictable or known like the
recital piece, the play, the game, a
graduate oral exam, engines to be
fixed, proposals to a client, etc.

A question or challenge likely to be
encountered by the professional,
citizen or consumer -- 'test' of know-
how-in-use, embedded in a set of
performance obligations

The task is multi-faceted and
complex. Even if there is a 'right
answer', the task requires problem-
clarifying, planning, trial and error,
adapting the facts to the case at
hand, etc.

Involves the important aspects of
performance or core challenges of
the field of study, not the easily-
scored; requires careful judgement
in scoring

Reveals whether the student has
achieved real vs. pseudo- mastery

A fair and revealing test as judged
by experts in the field; has face
validity to teachers and students;
evokes maximal interest and
persistence
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TASK DESIGN IDEAS

C. Assessment Design Critique Sheet
Rate any proposed task for the following qualities:

a. Non-routine & rich (vs. simplistic)

judgement required; able to be personalized; a
variety of responses are appropriate

b. Understandable goal (vs. overly 'secure')

able to be known and practiced without
compromising validity

Knowledge in use (vs. recall or plug in)

a task involving the 'doing' of the subject, performing; not
just being tested on facts

d. Integrative tasks (vs. isolated items)

a repertoire of knowledge is required for fashioning
quality responses, products or performances

e. Essential (vs. easy to test or score)

task goes to the heart, the 'big ideas' of the subject
matter; scoring emphasizes what is important to the task
done well

Insightful (vs. superficial view of ability)

gives insight into student thinking and habits; a valid
test of what the student knows and can do in day-to-day
performance

Educative Challenge (vs. valid proxy)

task has 'face validity'; an apt and evocative direct
challenge of the curricular tasks and their purpose

high degree low degree

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2. 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics

Jean Kerr Stenmark
California Mathematics Council and EQUALS

For more information about Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics, contact:
Jean Kerr Stenmark

California Mathematics Council
c/o EQUALS

Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California - Berkeley

Berkeley, CA 94720
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Jean Kerr Stenmark
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OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

Open-ended Questions

Examples:

For Grades 1- 4

For Grades 4 - 9

For Grades 6. 12

Advantages of Open-ended
Questions

An open-ended question is one in which the student is given a
situation and is asked to communicate (in most cases, to write) a
response. It may range from simply asking a student to show the
work connected with an addition problem to complex situations
that require formulating hypotheses, explaining mathematical
situations, writing directions, creating new related problems,
making generalizations, and so on. Questions may be more or less
"open" depending on how many restrictions or directions are
included.

Open-erided questions help match assessment to good classroom
questioning strategies. Here are some examples:

AGE
Don
Mary
Steve
Pat
Greg

df4fAlli
MIONMENI.

.A7 r 294
V v/ jv

1 2 3 4 6 9 10

Look at this graph. Explain what the graph might mean.

Luke wants to paint one wall of his room. The wall is 8 meters
wide and 3 meters high. It takes one can of paint to cover 12
square meters, and the paint is sold at two cans for $9. What else
does Luke need to consider? Make a plan for this painting job.

A friend says he is thinking of a number. When 100 is
divided by the number, the answer is between 1 and 2.

Give at least three statements that must be true of the
answer. Explain your reasoning.

There is a wealth of information to be gained from this kind of
assessment. The variety of acceptable thinking reflected in student
responses goes far beyond what may be imagined. Misconceptions
can be detected. We learn whether students can:

recognize the essential points of the problem involved
organize and interpret information
report results in words, diagrams, charts, or graphs

use appropriate mathematical language and representation

write for a given audience
make generalizations
understand basic concepts
clarify and express their own thinking

This is a page from Assessmau Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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GENERAL SCORING RUBRIC for OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
Used for Grade 12 CAP uestions
Please Note: For each individual open-ended question, a rubric should be created to reflect the
specific important elements of that problem. This general rubric is included only to give examples of
the kinds of factors to be considered.

Recommendations: Sort papers first into three stacks: Good responses (5 or 6 points), Adequate
responses (3 or 4 points), and Inadequate responses (1 or 0 points). Each of those three stacks then
can be re-sorted into two stacks and marked with point values.

l&fmnitraisiCcmeancg

Exemplary Response ... Rating 6

Gives a complete response with a clear, coherent, unambiguous, and elegant explanation;
includes a clear and simplified diagram; communicates effectively to the identified audience;
shows understanding of the open-ended problem's mathematical ideas and processes; identi-
fies all the important elements of the problem; may include examples and counterexamples;
presents strong supporting arguments.

Competent Response . Rating at 5
Gives a fairly complete response with reasonably clear explanations; may include an appropri-'
ate diagram; communicates effectively to the identified audience; shows understanding of the
problem's mathematical ideas and processes; identifies the most important elements of the
problems; presents solid supporting arguments.

Satisfactory l3e242

Minor Flaws But Satisfactory ... Rating ig 4
Completes the problem sa tisfactorily, but the explanation may be muddled; argumentation may
be incomplete; diagram may be inappropriate or unclear; understands the underlying mathe-
matical ideas ; uses mathematical ideas effectively.

... Rating 3
Begins the problem appropriately but may fail to complete or may omit significant parts of the
problem; may fail to show full understanding of mathematical ideas and processes; may make
major computational errors; may misuse or fail to use mathematical terms; response may reflect
an inappropriate strategy for solving the problem.

Inadequate esponse

Begins. But Fails to Complete Problem ... Rating 2
Explanation is not understandable; diagram may be unclear; shows no understanding of the
problem situation; may make major computational errors.

Unable to Begin Effectively . Rating la 1
Words do not reflect the problem; drawings misrepresent the problem situation; copies parts of
the problem but without attempting a solution; fails to indicate which information is appropri-
ate to problem.

No Attempt ... Rating az 0

This is a page from Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Students Doing Mathematics

Assessment Forms

Advantages of Performance
Assessment

Performance assessment involves giving a group of students, or an
individual student, a mathematical task that may take from half an
hour to several days to complete or solve. The object of the
assessment is to look at how students are working as well as at the
completed tasks or products.

An observer or interviewer may stay with the group or make
periodic visits. Activities may be videotaped, tape recorded, or
recorded in writing by an adult or students. The task might be from
any mathematical content area and might involve other subjects
such as science or social studies.

Performance tasks can be supervised by regular classroom teachers
or outside observers. Focusing on a group of students or a single
student, the assessment may take many forms, such as:

presenting students with a problem related to what they are
already doing in class, and listening to the responses
observing what students do and say, watching for selected
characteristics, making anecdotal records
interviewing students during or after an investigation
collecting student writing, either as it is generated by the
problem or in response to an additional question

Looking at student performance gives information about their
ability to:

reason soundly and raise questions
persist, concentrate, and work independently
observe, infer, and formulate hypotheses
think flexibly, changing strategies when one doesn't work
use manipulative materials, equipment, calculators, and
computers
work together in groups
communicate and use mathematical language through discussing,
writing, and explaining their ideas in their own words
use estimation
detect and use patterns
design and conduct experiments and investigations
collect, organize, and display information
get excited about mathematics

... one can reliably judge scientific understanding by observing student
teams in a laboratory. Effective means of assessing operational
knowledge of mathematics must be similarly broad, reflecting the full
environmentin which employees and citizens will need to use their

mathematical power. (Everybody Counts, p. 69)

This is a page from Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT (continued)
Below is an adapted version of an item from the 1986 National Assessment of grades 7 and 11. It was
reported in the booklet, Learning by Doing: A Manual for Teaching and Assessing Higher-Order Thinking in
Mathematics and Science. Students were given a permanently assembled double staircase four blocks high
and some loose blocks. There were not enough blocks to build the staircase ten blocks high. The
questions are typical of those that might be asked orally by an examination administrator.

HOW MANY BLOCKS ARE IN THE DOUBLE STAIRCASE?

Work with asarrner,
1) Look at the double staircase of blocks. How many blocks are
in the staircase?

2) How many blocks would you need to build a similar staircase
10 blocks high? How did you figure out your answer?

3) What is the relationship between a similar staircase of any
height and the number of blocks needed to build it?

For copies of the booklet and other
information, write to

NAEP
CN 6710
Princeton, NJ 08541-6710

This is only one example of performance tasks. Almost any problem on which students work can
include assessment, once we decide what to look for. Some examples:

We have reached into this bag of blocks 6 times and have pulled out 3 red blocks, 1 green block, and
2 blue blocks. If you reached into the bag and pulled out another block, what color do you think it
would be? Explain why you think it would be that color. How could you get more information?

Do students have a systematic way of organizing and recording information?
Do they relate this problem to other similar problems?
Are they able to express their ideas orally or in writing?
Are they able to come up with ideas (other than looking in the bag!) for getting more
information?

There are 30 students in our class. The office has given us 144 pencils and 24 erasers as our supply
for the year. How can we be sure we will still have pencils and erasers at the end of the school year?

Are students able to make a plan?
Can they decide when to use a calculator, and then use it effectively?
Does everybody in the group participate?
Do students look at all factors of the problem, or do they jump to conclusions?
Do students use blocks or other materials appropriately?
Do they make notes or drawings to check their results?
Do they recognize and use the complexities of the problem?

This is a page from Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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OBSERVATIONS (adapted from Assessing Mathematical Understmuling, Project T.I.M.E.)
ANEW 1111NII

Focused Observations

Student Learning Styles .

Student Ideas

Communication

Cooperation

Manipulatives

Observation, to be effective and illuminating, and to enable the
observer to draw some inferences about the students, should
frequently be quite sharply focused. Attention to specific details
may lead to unexpected insights into a student's understanding.

Students should be observed both individually and as they work in
groups. The purpose of an observation may be for mathematics
(How far can students count with one-to-one correspondence?) or
for affective characteristics (Does this child's behavior help his
learning?).

Individuals - Do the individuals:
consistently work alone or with others?
try to help others? in what ways?
succeed in asking for and getting needed help? from whom?
stick to the task or become easily distracted?
become actively involved in the pioblem?

Explanations - Do the individuals:
try to explain their organizational and mathematical ideas?
support their arguments with evidence?
consider seriously and use the suggestions and ideas of others?
attempt to convince others that their own thinking is best?

Verbalization - Do the students: 0

talk for self-clarification and to communicate to others?
comfortably fill the role of both "talker" and "listener?"
have the confidence to make a report to the whole class?
capably represent a group consensus as well as their own ideas?
synthesize and summarize their own or a group's thinking?

Cooperation - Does the group:
divide the task among the members?
agree on a plan or structure for tackling the task?
take time to ensure that they all understand the task?
use the time in a productive way?
provide support for each member?
think about recording?
allow for development of leadership?

Manipulatives - Individually or within the group, do the students:
choose and use appropriate manipulatives?
fairly share the handling of concrete objects, especially if there is
one set for the group as a whole?
sometimes use the manipulatives only visually? (e.g. count the
red faces of a cube without picking it up)
appear not to need the actual objects but be able to visualize
within themselves? (e.g. can "see" the cube in her head)

This is a page from Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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ea MOM 7.11

INTERVIEWS (adapted from Assessing Mathematical Understanding, Praia T.1.M.E.)
1 I WM I CI 1 1 IN I I

Assessing Understanding

Questioning Students

Plan for bite/views

Question Sequence

Time for Thinking

Multiplication Example

Formal or Interactive
Interviews

When assessing mathematical understanding, an assessor, whether
teacher or outside evaluator, is trying to get a picture of the
student's own thinking rather than whether the student can
provide the "correct" answer that the adult has in mind. The
interviewer wants to know the depth of the student's
understanding. Is the student parroting back memorized responses,
or has the student personally interacted with the ideas and
incorporated them into his or her own conceptual structures?

Assessment questioning can be brief and informal as in many
typical classroom interactions between teacher and students; or it
can occur over a more extended period of time where an
interviewer really probes to git at what's going on in the student's
mind. Interviewing/questioning.for mathematical understanding
can be done with individual students or groups of students. An
adult may observe the students for a while and then, based on what
was observed, intervene and ask questions about what the student is
doing or how the student perceives the situation.

The logistics of time, people, and curriculum mean planning is
necessary for interviews. While students are working on a proble
project, or investigation, an observer/interviewer may observe and
question one group of students, taking notes either during the
observation/interview or as soon as possible afterwards. Student
interviews may also be done by adults other than the teacher
outside of the classroom, or at recess or before or after school.

The interviewer must first find a level of understanding at which
the student is comfortable. It is generally better to start asking
broad general questions rather than specific narrow ones.
Follow-up questions should gradually become more specific as the
teacher tries to "zero in on" what makes sense to the student.

An important facet of interviewing is the use of wait time the
time allowed for a student to think through a response or to
reconsider a response already made. Real thinking takes time.

If we wanted to know, for example what a sixth or seventh grade
student knows about multiplication, we might ask the student
(with manipulative materials and calculators available) to:

solve a problem in which multiplication can be used
explain to a younger student what multiplication means
give an example of a real life situation where 6 x 8 is used
explain how multiplication relates to addition and/or division

Assessment by interview may be formal, in which case questions are
prepared ahead of time, leading questions might or might not be
asked, feedback may not be desirable, and records are kept.
Interview assessment may also be an informal regular part of
teaching, with more interaction between teacher and student.

This is a page from Assessment Akan ices in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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ASKING QUESTIONS

Asking the right question is an art to be cultivated by all educators. Low-level quizzes that ask
for recall or simple computation are a dime a dozen, but a good high-level open-ended question
that gives students a chance to think is a treasure!

These questions might be used as teaching or "leading" questions as well as for assessment
purposes. Both questions and responses may be oral, written, or demonstrated by actions taken.
The questions and their responses will contribute to a climate of thoughtful reflectiveness.

Some suggestions about assessment questioning:

Prepare a list of possible questions ahead of time, but, unless the assessment is very formal, be
flexible. You may learn more by asking additional or different questions,

Use plenty of wait time; allow students to give thoughtful answers.

For formal assessment, leading questions and feedback are not generally used, although some
assessment techniques include teaching during the examination.

Make a written record of your observations. A checklist may or may not be appropriate.

This is a starter list. You will want to build a collection of your own good questions.

Problem Comprehension
Can students understand, define,
formulate, or explain the problem
or task? Can they cope with
poorly defined problems?

Approaches and Strategies
Do students have an organized
approach to the problem or task?
How do they record? Do they use
tools (manipulatives, diagrams,
graphs, calculators, computers,
etc.) appropriately?

Relationships
Do students see relationships and
recognize the central idea? Do
they relate the problem to similar
problems previously done?

Flexibility
Can students vary the approach if
one is not working? Do they
persist? Do they try something
else?

What is this problem about? What can you tell me about it?
How would you interpret that?
Would you please explain that in your own words?
What do you know about this part?
Do you need to define or set limits for the problem?
Is there something that can be eliminated or that is missing?
What assumptions do you have to make?

Where could you find the needed information?
What have you tried? What steps did you take?
What did not work?
How did you organize the information? Do you have a record?
Did you have a system? a strategy? a design?
Have you tried (tables, trees, lists, diagrams...)?
Would it help to draw a diagram or make a sketch?
How would it look if you used these materials?
How would you research that?

What is the relationship of this to that?
What is the same? What is different?
Is there a pattern?
Let's see if we can break it down. What would the parts be?
What if you moved this part?
Can you write another problem related to this one?

Have you tried making a guess?
Would another recording method work as well or better?
What else have you tried?
Give me another related problem. Is there an easier problem?
Is there another way to (draw, explain, say, ...) that?

This u a page from AsSeSS11101: Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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ASKING QUESTIONS (continued)

Cornmunication
Can students describe or depict
the strategies they are using? Do
they articulate their thought
processes? Can they display or
demonstrate the problem
situation?

Curiosity and Hypotheses
Is there evidence of conjecturing,
thinking ahead, checking back?

Equality and Equity
Do all students participate to the
same degree? is the quality of
participation opportunities the
same?

Solutions
Do students reach a result? Do
they consider other possibilities?

Examining Results
Can students generalize, prove
their answers? Do they connect
the ideas to other similar problems
or to the real world?

Mathematical Learning
Did students use or learn some
mathematics from the activitiy?
Are there indications of a compre-
hensive curriculum?

Self-Assessment
Do students evaluate their own
processing, actions, and progress?

Would you please reword that in simpler tents?
Could you explain what you think you know right now?
How would you explain this process to a younger child?
Could you write an explanation for next year's students (or some
other audience) of how to do this?
Which words were most important? Why?

Can you predict what will happen?
What was your estimate or prediction?
How do you feel about your answer?
What do you think comes next?
What else would you like to know?

Did you work together? In what way?
Have you discussed this with your group? with others?
Where would you go for help?
How could you help another student without telling the answer?
Did everybody get a fair chance to talk?

Is that the only possible answer?
How would you check the steps you have taken, or your answer?
Other than retracing your steps, how can you determine if your
answers are appropriate?
Is there anything you have overlooked?
Is the solution reasonable, considering the context?
How did you know you were done?

What made you think that was what you should do?
Is there a real-life situation where this could be used?
Where else would this strategy be useful?
What other problem does this seem to lead to?
Is there a general rule?
How were you sure your answer was right?
How would your method work with other problems?
What questions does this raise for you?

What were,the mathematical ideas in this problem?
What was one thing you learned (or 2 or more)?
What are the variables in this problem? What stays constant?
How many kinds of mathematics were used in this investigation?
What is different about the mathematics in these two situations?
Where would this problem fit on our mathematics chart?

What do you need to do next?
What are your strengths and weaknesses?
What have you accomplished?
Was your own group participation appropriate and helpful?
What kind of problems are still difficult for you?

This i5 a page from Assessment ALtematives m Mathemarjes,.a booklet fpm the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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'STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT
The Gift of Independent
Thinking

The Role of the Teacher

Questionnaires

Journal Writing

Feedback from
Other Students

The capability and willingness to assess their own progress and
learning is one of the greatest gifts students can develop. Those
who are able to review their own performance, explain the reasons
for choosing the processes they used, and identify the next step
have a life-long head start. Mathematical power comes with
knowing how much we know and what to do to learn more.

This does not mean, however, that teachers abdicate responsibility.
Teachers must still help students understand what is needed,
provide lessons or activities to meet their needs, identify ways for
students to assess what they have done, set guidelines, and ask
questions that will highlight the mathematical ideas that are
important. The teacher is the stage manager.

A simple example of self-assessment is a questionnaire following a
cooperative activity or project, asking how well the group
functioned and how well the student participated. The questions
can focus each student's attention on how he or she performed,
and can give the teacher the opportunity to talk with the class
about successes or difficulties without having to identify individual
behaviors. Some typical questions:

Describe the tasks you did for the group

What mathematics did yoU learn?

How does this relate to what you have learned before

WI,,t could you have done to make your group work
better?

What worked well in your group?

What new questions did this raise?

Still another self-assessment is daily writing in a journal,
responding to such sentence starters as:

Today in mathematics I learned

When I find an answer I feel

My plan for what I will do tomorrow is

Of the math we've done lately, I'm most confident about

What I still don't understand is

Students can help evaluate by giving constructive comments on
one another's work. Looking at others' work helps students
develop their sense of standards for their own performance.

For more questions, see page 24 and 25.

This is a page from Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUAL S.
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STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT (continued)
0.0OZMY

Self Assessment Develops with
Practice

Negotiated Curriculum

...the student needs practice in the form of multiple opportunities and
formats for self-assessing. Especially at the start she needs experiences
that will stir motivation and give direction to the self-assessment

process by enabling her to see where she is, why she is there, and what

she needs to go further.

Modes of self-assessment ...include checklists, short answers,
paragraphs or essays, charting of what was done in the assessment and
in what way, and directed self-learning followed by one-to-one
interviews discussing the correlation between faculty assessment and
student self-assessment. (Alverno College Faculty, Assessment at

Alverno College, p. 13)

An example of an integrated student self- assessment at the high
school level is found in the Negotiated Curriculum used in
Australia, which involves students with teachers in planning and
assessing their learning. Students, with the help of teachers,
identify their strengths and weaknesses and plan accordingly. The
diagram below shows how students decide where they want to go,

what they have to do to get there, and what the final results

Al r-1-5
) might be.

)°

Alverno llere

This diagram is from
Negotiating a Mathematics
Course, by Colleen Vale.
See bibliography for more
information.

The negotiation of the course what the students are going to do to

meet their aims adds to the students' understanding of
mathematics. The process of reaching decisions about what they will
study and how they will do it, parallels some of the steps in problem
solving: gathering information, collating and organizing data,
interpreting information, forming options, considering implications,
weighing advantages and disadvantages through conversation to reach
consensus...Involving students in planning the course means that
they are clear about what they are attempting to learn from the
course...(Vale, Negotiating a Math Course, pp. 6-7)

A similar program for college students is described in the book,
Assessment at Alverno College, by the Alverno College Faculty,
listed in our bibliography.

For all students, the idea of self-assessment is not new. At any age,
students can show surprising insight into what they know and what
they need to learn.

-n-,5 la a page from Atiessrnew Alternantcs in Mathermancs, a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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rA SAMPLER OF ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

Let us consider, for example, assessing the understanding of whole number multiplication.
What do we want to know? What kinds of information would be most helpful? What is most
important? How can we judge success? Do we need a number rating or grade? For what purposes?
Specifically, what can we have the students do? What are we going to look for?
Are some of the following questions more important than others?

Do students estimate before computing?
Can students use a standard algorithm? Do they have a choice of several algorithms?
Do they know when to multiply? Can they identify a situation that uses

multiplication?
Can they explain the process or thinking involved?
Do they understand the relationship between multiplication and division?

A Typical Multiple-Choice Test Item:

59 x 12
O 608
O 698
O 708
O 798

A Multiple-Choice Item to Check Understanding
of the Algorithm:

In the following multiplication problem, what
number goes in the

0
0
0
0

708
128
118
108

59
x 1)

708

Observation and Interview:

Draw as many diagrams as you can that represent
the multiplication fact

12 x 59 708
Explain to me what each means.

To Include in a Student Portfolio:

Write a word problem that would
probably involve multiplying 59 x 12 for
its solution.

A Performance Task:

(with blocks, beans, balance scales, tiles,
graph paper, calculator, etc. available)

You are going to teach a second grader
what multiplication is all about.
How would you go about this?
What materials would you like to use?
Show me what you would do.

This is a page from Assessment Alternatives in Mathematics , a booklet from the California Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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for Whole Number Multiplication

An Investigation:

Here is a multiplication fact:

59 x 12 ai 708

Create a presentation for the class about
other mathematical ideas this relates to
in some way. You may work alone or
with others, and you may consult with
other adults or any book in the library.

The hope for your pupils

is that they will be enabled

to engage in
real mathematical thinking

and to see behind the rules
and rote techniques

and appreciate a little
of the connected complexity
and insights

which go to building up
a deeper understanding
of mathematics.

(Pixie, Mathematical
Investigations
in Your Clasroom, p. 4)

Here are more possible assessment problems.
Try them with your students.
From which do you learn most?

A Word Problem:

Which operation would be used to solve this
word problem? Explain how you know.

Jenny has 4 different skirts and 6 different
blouses. How many possible combinations
does she have?

rAn Open-Ended Item:

Name two numbers larger than 10 that
you think can be multiplied together to
give the answer of 708. Explain how
you decided on those numbers.

Student Self-Assessment:

How well do you think you understand
multiplication? Is there one part or idea
you think you may need to work on more?

A Problem for a Group:

Design a test to find out whether the class
understands the relationship between
multiplication and division.

This is a page from Assessment Akernatives in Mathematics, a booklet from ki,C.alifomia Mathematics Council and EQUALS.
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Building a Dog Pen
10th Grade Geometry Task

Connecticut State Department of Education
Common Core of Learning Assessment Project

For more information about Building a Dog Pen, contact:
Joan Boykoff Baron

Connecticut State Department of Education
Box 2219

Hartford, CT 06145
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BUILDING A DOG PEN

SUMMARY OF THE TASK: Given 80 feet of fence, what is the largest area that
can be enclosed to form a free standing dog pen?
Given 36 square feet of area, which shape,a
triangle, rectangle, square or circle uses most of the
80 feet of fence available for a free standing dog
pen?

DEVELOPED BY: Deborah Ball
Michigan State University

COURSE:

GRADE/LEVEL:

CURRICULUM TOPIC:

Geometry

10/standard

The relationship between the area and perimeter of
polygons. Students will develop understanding of
these measures through investigating what happens
to the area of an enclosed space, if the perimeter is
held constant, and what happens to the size of the
perimeter as the area is held constant, and in what
cases does the area uniquely determine the
perimeter. The ideas may be easily extended to
understanding the relationship between
measurements of solids.

PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE:
The concepts of perimeter and area, formulas for
perimeter, circumference, and area;

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: graph paper
string
rulers
tables (metric conversion tables may be needed)
calculators

SUGGESTED LENGTH OF TIME: 2-3 days

IN CLASS: discussion, display, comparison of various solutions,
explanation of solution

OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL: construction of display of solution

PARTICIPATION:

SCORING CRITERIA:

group and Individual

individual as well as group

BUILDING A DOG PEN January 15.1990

'The Dog Pen" was developed during the 1990-91 school year by the Connecticut State
Department of Education with a grant from the National Science Foundation (SPA-
8954692). The original idea was Deborah Ball's from Michigan State University. Judith
Collison at the CSDE elaborated on that idea. Major reviewers were Steve Leinwand
and Joan Boykoff Baron. For more information, contact Dr. Joan Boykoff Baron,
Connecticut State Department of Education, Box 2219, Hartford, Connecticut 06145.
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NAME

BUILDING A DOG PEN

PART 1 (Individual)

Mr. Garda has a now dog named Cosco. He wants to build a pen in his backyard in

which Casco can play. His neighbor, who works at a building supply store, gives Mr.

Garcia 80 foot of chain fink fencing with which he can build a dog pen. Of course, Mr.

Garcia wants C0s00 to have as much space as possible. What is the largest penhe

can build using exactly 80 feet of fence?

A. What Is your hunch?

1. Do you think thlishape of the dog pen Makes a difference to the area, as long as Mr.

Garcia uses all 80 feet of fencing to enclose the pen?

2. If your answer is yes, which shape would you use? Why? (Explain briefly and give

your reasons below.)

BUILDING A DOG PEN April 11, 1990

fit
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GROUP MEMBERS:

=111=1= .10.111111MEMIIMMIN,

B. Think, and test your hunch! (group)
sammemmosa..

You will work in groups of three or four. Once you have solved the problem you will

display your Solution and be prepared to discuss it with the rest of the class.

1) Meet with your group and discuss the problem. When you work with your
Partners. you may use any tools or strategies that you think are useful .For
example, you may want to make some drawings, graphs, or tables; or use
algebra to explore some of the possibilities. Use calculators for computations.
When your group is sure that you have determined the largest dog pen, yo6.-

should:

a. Create a visual display of your solution, and the reasons why you think it is

right. You will put this up on the wall for other groups to examine near the end

of the period.

b. Compare your results with the results and explanations of the of other groups.
Each person in the group must be ready to discuss,explaln and defend the

group's strategies and solutions in class.

c. During the class discussion, you should ask questions of other groups about

their solutions and provide counterarguments for claims with which you

disagree.

Based on the class discussion, what is the largest lute standinge
dog pen that can be built in lr. Garcia's backyard, using 80 feet
of fence?

'Free standing here means: not attached to the house or to an already
existing fence.

BUR.DING A DOG PEN April 11, I990
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GROUP MEMBERS:

PART ti (group)

To answer Chiestions 2, 3 and 4 you will again work in groups. Once you have

solved the problem you will display your solution and be prepared to discuss it with

the rest of the class. Each of you should be prepared to explain all of your solutions.

2)
a) Suppose that Mr. Garcia can use exactly 36 square feet of the backyard.

Which of the four shapes: circle, square, rectangle and triangle, will

allow him to use up most of his 80 feet of fence in building a free standing dog

pen? Give approximate dimension of at least two shapes. Explain, and

demonstrate your answer.

b) Which shape, circle, square, rectangle end triangle Will require the least

amount of fence to enclose.

BOLDING A DOG PEN

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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GROUP MEMBERS:

PART 0 (group)

3) What is the most general conclusion you can derive about the areas of figures with
the same perimeter? Consider at Wag three different types of shapes with different
number of sides. For example, you may look at triangles, rectangles, pentLions..
and so on. Explain.

4) a) What general conclusions can you arrive at about the perimeters of
enclosed shapes with identical areas? Explain.

b) Does the area of some shapes uniquely determine their perimeter? Explain.

BUILDING A DOG PEN
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NAME

PART ill (individual)

6) QuaurmynagigruguheigaradniaLThe water will be shut off in your neighborhond

because of repairs to the main pipes. You need to have some water set aside. Your

neighbor offers to lend you one of four containers (see a,b,c,and d be/ow).They ire

an the same height, but of different shapes. 'Take the one that will hold the most

%Vert" she urges you. Taking a piece of string you quickly measure the perimeter of

each Container. Ile" jaulaudgmenul jathe lagala

albs4siginaAtays&WasuaL decide which of the four containers you will borrow.

Explain your reasons for your choice.

A

/17
C D

) Suppose you love pizza, but you know your limits when it comes to pizza

consumption. You happen to know that you can safely eat 36 square inches of the

super special without getting sick. Also, while you really NM; the toppings, you are not

as crazy about the thick crust around the edges. You have a choice of three
differently shaped pizzas, each having 36 square inches surface area. One is in the

shape of a triangle, one is square, and the third one is round. Which Will give you the

least Crust? Which has the most crust? Explain fully.

BEST COPY AVAILARLE
BUILDING A DOG PEN April 11. 1990
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NAME

T) Take two au x places of paper.

.0n the first one, attach the Iwo shorter side with some tape, to form a cylinder.

'On the second one, attach the two longer sides to form another, taller cylinder.

What do you think: will one of the winders, the short one or the tall one, have a

greater volume, are the two volumes the same?

Using the dimensions of the paper and formula for the volume of a cylinder, check
your answer. (Volume of cylinder at area of base x height)

Does the relationship between width and length of the paper influence the volume of

the cylinder you can form? Explain.

BUILDING A DOG PEN
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Exploring the MapleCopter
10-12th Grade Physics Task

Connecticut State Department of Education
Common Core of Learning Assessment Project

For more information about Exploring the MapleCopter, contact:
Joan Boykoff Baron

Connecticut State Department of Education
Box 2219

Hartford, CT 06145
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Summary of the Task

Developed by

Reviewers

Course/Grade Level

Curriculum Topic

Prerequisite Knowledge

Equipment Needed

Exploring the MapleCopter

Students study the motion of maple seeds and
design experiments to explain their spinning flight
patterns.

Michal Lomask.

Earl Carlyon, Jeffrey Greig, Joan Baron, Larry
Brown, Mike Hibbard, Fred Myers, Avi Ornstein,
and Joanne Soucy.

Physics/10-12

Laws of motion, aerodynamics, air resistance, and
the use of models in explaining scientific
phenomena.

Students should have some background knowledge
of the laws of motion and the use of models in
science.

Students should have experience in cooperative
group work and making oral presentations.

Maple Seeds
Paperboard
Stopwatches
Scissors

Paper clips
glue or tape
Metersticks

Suggested Length of Time 3-5 class periods.

Suggested Reading Lunetta and Novick, 1982
Inquiry and Problem-solving in Physical Sciences:
A Sourcebook.

For more information contact:
Dr. Joan Boykoff Baron

Connecticut State Department of Eduction
Box 2219

Hartford, CT 06145

May, 1493 - DRAFT Developed try the Connecticut State Department of Education with a grant from the National Science Foundation (SPA $9S4692)
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Exploring the MapleCopter

Notes to the Teacher

Prior Preparations
Each student will need 1-3 maple seeds. The best time to collect ample seeds is during the
spring, but they can also be collected during the fall.

How to Administer the Assessment
Part I should be done individually. The purpose of this part is to help students access the
relevant prior knowledge that they acquired during the course of their physics studies.
Make sure that each student receives at least 1-3 maple seeds with undamaged wings.
Give students enough time for observations and reflection. The criteria used for scoring,
found in Directions to the Students, should be given to the students before they start their
work.

Part II is done in groups. Cooperation and effective communication should be encouraged
during this phase. Students should be informed that the group will be graded as a group
and this score will be shared by all members of the group. Please attempt to provide
students with any equipment they find relevant to their investigation. Instructions for
building the paper "helicopter" should be given if the group tried and failed to build its
own model and has run out of ideas.
An oral presentation of the investigation, results and conclusions, by the different groups,
should be an integral part of this assessment. This presentation, which takes place between
Parts II and III (after the groups finish writing their summary reports), gives the teacher an
opportunity to probe students' understanding and help them reconcile different findings
and interpretations. In order to motivate all students in a group to be able to tell the whole
story, the order of the presenters within a group should be determined by the teacher at
the time of their presentation. Students should be given the scoring criteria for Oral
Communication (Dimension IV) before they begin their presentations.

Part HI is done individually in class. Students are required to synthesize and apply the
knowledge they acquired during their group investigation. Students are asked to reflect on
the validity of experimental procedures that were completed by another group. The
scoring criteria are presented as part of the task.

Administration Procedures
To help you organize the assessment, we suggest the following administration procedures:

First Meeting - explain the nature of the assessment, distribute the "Directions to the
Students" and the "Getting Started by Yourself' task, provide maple seeds and let students
work individually on the task. At the end of the period collect all of the students'
individual work. Do not give out the directions for group work.
second Meeting - organize the students into small groups (3-4 students in each group).
Groups should preferably be gender and ability mixed. Give students Part II of the task
(Group Work) and the scoring guides for Collaboration and Oral Presentation, and allow
at least two class periods for the group activity. Building models might be part of the
students' homework. At the end of the activity, every group should write and submit only
one report, although all the.students should keep a record of the activities. Each student
should also complete the Collaboration Scoring Guide (Dimension III) and share his/her
self-ratings with the others in the group before submitting them to you.

Third Meeting (fourth class period) - every group should present its work, including
experiments, results and conclusions before the whole class. Graphical aids should be
encouraged. (Students can also be asked to rate each other's presentations using the Oral
Communications Scoring Guide.)

May. 1993 ..DRAFT Developed by the Conn'. brut State Department of Education with a grant Iron, the National Sco-nce Foundation(SPA A9C,C.,92)
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Exploring the MapleCopter

Notes to the Teacher
(continued)

How to Administer the Task (continued)
kaalleetag - distribute the "Finishing by Yourself' task. This should be done in class. Do
not allow any interactions among students during this part. Collect all students' work at
the end of the period.

Guidance

No guidance should be given to students in the design and implementation of their
investigation. The instructions below for building the paper "helicopter" should be
provided if a group tried and failed to build its own model and has run out of ideas.

Expected Outcomes

The MapleCopter task can be performed on different levels of complexity. High school
students are not expected to come up with a set of multi-variable equations, or a complete
accurate explanation of the physics that is involved in the spinning motion of the seed.
Rather, they should be encouraged to use the physics that they have learned before,
together with the data they they have gathered during their experiments, to create a
tentative, scientifically sound explanation. The scoring of these efforts is described below.

Scoring

The teacher should score:
Dimension I Individual Understandingbased on Parts I and III

1-'imension II Group Experimentation - -based on Part II

Utmension IV Oral Communication- -based on the oral presentations in Part II

The students should rate themselves on:
Dimension III based on Part II following the directions on the back of the rating form

Dimension 1V -- If the teacher wishes, the students may also be asked to score each other
during the oral presentations using the Teacher/Student Scoring Guide.

Directions for Model Paper Helicopters

cut fold add paperclip

The directio;ks above should he given to students only if they are unsuccessful in their efforts to build a working model.
P4 ay I4Q. 1114AFT r.kr, lopcd fry itx.Connectkut Statr tkpartment of Ftiteation with a grant frW) tfit:paticautl Science Fotindatkri (SPA-89S4692).
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Exploring The MapleCopter

Directions to the Students

In this activity you are going to investigate a natural phenomenon the spinning motion of a
falling maple seed. Your performance on this activity, alone, and as a member of a group, will
be assessed by your teacher, based on your written materials and your group's oral
presentation. Therefore make sure that everything that you do is well documented. Keep a
careful record of your experimental plans; all the data that you gather, analyze and display
(computation, graphing, etc.), and your final conclusions.

Your work will be scored on the basis of its quality on the following four dimensions:

Part I - Getting Starting by Yourself : Individual Understanding (Dimension 1)
I. Number and relevance of observations.

Part H - Group Work: Group Experimentation (Dimension II)
2. Number and relevance of factors that might affect the speed's motion.
3. Appropriate experimental design, using models.
4. Appropriate and accurate performance of experiments.
5. Appropriate gathering, analyzing and reporting of experimental data.
6. Conclusions that are supported by the data.

Part III - Finishing by Yourself: Individual Understanding (Dimension I)
7. Complete, accurate and clear explanation of the maple seed's motion, based on knowledge

of physics and experimental results.
8. Elaboration on the usefulness of simplified models in scientific investigation.
9. Ability to critique a sample research report and draw valid conclusions from it.

In addition, at the end of Part II, every group member will be asked to complete the attached
Collaboration Scoring Guide which contains criteria for Dimension III. The attached Oral
Communication Scoring Guide contains criteria for oral presentations and will be used by you
and your teacher during the group presentations to assess Dimension IV.

May, 1493 DRAFT. Developed by the Connecticut `...a te Departrrent of Education with a grant trout the National Science FoundaUon (SPA 8954692)
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Exploring The MapleCopter

Part I: Getting Started by Yourself

Throw a winged maple seed up in the air or drop it from your hand. Watch it "float" down to the floor.
Describe as many aspects of the motion and physical properties of the seed that are relevant to the motion
as you can. You may add a diagram if you wish.

. Record all the observations that you have made. Do not attempt to explain the seed's motion at this
time.

. After you have finished recording your observations, try to provide an initial explanation of the
spinning motion of the seed.

Exploring The MapleCopter

Part H: Group Work

1. Discuss the motion of the winged maple seed with the members of your group. Write a description of
the motion, using the observations and ideas of the entire group. (You may add diagrams if you
wish.)

2. Write down all of the factors that your group thinks might affect the motion of the winged maple seed.

3. Choose two factors from your list and design controlled experiments to test the effect of these factors.
Discuss these experiments with your team. Have you been able to design a complete controlled
experiment with the maple seeds?

4. Sometimes, experimenting with simplified models (or simulations) might help one to understand more
complex phenomenon, such as the motion of the winged maple seed. Use a model, rather than the
original seed, to carry out your experiments.

a. Construct a model of the winged maple seed. If your model does not work, ask the
teacher for model building instructions.

b. Throw or drop the model and observe its motion.
c. Design and carry out experiments to test the effect of different variables on the motion of

the model.

5. Summarize your group's findings in a final report which includes:

a. What your group tried to investigate (dependent and independent variables).
h. How your group performed its experiments (method).
c. What your group found (raw data, organized in charts or graphs, as necessary).
d. What your group concluded (based only on experimental findings) and how valid your

group thinks these conclusions are.

6. Prepare an oral presentation of your group's experiments, findings, and conclusions. Include graphical
materials to aid your presentation. Each member of your group should he ready to participate in any
part of the presentation.

P414 19W Dk An D4',41,1`4,1 th4( ',talc IkTattme,i of 1,111. at', wqh a yaw., I v.., I ,12,1atam N'A R4k41.41)
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r- Exploring The MapleCopter
Part HI: Finishing by Yourself

1. Suppose you want to explain the motion of the winged maple seed to a friend who has not yet
studied high school physics. Write an explanation that is clear enough to enable your friend to
understand the factors and forces which are involved in the motion of the winged maple seed.
Support your explanation with findings from your experiment. Specify the aspects about which
you are more certain and those about which you are still unsure.

2. In this activity, you used simplified models to help explain a more complicated phenomenon.
Describe several advantages and disadvantages of using a model in the study of the motion of
the winged maple seed. Include specific examples from the workof your group.

The following report was written by one group of students working on the MapleCopter task
Read the report and answer the questions that follow.

Group Report
We tested paper helicopters to see if different lengths (3), stiffness (1), and weights (3) will
affect the helicopter.

We used:

1) 3 cm wing length, stiff (4 paper clips)
2) 6 cm wing length, stiff (4 paper clips)
3) 10 cm wing length, stiff (4 paper clips)
4) 6 cm wings flexible (4 paper clips)
5) 1/2 way cut through 10 cm wings, stiff (4 paper clips)
6) 3/4 way cut through 10 cm wings, stiff (4 paper clips)
7) 3 paper clips on 10 cm wings, stiff (3 paper clips)
8) 5 paper clips on 10 cm wings, stiff (5 paper clips)

Paper Model Time

1) 3 cm, s
2) 6 cm, s
3) 10 cm, s
4) flexible, 6 cm
5) 1/2 cut, s, 10 cm
6) 3/4 cut, s, 10 cm
7) 3 pc, s, 10 cm
8) 5 pc, s, 10 cm

0.49 sec.
0.66 sec.
1.29 sec.
0.77 sec.
1.07 sec.
0.97 sec.
1.15 sec.
1.21 sec.

Our data confirmed our beliefs that wing length, flexibility, weight, and solidness would
affect the helicopter. The results turned out as expected.

3. A scientific report is written to share information and to enable others to replicate the same
experiment. Does this report give you enough information to replicate (repeat) the experiment?
If not, what is missing or not completely described in the report? Please be specific in your
critique.

The group forgot to make specific conclusions about their study. Based on their data, can you
come up with conclusions about any of the variables that were studied by this group? If so, what
are your conclusions, what are the data that support them and how valid are these conclusions?
Please be specific in your answer.

May. 1993 - DRAFT DevekTed by the Connecticu it State Div riffle& of Fcl 11,11i kV? With grant from tie National Science I-ounde non (SPA S954(92)
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Exploring The MapleCopter
TEACHER'S SCORING GUIDE

Dimension I Individual Understanding

Name--- Date

Part I: Getting Started by Yourself

Directions: For each category, please circle all that apply. Excellent Good Fair Poor

1.1. Observations 0 6 or more 0 4-5 2 -3 0 1 or°

1. Two phases: free fall & spinning
2. Velocity of free fall phase is different
3. Tilted with seed lower
4. Rigid edge of the wing is leading edge
5. Spins around axis in seed
6. Spins either side facing up
7. Spins either clockwise or counterclockwise
8. Motion different with different starting positions
Others:

Part HI: Finishing by Yourself
1.2 Explanation of the motion Excel' Good Fair Poor

Holistic judgment based on the following:
1. Reference to or consistency with conclusions from

experiments
2. Inclusion of the forces and factors studied
3. Explanation of physics concepts that is clear and

appropriate to specified audience
4. Lack of misconceptions

1.3 Explanation of use of models A114 3 U 2 0- 1

Explanation should be based on the following criteria:
Advantages:

1. Materials are cheaper or more readily available/
nondestruction of originals

2. Easier to control and manipulate variables/
uniformity of models

Disadvantages:
1. Parameters of model are not the same as the

"maplecopter" (i.e. shape, materials, etc.)
2. Uncertainty about the generalizability of results from

model to original.

1.4 Analysis of research information All 5 10 4
1 0 3 0- 2

The following deficiencies of the group report should be
included:

1. No definition of dependent variable
2. No description of experimental method
3. Poor description of independent variables
4. No description of model used
5. Poor organization of data

1.5 Analysis of research conclusions All 4 0 1- 3 0 1 I

Tentative conclusions can be made about the effects of the
following:

1. a. Length of wing
b. Added mass
c. Stiffness of wing

2. Conclusions are tentative due to uncertainty about
accuracy of measurements

May, 1993 DRAFT Developed by the Connechcut Stair Department of Education with a grant from the National Science Foundation (SPA-8954692)
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Exploring The MapleCopter

Name

TEACHER'S SCORING GUIDE
Dimension II Group Experimentation

Date
Part II: Group Work

Directions: For each category, please circle all that apply. Excellent Good Fair Poor

III Identification of relevant factors. 6 or more 4-5 2 - 3 1 or 0

1. Total mass of seed and wing
2. Distribution of mass between seed & wing
3. Surface area of wing
4. Curvature of wing
5. Air (currents, pressure, humidity)
6. Moisture level of seed & wing
7. Initial dropping position
8. Gravity
Others:

411.2 Experimental design. I 3 2

The experimental design should:
1. Match the factor to be studied
2. Define independent and dependent variables
3. Control and test variables separately
4. Be clearly described

11.3 Performance of experiments. 10 Yes I No

Yes - Indication that students have either attempted to
control variables or have considered how this
might have affected their results.

No No indication of the above

11.4 Data Collection and organization 0 A116 I 4- 5 I 2 - 3 0 1 or 0

Students' work should be reasonable and appropriate
on the following criteria:

Quality of Measurements
1. Accuracy of data
2. Repetition of experiment (until data are replicated)

Manipulation and Presentation of Data
3. Clarity and organization (e.g. proper labels, units,

scaling, etc.)
4. Appropriate symbolic representation (e.g. use of

bar graphs vs. Cartesian Coordinate graphs.)

Use of Mathematics:
5. Making calculations (e.g. taking averages)
6. Correct use of formulas, defined new terms (e.g.

velocity,lorces, surface area)

ILI Yes11.5 Conclusions No

Yes Conclusions are consistent with and supported by
the data collected

No Conclusions are not consistent with or supported
by the data collected

May 1,191 ()kA IT I kiveloped by the Con.nr,11:ut State tkriartitirtillif I illy at with a grant from the National Setenre Foundation (SPA l't9M6Q21
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STUDENT SCORING GUIDE INSTRUCTIONS

Exploring, the MapleCopter Dimension III: Collaboration

Write your name and today's date at the top of side 2 and for each question, fill in the
appropriate box to describe your behavior in the group during this task. Please note that items
3, 7, and 15 are different from the others; when you rate these items, be aware that you are
pointing out a problem.

After you have completed your self-ratings, circulate them to each person in your group for his
or her review and signature. If any member of your group disagrees with your ratings of
yourself, please discuss with that person the reasons for the disagreement and then decide
whether or not you want to change your original rating.

Signature of Other Group Members

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

When each member of your group has approved and signed your rating sheet, please submit
this form to your teacher or follow any alternate directions your teacher may have provided.

If you cannot agree on a rating or if you wish to make comments about this process, please use
the space below.

This space may be used for COMMENTS

May, 1993 DRAFT. Developed by the Connecticut State Department of Ed ucat with a grant from the National Science Foundation (SPA-8954692)
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Exploring the MapleCopter STUDENTS' SCORING GUIDE Dimension III Collaboration

Name

Plesae see the reverse side for directions.

1011 Date

Check One

A. GROUP PARTICIPATION
stAlmoays

Alw
Often Some -

times
Rarely

1. Participated in group discussion without prompting.

2. Did his or her fair share of the work.

3. Tried to dominate the group - interrupted others, spoke too much

4. Participated in the Group's Activities.

B. DYING ON THE TOPIC
Almost
Always Often

Som.-
times

Rarely

5. Paid attention, listened to what was being said and done.

6. Made comments aimed at getting the group back to the topic.

7. Got off the topic or changed the subject.

8. Stayed on the Topic.

C. DFFERING USEFUL IDEAS .

9. Gave ideas and suggestions that helped the group.

10. Offered helpful criticism and comments.

11. Influenced the group's decisions and plans.

12. Offered Useful Ideas.

D. CONSIDERATION

1'2. Made positive, encouraging remarks about group members and their ideas.

14. Gave recognition and credit to others for their ideas.

15. Made inconsiderate or hostile comments about a group member.

16. Was Considerate of Others.

E. INYDLYINCIITHESE

17. Got others involved by asking questions, requesting input or challenging others.

18. Tried to get the group working together to reach group agreements.

19. Seriously considered the ideas of others.

20. Involved Others.

F. COMMUNICATING

Almost
Always

Often Soma-
times

.

MinOften ''0-
times RarelyAlmost

Always

Almost
Alwa s Often Some-

times

Almost
Always

Often Soros-
times Fterety

21. Spoke clearly. Was easy to hear and understand.

22. Expressed ideas clearly and effectively.

23. Communicated Clearly.

May, 1993 DRAFT. Developed by the Connecticut State Department of Education with a grant Iran the National Science Foundation (SPA-8954692)
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TEACHER'S/STUDENT'S SCORING GUIDE

Exploring The MapleCopter

Name

Dimension IV Oral Communication

Date

Directions: For each category, please circle all that apply. Excellent Good Fair Poor

IV.1 Message (content) All 5 3-4 2 1 or 0

The speaker

1. Organizes presentation effectively.
2. Reports and explains clearly.
3. Fits his/her presentation into the presentations of the

other group members.
4. Provides thorough and clear answers to questions.
5. Uses scientific terminology accurately and

appropriately.

IV.2 Medium (style) A114 I 3 I 2 1 or 0

The speaker

6. Uses a voice clear and loud enough for all to hear.
7. Maintains eye contact with the audience.
8. Uses a conversational tone rather than reading to

audience.
9. Uses visual aids that are easily seen and understood.

10. Avoids distracting behaviors.

May, 1993 - DRAFT Developed by the Cortne,tkut State apartment of Education with a grant from the National Science Foundation (SPA 11954692)
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A Performance "Engineering" Task
Middle or High School Level

Glynn Meggison
Fox Lane High School

Bedford, New York

For more information about A Performance "Engineering" Task, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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A Performance "Engineering" Task
Middle or High School Level

Design the largest possible closed container from a given amount of stiff colored
paper:

Determine the amount of paper used for each container.

Determine how large capacity of container will be when completed.

Construct the actual container.

Keep a log of your progress (or lack of it).

justify your answers in a report, detailing your activities and sources.

All sources, including friends, parents, teachers, books, journals, etc. must be
acknowledged in the report. All formulas used must be clearly stated and their
source acknowledged.
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Insulation
8th Grade Science Task

Excerpted from Badger, E., Thomas, B., and McCormack, E. (1990). Beyond
Paper & Pencil. Quincy, MA: Massachusetts Educational Assessment
Program, Massachusetts Department of Education.

For more infomtation about Insulation, contact:
Elizabeth Badger

Massachusetts Department of Education
1385 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
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B E Y 0 N D Pencil

Insulation

Introduction
Although laboratory activities may form part of the most eighth

graders' science instruction, there is little chance for experimen-

tation. The purpose of most laboratory work is to confirm results

or to provide experiences for concepts introduced previously.
Seldom do students have a chance to plan and carry out a real

experiment that has no clear "right" answer.

Insulation gave them this chance. It set forth an interesting

question in a practical context. No special materials or laboratory

equipment were involved. There was nothing to signal that this

was a science test. Yet, both scientific concepts and procedures

were evaluated as students investigated the relative heat loss of

different hot drink containers.

1111111111111111411=1111111111ifINIMMEMINIF

Description
Students were asked to evaluate the insulating
capacity of three hot drink cups and to come to
a decision based on their findings. They were
provided with the materials necessary to carry
out and record such an investigation. The role
of the administrators was limited to observing
students' procedures although, at the con-
clusion of the experiment, they discussed the
students' decisions with them.

Materials: an insulated plastic cup
a plastic mug
a styrofoam cup
3 thermometers
rulers
1 large container filled with hot water
a stopwatch
plain paper
250 ml beakers
a graduated cylinder

Massachusetts

Assessment
Prviun

+111Mili aill=111=
Massachusetts Department of Education January 1990

In the spring of 1989 over 2000 pairs of fourth and eighth grade students were
assessed on their ability to apply mathematical and scientific concepts. This series
of reports describes and discusses the results of these assessments. Prepared by
Elizabeth Badger, Brenda Thomas, and Elizabeth McCormack.
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Basically, students were asked to compare the relationship
between time and loss of heat for each of the three cups.

In order to do this they had to identify the variableswhat
was to be manipulated (the independent variable), what
was to be kept the same (the controlled variable) and what
was to be compared (the dependent variable). They also
had to consider the degree of standardization needed in
order to get reliable results for the three cups.

11.1111V .411111MINIMIY

The Controlled Variable: Quantity of
Water
Seventy percent of students controlled for the quantity of
water by measuring the same amount for each container.
Another 7 percent appeared to recognize the need for
identical quantities but used the level of the water in each
container as the measurement, without accounting for the
fact that each container had a different shape and, conse-
quently, would hold different amounts of water at the
same level. The rest (23 percent) did not seem to under-
stand that the quantity of water would affect results.

In the example below, the students use a ruler to measure
the amount of water in each cup. This casts doubt on their
understanding of heat loss, as well as their understanding
of volume and conservation. Did they notice that the cups
differed in circumference? Do they realize that this dif-
ference would affect the quantity of water at different
levels? If so, did they realize that a large quantity of water
will retain heat much longer than a smaller quantity?
Without these basic conceptual understandings, the ex-
perimental procedures themselves are meaningless.

Pourswater into each cup no measuring

Thermometers into cups

Sets timer for 1 minute

Checks temperature in each cup after 1 minute

Starts another temperature check. Puts more water
in each cup after 40 seconds

Stop again (1 minute) plastic cup worst

Styrofoam and insulated the same checks these
two. Measures amount of water in each using ruler.
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Reads thermometer before putting Into
cups (both at 30 degrees)

Starts timeradds more water after 50
seconds

Checks temperature after 1 minute.
Insulated cup temperature Is higner.

The Independent Variable:
Time Elapsed
Although 67 percent of students used the same
elapsed time for each of the three cups, the
length chosen appeared to be arbitrary. Stu-
dents did not seem to recognize that the prob-
lem was posed in a practical context, implying
such considerations as: "For how long would I
want the coffee to stay warm?" Had they con-
sidered such a question, they might have timed
the temperature loss for more than the one or
two minutes that many students appeared to
believe would suffice. Only 27 percent of the
students took the temperature over a time
period of 4 minutes or longer.

Given the nature of the material used in the
cups, this is of particular concern. It appears
that the rate of heat loss for the individual cups
varied over time. Whereas the insulated cup
showed a drop in initial temperature as heat was
absorbed by the material, it retained heat longer
than the others. Only slightly more than a
quarter of the students waited long enough to
be able to record the different rates of heat loss
for the various cups.

The students described below are more typical.

They pieced the thermometer in the
styrotoam cup and filled It. Took
temperature-42 degrees, then started
timer. After 1 minute it went to 41 degrees.

Then they did the plastic cup using the
same.thermometer. Poured water In, set
the timer, waited a second for
thermometer to adjust. took a reading at



40 degrees. After 1 minute it stayed at 40 degrees.

Did the same with the insulated cup, but it showed
a reading of 41 degrees Initially. After 1 minute the
reading was the same.

They decided that two cups were good Insulators.

The Dependent Variable: Heat Loss
Establishing the initial temperature. Because water coming
from different levels in the source container could have
different temperatures even if all the cups were filled at
the same time, it could not be taken for granted that the
initial water temperature was identical in each. Conse-
quently, in order to establish the relative heat loss of the
three cups, an initial baseline had to be established for
each. Many students did not recognize this. Although 46
percent took the temperature of the water immediately
after pouring it into the cups, another 42 percent took it
only after some time had passed. These students merely
assumed that the initial water temperature would be iden-
tical in all cups.

Charting the heat loss. Thirty-five percent of the students
took only one temperature reading and 4 percent made
their decisions on the basis of no readings at all. Some
merely felt the outside of the cups. At the other extreme,
20 percent of the students took five or more readings in
order to chart the relative heat loss of the various cups.

The students described below took no initial temperature,
making their decision on the basis of a single reading.
Although they used the timer, the length that they waited
(20 seconds) was unrelated to the practical considerations
presented in the problem. According to the administrator,
they were concerned about the water cooling in the buck-
et, but this did not affect their decision to fill and measure
each cup separately.

Measured 100 ml of water starting with styrofoam cup
(felt outside of cup). Timed for 20 seconds. 45
degrees.

Measured 100 ml into plastic mug. Checked
temperature after 20 seconds and felt outside of cup
43 degrees.

Repeated procedure with insulated
cup-47 degrees.

Decided insulated cup.

Administrator's comment: They showed
concern that the water was cooling in the
bucket while test was going on. They also
had great concern for how hot the cups
felt with hot water Inside. They said that
the water in the styrofoam and plastic
cups were losing heat to the cups and that
did not happen in the insulated cup.

Recording of Data
The basic "stuff" of an experiment is the data
collected. In order to observe a relationship it
is necessary to collect and record the changes
that occur when one variable is related to
another. Although approximately half the stu-
dents recorded some data, this consisted mainly
of the final results only. Few saw the necessity
of keeping track of interim data. As a result, few
noted the different rate of heat loss in the dif-
ferent cups. The charts below illustrate the
work of some students who did keep a record of
their results.
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Laboratory Procedures
In addition to recognizing the need for keeping the time
and quantity variables constant, students had to establish
a set of procedures that were precise and standardized for
all the cups. Their difficulties in doing this stemmed, in
part, from a lack of experience with using the instruments.
For example, many did not realize that the temperature
shown on the thermometer had to stabilize before an
accurate reading could be made. Others did not realize
that constantly taking the thermometer in and out of the
water affected the accuracy of the reading.

Most students hurried through their work, intent only at
arriving at a solution. The students described below are
typical of many who did not seem to understand the need
for precise measurement and careful recording. Not only
did they assume that all the cups would have the same
temperature, but they did not appear to identify that rising
temperature was an anomaly that suggested an error in
their procedure.

Measured out 150 ml, poured Into insulated cup

Measured out 150 ml, poured into styrofoam. Put
thermometer into insulated cuptemp = 38
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Assumed temperature same in each.
Mowed 2.5 minutes

Checked thermometers to make sure they
were the same. Wanted to get all same
(but one was touching thermometer near
bulb, saying that they should be careful
not to touch the bulb)

Insulated cup = 40
Styrofoam = 42
Plastic mug = 38

Administrator's note: No comment on the
fact that temperature went up instead of
down.

Although students who were taking algebra
(our only measure of general schoot perfor-
mance) tended to perform better than others,
this was not necessarily the case. For example,
the following pair of students were academically
advanced but showed little understanding of the
requirements of an experiment.

Poured some water into each beaker, put
thermometers in, watched thermometers
rise.

Poured water out of insulated cup. When
I asked "Why'?," they said, 'Because it was
too low (temperature) already."

Kept watching the remaining two cups
and thermometers.

Poured more water into both cups, read
both thermometers and said It was
definitely the styrofoam cup.

The administrator commented: I don't
know how they threw the Insulated cup out
so fast. They took temperatures of
different cups at randOm. They guessed
as to degree readings, rounded off to
nearest temperature. The number of
readings per cup varied. They did no
recording of data. Amount of water was
different in each cup. Although
enthusiastic and engaged throughout,
there was little apparent concern for
accuracy.



Factors Associated with Success
Those who did well on the task:

showed confidence

remained engaged throughout until completion

were careful about checking results

were enthusiastic

had done something like this before

Approximately 29 percent of the students said that they
had participated in an experiment like this before. This
experience did effect the performance of many. For ex-
ample, the following pairs of students accomplished the
task with efficiency. In both cases, the administrators
noted that the students had previous experience with this
kind of experiment. They noted that the students were
confident and enthusiastic and were careful in checking
results.

Example 1:

They filled beakers to 150 ml, placed thermometers
In cups, make chart and then simultaneously poured
the water Into each container. Took first reading at
43 degrees once stabilized. Took another reading
within seconds but did not refer to the stop watch.
Continued to take readings. I discovered that
Heather was taking 30 second reading. (Position of
stop watch prevented my seeing this part of their
work.) Continued to take readings at 30 second
intervals for 5 minutes. Insulated cup held heat
longest. chart made.

Example 2:

Thermometer in each cup paper set up as data
table.

150 ml of water in each beaker were transferred to
cups, stopwatch for 30 seconds as initial reading.
Read again at 1 minute, 2 minutes.
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Partner admonishes selected student to
keep thermometer in water. Added
3-minute and 4-minute readings.

Decided they should repeat to verify
results (as per their teacher).

Insulated cup best, styrofoam next, mug
worst

Second trial- insulated and styrofoam
tied. Mug still worst.

On the other hand, many of those who were not
successful appeared to enjoy the task. One ad-
ministrator quotes a student as saying, "I liked
this. It was fun to be chosen. I usually get left
out." The administrator goes on to comment:
"They had never been given a problem to
out without being told what to do before. They
have done experiments in science but not like
this. They continued to discuss which cup they
would buy as I write this."

Another wrote:

These boys loved what they were doing!!
At the end, they said they wished they
could always take tests this way. When I
asked them why, the selected student
said, "Because it's more interesting and
you actually learn stuff while you are being
tested. It's more fun when it's not so im-
portant that you get one special answer."

The administrator goes on to comment:
"...strange, since selected student didn't
conclude anything but what his initial
guess was..even though he did waver
slightly In the face of the data."

On the other hand, not all were so enthusiastic.
Administrators rated approximately 30 percent
of the students as neutral about the activity.
Approximately the same percentage were seen
to be uncertain about how to go about the
problem. Although we did not look at the cor-
relation between the two, anecdotal evidence
suggests that the open-ended nature of the task
exacerbated any anxiety that students may have
felt when faced with an unfamiliar type of
problems. In general, fewer students showed
enthusiasm for Insulation than they did toward



Cubes and Circuits, both of which were more structured.
An administrator's note about one pair of students further
confirms this conjecture.

"Students seemed afraid to use equipment, had no
idea how to set up the experiment and wanted to be
done as quickly as possible. Students really did not
want to touch any equipment."

Summary of Results

Few students had a clear idea of what the task involved.
Many took the instruction to "find out the cup that holds
the heat the best" at face value and started to pour and
measure without much consideration of the factors that
might affect their results. Perhaps they did not even recog-
nize the task as a "scientific experiment" for which certain
procedures applied. In any case, few took the time tc
organize a plan or to identify the dependent and inde-
pendent variables. It is doubtful that they even recognized
their relevance.

Many students appeared to be concerned only with
producing an answer. They did not recognize that how
they went about the task was relevant or affected the
validity of their answer. Administrators noted that only 35
percent of the students appeared to be concerned with
accurate procedures, carefully checking their results. Al-
though about half the students made some record of the
results, there was very little attempt to use the data. Few
made any attempts to examining it for patterns or
anomalies, such as the different rates of heat loss of the
various cups. In other words, the process of experimenta-
tion was of little concern to most students. Perhaps they
did not see how a scientific approach could be applied to
anything as prosaic as evaluating the efficiency of hot drink
cups.

Students exhibited a variety of problems on this task.
Briefly, they were:

little clarification of the problem, planning of the
experiment, or evaluation of the results.

some inability to recognize the requirements of the
problem, i.e., that it called for experimental controls
and standardized procedures.

little apparent understanding of the different types
of variables involved.

a lack of recognition that the purpose of
the task was to record and interpret a
relationship, not just produce an answer.

a lack of understanding of the role of data
in any investigation.

some misconceptions about the transfer
of heat and the conservation of volume.

1111111MINIIIMIllr AIME=

Extension for Classroom
Instruction
This is a change from the usual laboratory situa-
tion in which procedures are followed in order
to produce the "right" result. Insulation asks
students to investigate a real situation-that is of
some potential interest to them. Since we have
no data on how these students would have per-
formed in a more "text-book" type of experi-
ment, we cannot compare. However, it does
seem evident that, even if they are capable of
using a scientific approach in their science clas-
ses, they do not recognize its applicability in
other contexts. Although these students may
have per formed more "scientifically" in a situa-
tion that was clearly labelled as such, basic ap-
proaches to investigation should not be limited
to the laboratory.

Educators contend that students perform poor-
ly in science because science instruction is over-
loaded with terminology and factual knowledge
to the exclusion of the practice of science. The
usual response to such charges is a demand for
more laboratory work. However, following
text-book procedures to establish known out-
comes (the most common form of lab work) is
not really practicing science either. When stu-
dents have been observed and questioned on
what they are doing and why, they often show
little understanding of the factors involved.
Their main concern is getting the "right" answer
(which, in many cases, they already know). Al-
though they may be learning laboratory techni-
ques, they are not necessarily learning to
practice science. To practice science well re-
quires a willingness to analyze problems, as well
as the ability to follow certain procedures.



I i& addition, a scientific approach can be the subject for
instructionnot in the abstract, as a bit of factual
knowledge, but through activities. For example, the steps
in text-book lab experiments can be cut out, scrambled,
and given to students to order. Can they reconstruct the
original order? What is the rationale? Could the experi-
ment be done another way? This may lead to discussion
and more thoughtful consideration of certain procedure.
The knowledge gained may generalize beyond the class
when students better understand the reasons for why their
experiments are structured the way they are.

Other booklets in this series offer specific suggestions for
investigations that can be used as the starting points for
experiments. For example, Popcorn Estimation provides
a series of group investigations involving weighing and
measuring. Circuits list some tasks involving electricity.
Beyond this, there are commercially produced books that
give investigative, in contrast to confirmatory, experi-
ments related to the concepts involved in Insulation.1

Such investigations, particularly when they are carried out
by different small groups, can provide vehicles for practice
in scientific thinking. Students can create their own ques-
tions, observe and record interesting phenomenon, make
hypotheses and test them. The advantage of group work,
aside from the obvious requirement that students must
communicate with each other within the group, is that
groups may vary in their results and interpretations. If such
differences occur, they provide the opportunity for groups
to defend their methods and justify their conclusions
before discriminating peers. In such cases, not only do
students begin to act like scientists, but they learn the
necessity of recording accurately and communicating
clearly. They also learn that their work has to be defen-
sible, that a "right" answer is not necessarily right.

Adaptation for Evaluation
In discussing the aims of schools science, Rosalyn Yalow,
a Nobel Laureate for her work in physics, stated:

Science is not simply a collection of facts; it is a
discipline of thinking about rational solutions to
problems after establishing the basic facts derived
from observations. It is hypothesizing from what is

known to what might be, and attempting
to test the hypotheses. This is the scien-
tific process, and it can be broadly ap-
plied.2

In evaluating students' ability to apply the scien-
tific process to problems, the correct answer is
far less important than how students go about
the task. Students' approach to the task also
gives insight into their understanding of the
concepts involved. For example, in Insulation
it was evident from their actions that most stu-
dents had little appreciation of the role of con-
trolling variables in the experiment.

Those who have attempted to classify the kinds
of behavior that should be assessed in science
have suggested four distinct categories.

Planning:
raising and clarifying problems
designing investigations

Performing
observing
manipulating
data gathering

Interpreting
data handling
making inferences and evaluations
predicting and explaining

Communicating
reporting
Justifying results

The evaluation checklist on the next page
generally follows this format. It is similar to that
used in the state-wide administration of the test.
It primarily concerns the experimental process,
how well students adapt what they know of the
scientific approach to an actual problem. How-
ever, it also addresses how well students under-
stand the problem itself and the concepts
involved. In order to explore this, we asked the
performance test administrators to discuss the
task with the students after they had reached

I See Schools Council. Change: Stage 3. Milwaukee, WI: MacdonaldRaintree. 1973.
2 Industry and Science in the Early Grades." The Wingspread Journal, vol. 10, 2, 1988.

C,
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Checklist for Student Evaluation

Planning:

asks for clarification when appropriate

willing to evaluate different approaches

identified dependent/independent variables

Execution:

methodical approach

attempts to verify results

variable 1: water

controls for quantity

measures level of water

variable 2: temperature

baseline established for each cup

number of thermometer readings

variable 3: time

establishes initial reading for each cup

duration between initial and final readings

gathering of data

records all readings

their conclusions. We also asked administrators to keep
any written records that students had made. These various
sources of information complement each other and in-
creased our understanding of student achievement.

Although the evaluation of students' performance ability
requires actives experimentation, other aspects of the
ability to engage in science can be measured in other ways.

For example:

raw data from an experiment can be presented and
students can be asked to reduce, find patterns and
make Inferences (Interpreting):

use of equipment

waits for thermometer to stabilize

reads thermometer correctly

measures liquid precisely

Interpretation:

recognizes trends

notes anomalies

accounts for outcomes

Communication:

gives clear description of outcome

reports systematically

displays appropriately

Attitude:

willing to cooperate

listens to others' Ideas and responds

confident about task

confident about use of equipment

remains engaged

the steps of an experiment can be outlined
and students can be asked to describe the
initial problem, Including the important
variables (Planning);

an experiment can be described and stu-
dents can be asked for a critique of the
methods used and/or the conclusions
derived (Planning/interpretation).

The most important requirement is that evalua-
tion tasks allow latitude for different methods,
ideas and solutions and that they challenge stu-
dents in ways that have some meaning to their
lives.

designed by

0raphitopia

This pamphlet reports on the results of the 1989 testing carried out by the
Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program. Other pamphlets in this
series: "Animal/Leafkey," "Background Summary," "Circuits," "Cubes," "Math
Town," "Playground," and "Popcorn Estir-ation."
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Mathematics/Science Curriculum
and Exhibition

9th and 10th Grade

Central Park East Secondary School
New York City Public Schools

New York, New York

For more irtformation about the Mathematics/Science Curriculum and Exhibition, contact:
Deborah Meier

Central Park East Secondary School
1573 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10029
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Mathematics /Science Curriculum and Exhibition
9th and 10th Grade

This year in Math/Science we will be studying
Forces, Motion and Conservation of Energy

Where are we going?

In our first semester we will study the forces involved in buoyancy, free fall and
motion in general. Questions such as "What makes things float?" and "What
makes the 'Free Fall' such an exciting ride at an amusement park?!" will guide our
work this term.

Consideration of the above questions leads to investigation of the concepts of
mass, volume, density, gravity, acceleration and velocity.

We will also be focusing on measurement and scaling as we study the above
topics. When we "read" an instrument that tells us the mass of an object, or its
volume, how do we know if we are reading it correctly, and in the right units?
What do the little lines on the scale mean?!

Our scientific journey will lead to a number of mathematical studies: area vs.
volume, linear vs. non-linear equtions (and their graphs), probability, trignometry,
and the pythagorean theorem. We will also concentrate on further strengthening
student competencies in basic arithmetic skills.

How will we get there?

Our major theme for this year will be "The Amusement Park" and all the things
that go on there. The designers of an amusement park use virtually every principle
of motion to make the scariest rides possible safely. In fact we (Division II) will be
visiting Great Adventure at th end of the year as a Math/Science trip!

At school, students will b4 applying the principles of motion in order to analyze
and design their own amusement park rides. Along the way they will be conducting
experiments in order to answer their own questions about forces and motion. Our
general approach will be one of "seek and find" through hand on activities and
classroom discussions.

How will we know if we've arrived?

Exhibitions will consist of student designs for several different types of rides.
Since we begin with the concept of buoyancy, our first exhibition ride will be The
Water Ride, and students will need to answer the question "What makes things
float?". Included in the requirements of this exhibition will be: a scale diagram of
the ride, a list of materials needed ic:) build it, number of people it holds and even
the cost to make the ride. Students will need to explain the scientific and
mathematical reasons why their ride floats.

Sincerely,
Ed, Jennifer, Jo, Rebecca, Eileen and Dave
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Exhibition 1
Water Rides

Focus Question:
What makes things float?

Introduction:
For this exhibition, you will be designing a water ride for your new

amusement park. You are on a tight budget, so it is important not to spend
more than necessary for the materials you will need.

The engineer in charge of the project (your boss) has given you the job
of designing the device where people will float. It can be anything from a
one person inner tube to a boat that holds many people. Even though your
device may run on a track under water, it must be able to float with
passengers aboard in order to pass safety inspections.

For this exhibition, you will need to do the following:

1. Write a description of your ride. What does it look like? How many
people can ride at a time? How long does it take? How much will you
charge each person? What emotions do you expect people to have when
they ride your ride and why? Include a sketch of your ride.
(Due on )

2. Make a scale diagram of one of the "boats" or "flotation devices". You
must have both a top view and a side view. Show where the people will
sit/stand/lie down. What is the maximum number of people that will fit?
(Due on )

3. Calculate the volume of material necessary to build the device.
(Due on )

4. Using the density chart you made earlier, calculate what the mass of
the device would be for at least three different materials. For each type of
material answer the following questions. Show and explain ALL
calculations!!! Provide evidence to support your answers!

a. Will it float?
b. Will it float holding the maximum number of people? (Even if

they are all football players?)
(Due on )

5. How much will it cost to make your boat from each of the materials
you analyzed in part 4? What is the least expensive material that is safe
to use? Calculate how much you will have to order for all of the boats your
ride requires and how much it will cost.
(Due on )

6. What if you used salt water instead of fresh water? Would this
affect your results? In what way? Explain how your calculations in part 4
would be different.
(Due on )

ri ;
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7. In reality,. there are many other types of safety tests to be done
before determining which material is safest to use. Name two other things
that you feel would be important to test before sending innocent children
on your ride. Suggest ways to carry out these tests.
(Due on

8. To sum up all of your work, write a memo to your boss explaining
your designs. Explain the entire process you went through so that she
knows your work is thorough. (You really want a raise! ! . Include all your
calculations, data, results, and conclusions and explain t iem so she
understands them. (The raise is very important to you!!).
(Due on )

Evaluation of your exhibition will include the following:

ORGANIZATION OF
WORK

A. Speaks to the essential
question
B. Appropriate choice of
experiment
C. Uses diagrams clearly
when necessary
D. Meets deadlines, fulfills
responsibility

UNDERSTANDING OF
CONCEPTS

A. Probes ideas deeply

B. Connects ideas

C. Cites appropriate
evidence
D. Explains observations

E. Conjectures (What if...)

PROCESS SKILLS

A. Works neatly

B. Competent use of
materials
C. Attention to detail



Mathematics and Science
Performance Tasks
5th and 6th Grade

Assessment Performance Unit
Great Britain

For more information about the Mathematics and Science Performance Tasks, contact:
,Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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Mathematics and Science Performance Tasks
5th and 6th Grade

1. Estimating Physical Quantities

In this question you will not be allowed to use any measuring instruments.
You will have to make as ood a :uess as ou can.

Cut off a length of tape 50 cm. long. Put it in the envelope to one side.

Take a plastic bag. Put 100 grams of dried beans in it. Seal the bag.

Take the other plastic bag. Put 100 grams of oatmeal flakes in it. Seal the bag.

Take the beaker. Put 100 cubic cm. of water into it from the tap.

Draw a line 11 cm. long in the space provided. You may use the straight edge
provided to help.

Scoring system reports results within 10%, 20%, 30% of correct value, and a
statement as to whether the students tended to overvalue or undervalue.

2. Solving an experimental question

When you hang a load on a spring and let it go it bobs up and down. The load
bobs up and down on some springs faster than on others. \46%.1 have been given a
collection of different springs. This is what you have to find out:

What makes the difference to how quickly a load bobs up and down on a
spring? Is it the length of a spring? Or the diameter?

You can use any of the things in front of you (springs, timer, ruler, weights).
Make a clear record of your results so that someone else can understand what
you have found out.



Learning by Doing
Hands-On Science Tests
3rd and 7th Grade and

High School Level

National Assessment of Educational Progress

For more information about Learning by Doing, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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Learning by Doing
Hands-On Science Test

3rd & 7th Grade

Which type of sugar - granulated or cubed - dissolves faster
in warm water? Does stirring make a difference?

Equipment required:

glass beakers sugar cubes in packet packages of granulated sugar;
same mass of sugar as in one
cube

towels a measunn cu. hot water in thermos (60C)_paper

two stirrers a timer a graduated beaker

a 1Lalualedsylinder a small ruler .a er and pencil _

a. Briefly describe what you did to compare how fast the two kinds of sugar
dissolved

b. Fill in the blank spaces below to show what you found

i. When the water was stirred, the dissolved faster.

ii. When the water was not stirred, the dissolved faster.

c. Write your explanation of these results.

Scoring:

Score 3 points if student notes that amount of water and rate of stirring needs to he
controlled.

Score 2 points if student only notes one of the variables.

Score 1 point if student simply described procedure used or what was observed.
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Learning by Doing
Hands-On Science Test

High School Level

Survival

"Imagine that you are about to take a trip on which you could be stranded on a
mountainside in cold, dry, windy weather. You can choose to take one of two of the
fabrics in front of you to help keep you warm. What you will need to find out,
using the equipment in front of you is: Which fabric will keep you warmer?

"Let me give you a few suggestions about how you can find out which material will
keep you warmer:

use a tin can to represent a person
put hot water in the tin can to make the can more life-like
make the can a cover from the fabric
use the fan to make an imitation wind

Equipment:

aluminum cans a thermometer
sheets of bubble plastic sheets of blanket
graduated cylinders graph paper
beaker of water a small ruler
electric kettle electric fan
a stopwatch rubber bands
scissors transparent tape

Scoring:

4 points for correct answer with detailed notes

3 points for correct answer with inadequate notes

2 points for incorrect answer with notes

1 point for an incorrect answer without notes

0 points for no response
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Social Studies
Humanities

and
Fine Arts



Oral History Project
High School Level

Albin Moser
Hope High School

Providence, Rhode Island

For more information about the Oral History Project, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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Oral History Project
High School Level

"...You must complete an oral history based on interviews and written
sources, and present your findings on tape as well as orally in class. The
choice of subject matter will be up to you... Create 3 workable hypotheses
based on your preliminary investigations, and four questions you will ask to
test out each hypothesis.

Criteria for Evaluation of Oral History Project

Three hypotheses investigated.
Describe at least one change over time.
The 4 people selected for the interviews are appropriate sources.
At least 4 questions prepared in advance, related to each hypothesis.
Questions are not leading or biased.
Follow-up questions asked where possible, based on answers.
Note important differences between 'fact' and 'opinion' in answers.
Use evidence to prove the ultimate best hypothesis.
Organization in your writing and presentation to class.
Audio-tape of project...

PO



On the American Revolution
High School Level

Grant Wiggins
Center on Learning, Assessment, and School Structure

For more information about On the American Revolution, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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US. History Performance Task: On the American Revolution

A. Neglected Facts or Harmful Bias? (US History performance task)

Imagine that you are a prosecutor or a defense attorney in a trial brought
by a parent group. They seek to forbid purchase by the high school of a US
history textbook, excerpted below. (The book would be used as a
supplement to the current text, not in place of it). You will present a 5-
minute oral case, in pairs, to a Jury, taking either side of the question "Is
the book appropriate for school adoption and required reading?" You will
be assessed on how well you support your claim about the historical
accounts is the text: are the accounts biased, inaccurate or merely
different from our usual viewpoint?

Dnittelkiarairanlinglulianl

As a result of the ceaseless struggle of the colonial people for their political rights,
the 13 colonies practiced bourgeois representative government by setting up their own
local legislatures. As electoral rights were restricted in many ways in every colony,
those elected to the colonial legislatures were mostly landlords, gentry, and agents of
the bourgeoisie, without any representation whatsoever from the working people.
There were struggles between the Governors and the legislatures. These struggles
reflected the contradictions between the colonies and their suzerain state....

The British administration of the colonies was completely in the interests of the
bourgeoisie in Britain.... The British colonial rule impeded development of the
national economy in North America. It forced certain businesses into bankruptcy. As a
consequence, contradictions became increasingly acute between the ruling clique in
Britain and the rising bourgeoisie and broad masses of the people in the colonies...:

Heretofore [Prior to the Boston Massacre], the struggle of the colonial people had
been scattered and regional. In the course of the struggle, however, they summed up
their experience and came to feel it necessary to stand together for united action. Thus
ir. November 1772, a town meeting held in Boston adopted a proposal made by Samuel
Adams to create a Committee of Correspondence to exchange information with other
areas, act in unison, and propogate revolutionary ideas.... In less than 2 months, a
Committee of Correspondence was formed by more than 80 cities and towns in
Massachusetts, and later became the organs of revolutionary power...

The Declaration of Independence was a declaration of the bourgeois revolution.
The political principles enunicated in it were aimed at protecting the system of
capitalist exploitation, legitimizing the interests of the bourgeoisie. In practice, the
"people" referred to in the Declaration only meant the bourgeoisie, and the "right of
the pursuit of happiness" was deduced from the "right of property" and intended to
stamp the mark of legitimacy on the system of bourgeois exploitation. The Declaration

1 from The American Revolution: Selections from Secondary School History Books of Other Nations,
HEW Publication OE 76-19124 U.S. Government Printing Office (1976).

© CLASS 1990
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was signed by 56 persons, of whom 28 were bourgeois lawyers, 13 were big merchants, 8
were plantation slaveowners and 7 were members of the free professions, but there was
not one representative of the working people."

During the time of the war, America began its westward expansion on a large
scale. From the first, the colonies had been founded en the corpses of the Indians.... In
1779 George Washington sent John Sullivan with a force of soldiers to 'annihilate' the
Iroquois tribe settic..d in northern New York. In his instructions he wrote: "The present
aim is to completely smash and flatten their settlement, take as many prisoners as
possible, the more the better, whether they are men or women... You must not only
mop up their settlement but destroy it." Thus at the time of its founding, America had
already nakedly exposed its aggressive character....

During the war patriotic women also played a big role. While men went to the
front, they took over the tasks of production. They tilled fields and wove cloth, and
sent food, garments, and other articles to the front. When Washington was in a
precarious situation retreating into Pennsylvania with his army, the women of
Philadelphia raised a huge fund to procure winter clothes for the revolutionary army.
This event deeply moved the fighters. Under fire on the battlefields, women risked
their lives to bring ammunition, transmit intelligence, and rescue the wounded. Some
even served as artillery gunners....

After the outbreak of the war, America not only failed to organize the enslaved
Negroes but guarded them even more closely, thus intensifying their oppression. This
seriously impeded their participation in the war and was one reason why the war for
Independence was slow in achieving victory....

Questions to consider in your research and presentation:

1. What is the likely country of origin for this textbook? From what clues do you infer
this? Explain your reasoning.

2. Whether or not your hunch in #1 is correct, what can be said to be the most likely
political influences on the author's point of view? What evidence is there of that
influence? How does it affect the author's choice of language? Does the language
reflect bias or an acceptable (but different) point of view?

3. Why does it make sense, given the political perspective taken in the text, that the
author pays particular attention to a) the Committee of Correspondence, b) the
contribution of women, and c) the plight of Indians and Negoes? Are the facts
accurate? Do they warrant that much attention in your view, or are they over-
emphasized to support a bias?

4. You will be judged on the accuracy, thoroughness, documentation, and lack of bias
in ysaur case. Be fair but be an effective speaker! See the scoring rubric [6-point scoring
scale for each dimension to be assessed].

C.LASS 1990
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The Complexities of Reconstruction
High School Level

Dennie Palmer Wolf
Project Zero

Harvard Graduate School of Education

For more information about The Complexities of Reconstruction, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454

or
Dennie Palmer Wolf

Project Zero
Harvard Graduate School of Education

13 Appian Way
Cambridge, MA 02138
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History Task: The Complexities of Reconstruction
High School Level

Task Background:
Following a unit on the Civil War and Reconstruction, a US history teacher

provided his class with a facsimile collection of letters written by recently-freed slaves
and various people who had control over Reconstruction. The teacher asked students
to study the letters, make notes on them, and to design a museum exhibition that
would center on those letters. The aim would be to provide visitors with an
understanding on the complexity of the post-Civil War south.

Requirements:
1. Turn in working notes/commentaries on the letters.
notice?

What did they

2. Write a paragraph on the chief idea to be put across in the exhibit.
3. Provide cards with titles and explanations for each item in the exhibition.
4. Make suggestions with and/or provide photocopies of other artifacts for

the exhibit.

Criteria included:
1. ability to break out of stereotypes
2. ability to work from original documents
3. the development of a historical idea
4. embedded accuracy: comments on the facts cited or implied

l;1
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Hamlet Exhibition
9th and 10th Grade

Central Park East Secondary School
New York City Public Schools

New York, New York

For more information about the Hamlet Exhibition, contact:
Pat Walter or Deborah Meier

Central Park East Secondary School
1573 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10029
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Hamlet Exhibition
9th and 10th Grade

Part One: Choose A, B, or C

A. Choose a character to illustrate through drawing. Illustrate a scene from each
act where your character is doing something significant to the play or
revealing his own personality. Copy several speeches from each act showing
the evidence in the play of the scene that you illustrated.

B. Choose a scene from the play and act it out in Shakespearean language and
then re -writ the scene in modern day language and act that out. Try to
memorize your lines.

C. Re-write the story/an act in modern day language. Hand in the written story
and also hand in a list of speeches from the play that parallel your story that
you used as evidence to create your version.

Part Two:

Memorize a speech from the play of at least eight lines. We will say our speeches
out loud.

Part Three:

We will have an in class essay on the play. You will be able to use your notes
and books while writing the essay, but the actual writing will be done in class.
We will discuss themes from the play for you to prepare.



Kentucky Writing Assessment

Kentucky ;Department of Education

For more information about the Kentucky Writing ASSCSSMeni, contact:
Tish Wilson

Kentucky Department of Education
1900 Capital Plaza Tower

500 Mero Street
Frankfurt, KY 40601
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CONTENTS

Table of Contents

n.-44f.c41
Best Piece

Letter to reviewer written by
the student explaining why
she/he selected the best
piece and how the piece was
developed

. .

014.44" :

One short story, poem. play.
or personal narrative

A personal response to a
cultural event, public
exhibit, sports event, media
presentation. or to a book.
current issue, math problem.
or scientific phenomenon

Two prose pieces from
content areas other than
English/Language Arts. the
purpose of which will be to
a. predict an outcome
b. defend a position
c. analyze or evaluate a

situation
or

d. solve a problem
The prose pieces should be
written for two different
purposes.
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KIRIS WRITING ASSESSMENT GUIDE

Holistic Score

Establishes and maintains clear focus: evidence

of distinctive voice
Careful but subtle organization
Rich, interesting and/or pertinent details
Effective variety in sentence structure and
length
Effective and/or rich language
Control of surface features

Focused on a purpose: some evidence of
voice

$ Predictable organization
111 Elaborated and aXxopoete detalLS

Predictable patterns in sentence structure
Acceptable. appropriate language
Few errors in surface features relative to length
or complexity

Some attempt to establish and maintain
purpose and to communicate with the audience
Some Lapses in unity and coherence
Unelaborated or repetitious details
Simplistic sentence structure
Simplistic language

111 Some errors in surface features that do not
interfere with communication

,V.144,-Ii.e.;k40.10040aigtilie.
Poor awareness of audience and purpose
Random and/or weak organization
Limited and /or inappropriate details
Incorrect and/or ineffective sentence structure
Inappropriate wording
Errors in surface features are disproportionate
to length and complexity

Little or no awareness of audience and/or
purpose
Little or no Organization. thought patterns
difficult. if not impossible, to follow
Few or no details
Errors in sentence construction interfere with

communication
Incorrect and/or ineffective wording
Errors in sunace features interfere with
communication

134

Analytic Criteria

The degree to which the writer

establishes and maintains a purpose
communicates with the audience

The degree to which the writer demonstrates

unity
coherence

The degree to which the writer includes details that
develop the main pOrtl(s)

The degree to which the writer includes sentences
that are

III vaned In structure and length
constructed effectively
complete and correct

"1.

The degree to which the writer exhibits correct
and effective

111 vocabulary
word choice

;4"I 4:7A
f1.1' 1 t. 1%';: V4.4

The degree to which the writer demonstrates
technically correct

spelling
punctuation
capitalization

usage
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9th Grade Multi-Day
Writing Assessment

Cherry Creek, Colorado

For more information about the 9th Grade Multi-Day Writing Assessment, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454



9th Grade Multi-Day Writing Assessment

-part of a twice-yearly district wide K-12 writing assessment.

Days 1 4: Pre-writing class lessons and activities:

watching an excerpt from "Stand and Deliver"

reading and discussing a poem and an essay on teachers

bringing in pictures of themselves as elementary school students

field trip to local elementary school

Day 5: Writing in class

Select one of your past learning experiences which you remember well. Write an
autobiographical essay in which you: 1) narrate the circumstances ( where? when?
why? how?); 2) describe the 'teacher' and his/her significance as well as your own
reactions at the time; and, 3) interpret your present feelings about it. Why do you
remember? What does it mean to you now?

Be sure to use specific details, imcluding conversation.

This writing sample will be completed in class today
On day 10 your final copy must be handed in.

Day 6 9: Revision , editing, and final copy produced.

Papers scored by district language arts teachers.

Writing scored on 4 equally-weighted dimensions, using a 4-point scale:
Content, Organization, Language Usage, Mechanics.



Evaluation, Reflection, and Assessment. of
Drama/Theatre

Kansas State Board of Education

For more information about the Evaluation, Reflection, and Assessment of Drama/Theatre,
contact:

Ray Linder
Kansas State Board of Education

120 S.E. 10th Avenue
Topeka, KS 66612-1182
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Evaluation, Reflection, and Assessment of Drama/Theatre

In its publication "Kansas Schools for the 21st Century," the Kansas

State Board of Education teccurrends a new directional shift to "strengthen

educational quality and accountability through performance-based curricula and

evaluation systems" (1989). By focusing on learner-centered instructional
approaches, students become responsible for their awn learning, while teachers

become responsible for leading students to discover and apply their individual

knowledge and skills.

The impact of the drama/theatre program on individual growth is based on

how the student perceives the drama process, what the student produces, and

how the student reflects on drama/theatre experiences. As both creators and

audience members, students discover their creative potential, develop critical

thinking skills, and evaluate the effectiveness of their awn physical, vocal,

mental, emotional, social, and moral behaviors and that of others, using

selected criteria based on the art form of drama/theatre. Students also

reflect on the content of implicit connections between drama/theatre and life

in order to transfer their knowledge and skills about human behavior to their

daily lives and to form aesthetic judgments. Because drama/theatre is an
interactive and collaborative process among human beings, students also
develop interpersonal skills with their peers based on cooperative learning

models.

Within this unique learning environment, teachers develop special
interpersonal relationships with students as individuals and as integral

members of dynamic groups. The role of the teacher/director is to lead
students to discover and evaluate their creative minds, bodies, voices, and

feelings, and to reflect on how drama/theatre experiences pertain to their

daily lives within and outside the school context. Rather than comparing them

against one another, teachers measure students against their own potential as
creators and audience members, recording where they start and haw far they

progress before, during, and after drama/theatre experiences.

TEAChER/DIRECTOR
LEADS & EVALUATES

sTuDarrs EVALUATE
FORM AND
EFFECTIVENESS
OF CI DICES

STUDENTS REFLECT
ON avIT:211'

AND PiaJv:IoNs
70 LIFE

DURING PROCESS:
DRAWREHEARSAL

Self as Actor

Other Actors as
Audience Member

Self as Character

Characters as
Audience Member

AFTER PRODUCT:
DRAMA/711EATRE PRODUCTION

Self as Actor

Dramatic Elements as
Audience Member

Self as Character

Dramatic Elements as
Audience Member



Student Evaluation of a Theatre Production
The teacher's role in preparing students to attend and evaluate a theatre

performance varies depending on the particular student group and the play they
are about to see. Regardless of their age, students usually need some kind of
preparation before attending a theatre production. However, this preparation
varies according to the kind or amount of previous audience experience of the
students and the complexity of the specific play they are going to see. Some
teachers want their students to know the play's synopsis, characters, the
historical background, or in some instances, the poetic nature of the language
of the play. Other teachers feel that having students too informed diminishes
the suspense of the plot unfolding and lessens their spontaneous responses.
It is important that the teacher have some idea about the appropriateness of
the play in terms of action, language, themes, and length.

After attending the play, students can describe, analyze, and evaluate
the theatre experience in several ways. Younger students can demonstrate
comprehension and understanding of a play by retelling the major actions of
the play, by drawing pictures of favorite moments from the play or making a
series of drawings with captions. They can write letters to the actors
telling what they liked and why they liked it. The:, can enact scenes from the
play to reveal their comprehension of the characters and plot of the play.

Older students can evaluate the production by identifying the theme and
how it was revealed through dialogue and action. They can discuss how
effectively the suspense and tension built to a climax and how it was
resolved. They can discuss or write an essay about what made seeing the
production an enjoyable, significant, or memorable experience for them.

Secondary students can write critiques which require them to substantiate
their opinions about the performance with valid reasons and examples. They
can evaluate the design elements of spectacle in terms of how they enhance the

dramatic elements of plot, character and theme. Students can compare a live
theatre performance with one seen on television or film. Reading and analyzing
a script before seeing a performance can provide another basis for comparison
and evaluation of artistic choices.

Students of all ages can be involved in oral discussion of various
aspects of the theatre experience. For all students evaluation of
drama/theatre develops the ability to think critically and helps them to gain
confidence in their aesthetic judgment.
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Student Reflection after a Drama/Theatre Experience
After a drama/theatre experience, students, not in roles, make

connections between life and what they have experienced as creators and

audience members. The teacher's reflection questions can help the group move

from a concrete experience in
drama/theatre to an understanding of the abstract ideas it represents. The .

teacher can lead the students from an understanding of a specific event to a
more universal meaning by helping them to consider parallel situations across

time and cultures. Such discussions can move students from an egocentric view
of life to one that unites them with the rest of humanity, those who have come
before and those who will come after. For'example:

After enacting scenes from the life of Martin Luther King, Jr. for an
assembly program, students can be asked to reflect on others, such as
Mohandas Gandhi or Susan B. Anthony, who have struggled for justice.
Students learn that throughout time, there are those who have stood up
for their beliefs and whose actions have led to consequences for self and
for society at large. This kind of reflection on the larger themes of
life growing out of the drama can lead students to consider what drives
people to risk so much for what they believe is right.

After attending the play Macbeth, students might reflect on men and women
of the past and present, those in politics, the military or business, who
have been driven by overwhelming ambition and lust for power. Reflection
provides the opportunity to discuss the nature of power and whether power
by its very nature corrupts.

Drama/theatre provides students with concrete experiences of high
emotional impact which form a basis for later reflection on universal values
and meanings. Teacher /directors need to lead students to make these
metaphoric connections about society and life, so that drama/theatre
experiences go beyond "fun and entertainment."

I
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USING MULTIPLE ASSESSMENT METHODS

Because drama /theatre is a collaborative, interactive, audio-visual art

form which involves individual personal skills and acting behaviors, students

should be assessed in multiple ways using a wide variety of strategies and

methods. Multiple assessment methods allow teachers to assess students'

progress and achievement more in tune with theatre's unique characteristics.

Because drama /theatre is also a composite of other art forms, assessment

methods used in visual art, music, dance, and creative writing may also be

employed. Students may use a variety of teachers' same methods to create
ongoing "portfolios" to evaluate and reflect on thei7-.. own work over the school

year.

Elementary Students
Observation
Class discussion
Individual interview
Role playing
Criteria checklists
Audio/videotape recordings
Problem-solving projects
Oral critique
Written critique
Oral test
Written test

.q92.21244EY Students (add)

Self-Inventory
Oral research reports
Written research reports
Outside observation
Theatre production assignments
Auditions
Rehearsal notes
Audience response
Notebooks
Journals
Adjudications from festivals

Performance Methods
The assessment of performance in drama/theatre involves careful, informed

judgments by the teacher/director and other students who support one another

constructively in a positive atmosphere built on mutual understanding and

trust. Subjective assessments become more valid when well-designed criteria

are used consistently for each student in building positive self-concepts.

Care must be taken by the teacher to select criteria in relation to the focus

of each activity. Students rust know in advance what criteria they are being

evaluated on for each drama/theatre experience. Checklists are most useful

when the teacher adds personal, detailed explanations as suggestions for

alternative choices and improvement.

Oral Methods
Asking students to verbalize their understanding of drama/theatre

experiences in discussions or individual interviews taps their linguistic
ability to evaluate themselves and others and to form judgments about

drama/theatre. When students create dialogue or interpret memorized dialogue
as characters, they exhibit their intrapersonal and interpersonal abilities to

understand human behavior from another person's perspective. When students
plan and enact scenes, they show their ability to cooperate with others in

problem solving and social situations



Plot

QUESTIONS ¶10 ASK ELEMENIMY STUDENTS
AFTER ATTENDING A THEATRE PRODUCTION

(Adapt for each grade level)

What happened in the play in the beginning, middle, and end?

What was the conflict or problem in the play?
How did the characters solve the problem(s)?
What was the most exciting moment in the play? Why? (climax)

Characters
Who was the protagonist(s)? ("good" characters)
Who was the antagonist(s)? ("bad" characters)
What did each character want to do? (superobjective)
Why did each character want to do that? (motivation)
How did each character look? (appearance)
How did each character behave and move? (body)
How did each character speak? (voice)
What emotions did each character express at different times in the play?

Theme
What were the main ideas or "lessons" in the play?
Do any of the characters remind you of anyone you know?

If so, who and why?
Do any of the situations in the play remind you of things that have

happened in your life?
If so, what and why?

Did you learn anything from the play or did you already know it?

What did you learn from the play? How did you learn it?

Actors
Who did you think was the best actor and why?

Spectacle
Where did the action of the play take place? (setting)
When did the action of the play take place? (time)
How did the scenery, costumes, props, lights, sound, and makeup express

the main idea(s) in the play?

Mood and Dynamics
What was the mood or feeling of the play?
How did you feel at different moments in the play?
What made you feel that way?

If you could put on this play with your friends, what things would you change

and why?

(Jeanne Klein, University of Kansas Theatre for Young Pcople)
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS FOR ACTING

[Leave enough space between questions for answers using 2 pages]

GIVEN CaRCUMSTANCES

I. Who am I?

2. What time is it?

3. Where am I?

4 Hhat surrounds me?

5. What are the given circumstances?

6. What are my relationships?

7. What do I want?

8. What's in my way?

9. What do I do to get what I want?

(Jectni-k2 Averill, Lawrence HS)
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Cross-Disciplinary
Research
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5th Grade "Exit-Level" Research and
Presentation Project

Mark Twain Elementary School
Littleton, Colorado

For more information about the 5th Grade "Exit-Level" Research and Presentation
Project, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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5th-Grade 'Exit-level' Research and Presentation Project

Preparation: 2 days prior to the day of the assessment, each fifth grader will be

instructed to formulate three questions that he or she would like to research. The

students will be given overnight to think about the questions, and to word them so

that they are clear and open to investigation. The teacher will review the questions

to assure that they meet the aforementioned criteria, and coach any student whose

questions are not vet fully formed or adequate for research.

The Task: On the days of the assessment the teacher will select one of the three

questions for the student to research. The student will use the two days to do the

following:

Research the question using and documenting different sources and types of

information;

Prepare a written report that is word processed;

Create a visual presentation that is relevant to the question;

Deliver a three to fiv: minute oral presentation.

Performance Assessment: The students' work will be assessed in 4 categories:

'research strategies, 'written report', 'visual presentation' and 'oral presentation'.

A 5-point rating scale will be used for each category. Overall scores of 17-20 would be

considered superior, 13-16 commendable, etc. Assessors will be comprised of

teachers, individuals with background in assessment, and lay people from the

community.

1 '?
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Hodgson 'V ocational-Technical High School

Newark, Delaware

For more information about the Hodgson Vocational-Technical High School, contact:
Steven Godowsky

Hodgson Vocational-Technical High School
2575 Summit Bridge Road

Newark, DE 19702
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Hodgson Vocational-Technical High School

VISION:
Graduates of Hodgson will feel confident in their abilities to wrestle with difficult

material, to make connections between their work and their society, and to impart their
knowledge to other people. The Senior Project provides students with the opportunity to gain
an in depth knowledge of an aspect of their vocational or technical career major that both
interests and challenges them. They develop confidence and learn that they have the resources
to be self-disciplined, productive citizens.

EXHIBITION:
Every Hodgson senior chooses a topic from his/her career major for his/her senior

project and devotes a significant part of the senior year to completing it. The three requirements
of the senior project illustrate how academic and vocational learning are integrated:

1. The product. In their major shop class, students design and construct a
product related to their vocational major. The product constitutes a portion of the student's final
exam in their shop.

2. The research paper. In their senior English technical writing class, students
learn how to write a research paper and then produce one that is related to the product they are
constructing.

3. The public oral presentation. Before a committee that includes teachers and
members of the community, students display their product and make a formal oral presentation
that synthesizes the knowledge and skills gained from their research and construction of their

product. This committee, known as the project committee, evaluates the public presentation
which constitutes the final exam for English.

SETTING:
At the start of the senior year, students select advisors and choose the topics on which

they will work. Then, they establish their project committee their English teachers, vocational
instructors, and any other relevant community members. Throughout the process, members of
the committee coach students and serve as resources. Ultimately, it is this committee that
evaluates the final presentation.

Students follow a timeline with several checkpoints built into it for drafts of papers and
presentations. While much of the work needs to be done outside of class, significant time will
be devoted in both English and shop classes for students to work on the components of their
projects.

SAMPLES:
The following is a narrated sample from a draft of the school's Senior Project guide

Ken has been a student in Mill/Cabinet for three years. During that period he has

hook:



developed an interest in the Pennsylvania Dutch (Penn Germans), a People famous for furniture
making. Ken believes that the Senior Project is a tremendous opportunity to learn more about

the Penn German's furniture making.
Ken discusses his ideas with his vocational, history, and English teachers, and they are

all in agreement. Ken asks his vocational teacher to serve as his advisor for the project, and his

teacher accepts.
After completing and submitting all the required documentation, he begins his research,

using his English and Social Studies skills to aid his work. since the research paper is the
backbone of his project, Ken has been wise to rely on his teachers for help and advice.

By this time, Ken has (through consultations with his advisor) formally written and
requested the participation of his senior project committee. It consists of his project advisor,

and his math and English teachers.
The next major portion of his project is the construction of a faithful reproduction of a

piece of Penn-German furniture. As part of his research Ken, with his advisor, visited the

Pennsylvania Museum of Art: It was here that Ken found a particularly attractive piece of
furniture. to replicate, an 18th century Penn-German corner hutch. He designed and drew his
plans according to measurements taken during this visit. While continuing to work on his
research paper, Ken constructed his hutch over a period of sixty hours.

Knowing that his public presentation was the culminating activity of his project, Ken
decided to dress as an 18th century Penn-German carpenter. In addition to explaining about
the Penn-Germans and their furniture making, Ken also compared modern-day mill/cabinet
techniques with those of the 18th century Penn-German carpenter.

His presentation went well. His committee asked difficult, thought-provoking, and
relevant questions about his work. Ken was nervous, but performed admirably. In fact, his
committee commended and thanked him for his thorough and dynamic presentation.

All that remained was his obligation to write thank you letters to all members of his
committee and others who assisted in his project.

STANDARDS:
Students receive direct and immediate feedback after their presentations. Committees

assess four categories, deeming student work excellent (E), good (G), satisfactory (S), or
unacceptable (U) (see next page).

REF LECTIONS:
1990 was the first year of the Senior Project, and the response was predominantly

positive. Faculty members felt good about the connections that were made between the
vocational and the academic parts of the school. Also, students felt like they were involved in

substantive and meaningful work.
The faculty spent a long time hammering out details and expectations, which turned out

to add an unexpected level of morale and collegiality. At the same time, there are still many
questions that need reflection, which can become time consuming.

At this point, the school is working toward creating clearer definitions of teacher roles.

Just how should an advisor and a shop teacher interact? How much in-class time should be
provided for work on the project? How can teachers who aren't experts in certain areas serve

as valid and thoughtful judges?
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Assessment Categories

CONTENT
total points: 30 E G S U

28-30 25-27 20-23 0-19

-demonstrates thorough
understanding of knowledge
-demonstrates creativity and
originality
-exhibits a higher order
of thinking
-uses proper procedures for

demonstrations
-responds appropriately to
questions

ORGANIZATION AND WORK PLAN
total points: 30

28-30 25-27 20-23 0-19

-follows guidelines
-uses introduction and closing
-shows evidence of preparation
-uses appropriate aids, equipment...
-stays within time limits

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
total points: 30

28-30 25-27 20-23 0-19

-communicates clearly
-uses proper posture, eye contact...
-uses proper grammar

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
total points: 10

9-10 8 7 0-6

TOTAL POINTS:
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Portfolios

Portfolio Assessment: Sampling Student Work
This article, first appearing in Educational Leadership in April 1989, explores
the debate over and benefits of using portfolios as an alternative to
standardized assessment. Dennie Palmer Wolf, the author, describes the
portfolio content and process developed by PROPEL, a Rockefeller Project
working toward designing effective ways of evaluating student learning in the
arts and humanities while providing useful information to teachers and school
systems.

Right of Passage Experience Handbook
Walden 111 Alternative Secondary School's Rite of Passage Experience is
designed to evaluate students' readiness for high school graduation and life
beyond high school. R.O.P.E. requires students to 1) present a portfolio
consisting of samples of student work in various curriculum areas, 2) complete
a project demonstrating student competency in U.S. history, logical inquiry,
writing, self expression, and in some cases, multicultural awareness, and 3)
present demonstrations of work in the areas of mathematics, American
government, world geography, and physical challenge. This section contains
the R.O.P.E. Handbook which describes the program in detail.

The Graduation Portfolio at Central Park East Secondary School
Students at Central Park East Secondary School enter the Senior Institute at
the end of tenth grade. The Senior Institute serves as a transition to
adulthood. Each student, together with his/her advisor, draws up a personal
program of study designed to prepare the student for graduation. Students are
required to complete 14 portfolios that, together with a series of more
traditional exams and a senior project, are the basis for receiving a diploma.
This section contains excerpts of the Graduation Handbook, which describes
the components of the Senior Institute and student requirements.

Vermont's Assessment Program in Writing and Mathematics
Vermont is currently assessing 4th and 8th grade students in writing and
mathematics using three methods: a uniform task, a portfolio, and a "best
piece." All 4th and 8th grade students are required to complete comparable
writing tasks administered under the same conditions and scored uniformly.
They also keep portfolios of their work; each student is required to select a
"best piece" that represents his or her best effort for the year. The selected
piece of work is evaluated by teams of trained teachers using established
evaluation criteria. This section describes Vermont's assessment program and
includes examples of assessment tasks.
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Assessment Requirements for Course Work Folders in English
This section describes the content and assessment requirements for course work
folders in English (portfolios) in the United Kingdom.

The Portfolio Process in the "Motion" Program at The International
High School

The Motion Program at International High School is an interdisciplinary
program in mathematics, physics, and literature. Assessment in the Motion
Program is based on a portfolio of work developed by each student, with self-,

peer-, and teacher-evaluation components. In addition to specific performance
tasks developed by the teacher for all students to complete, the portfolio
includes a personal statement, a mastery statement, a selection of what the
student feels is his/her best work, and a self evaluation. This section describes
the portfolio process, its components, and evaluation guidelines.
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DENNIE PALMER WOLF

Portfolio Assessment:
Sampling Student Work

When students maintain portfolios of their work,
they learn to assess their own progress as learners,

and teachers gain new views of their
accomplishments in teaching.

For the last two years, a consor-
tium of administrators, teachers,
and researchers in the Pittsburgh

schools has been searching for alter-
natives to standardized assessment In
that work we have found that the
world brims over with examples of the
differences between testing as we
know it in schools and the reflective
self-evaluation that is nseparahle from
pursuing virtually any kind of worth-
while work.

Some examples? Last summer when
the Dodgers were heating up, I heard
a radio announcer tease pitcher Orel
Hershiser about keeping a journal.
Hershiser wasn't fazed He simply said
human memory is too faulty and he
cares too much about what makes him
crackerjack one day and just average
the next not to keep track. Several days
later, I visited a small gallery where
they show artists' books and working
drawings. Inside, the walls and cases
were crammed with sketches by Ree
Morton, a sculptor who _vegan study-
ing art in her thirties, surrounded by
young children, drafting and writing
on top of the washing machine There
on the gallery walls was evidence of
another kind of evaluation Morton
would stalk an idea from inception to

final work. making version after ver-
sion after version Then, two days ag,?
I listened to Sonny Rollins reminiscing
on a jazz show. He was remembering
how, smack in the middle of gigs and
tours, he decided to "step out to find a
new sound He left the world of clubs
and concert halls to practice hours at a
time where the acoustics would let
him get inside the musicsolo on the
bridges of New. York City

Here is both promise and trouble
The promise lies in the demonstration
of how demanding and thoughtful we

A biography of a
work reveals the
geology of different
moments that
underlies the
production of any
major project.
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can be about shaping work that mat
ter, to us The trouble lies in recog-
nizing how we ignore this capacity in
schools Never do we stop to ask how
we could make our evaluative gate
keeping model the kind of self-obser-
vation and informed critique that sep-
arates ball tossers from fine pitchers,
doodlers from artists, or instrumental.
ists from musicians Yet virtually every
student walks out of school into years
of long -term projects: raising children,
building a house, running a farm, writ-
ing a novel, or becoming a better lah
technician All of these projects re-.
quire moment-to-moment monv.or
ing, Monday morning quarterbacking.
and countless judgments of errors and
worth Unfortunately, very little in the
way we now structure assessment in
schools names or encourages those
lifelong skills

Even in a time when increasing num
bets of educators are working to diver-
sify and humanize the way we evaluate
student learning, much school-based as
sessment aauallvprelerits students from
becoming thoughtful respondents to.
and judges of, their own work The
"surprise- nature of many test items, the
emphasis on oblecuve knowledge. the
once-over and one-time nature of must



c\ani----all offer students less4 ins that
I are destructive to their capacit) to

thoughtfuth judge their on work (11
assessment comes from w ithout, it is not
a personal responsibility. (2) what mat-
ters is not the full range of your intui-
uons and knowledge but your perfor-
mance on the slice of skills that appear
tin tests. (3 first-draft work is good
enough, and t ) achievement matters to
the exclusion of development

Alternatives from the Arts
and Humanities
These issues about evaluating student
learning have recently been aggra-
vated by debates about what counts as
knowledge and learning in the ans
and humanities On the One hand,
critics like Bennett, Finn, Hirsch, and
Ravitch argue that the first obligation
of humanities education is to provide
students with a considerable factual
know ledge of Western history and cul-
ture On the other hand, a coalition of
protects and pet Tie argue that stu-
dents cannot learn and retain facts
unless the learn how to think about

those facts Therefore, from the earli-
est age, students must learn the pro-
cesses characteristic of the humanities:
how to question, investigate. think,
and write. Certainly another of these
processes is self-knowledge and re-
flection, what the artist Ben Shahn
once referred to as the ability to he
the spontaneous imaginer and the

inexorable critic all at once But this
capacity may be squeezed out of
schooling if current critiques of edu-
cation lead to a relentless push for
coverage of facts.

Among these contending voices are
the designers of the new Civilizations
of the Americas course at Stanford
University, the College Board's EQual-
ity project, and the CHART (Collabora-
tive for Humanities and Art) programs
funded by the Rockefeller Foundation
and designed to bring both critical and
creative thinking to students normally
disbarred from anything but func-
tional education

Included among the Rockefeller
projects is PROPEL, the three-way con-
sortium mentioned earlier. PROPEL

brings together the Pittsburgh. Public
Schools, Educational Testing .Service, .
and Project Zero at the Harvard Grad-
uate School of Education in an effort to
demonstrate that it is possible to as-
sess the thinking processes character-
istic of the arts and humanities in
rigorous, but undistorted, ways. Cen-
tral to this work are two aims. The first
is to design ways of evaluating student
learning that, while providing infor-
mation to teachers and school systems,
will also model personal responsibil-
ity in questioning and reflecting on
one's own work. The second is to find
ways of capturing growth over time so
that students can become informed
and thoughtful assessors of their own
histories as learners.

To accomplish these aims, the
teachers and researchers in PROPEL
have asked expertsartists, musicians,
and writershow they sample and
judge their own life work. Time and
again, something like Orel Hershiser's
diary, Ree Morton's stack of sketch-
books, or Rollins' sustained practicing
surfaces. Whatever the medium, the

First Draft Second Draft Third Draft
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Fig. 1. Three Drafts of Student Poem
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message is the same: thinkers and
inventors often keep longitudinal col-
lections of their ideas, drafts, and
questions. They use these as a kind of
storehouse of possibilities for later
work, valuing them as a record of
where they have been and reading
them for a sharp sense of their own
signatures and uncertainties. Building
on these examples, PROPEL teachers
and researchers have developed sys-
tems of portfolio assessment in the
visual arts, music, and writing.

Portfolios
PROPEL portfolios have developed
some distinguishing characteristics. To
begin, students collect more than a
diverse body of finished work In fact,
they gather what we have come to call
biographies of works, a range of
works, and reflections A biography of
a work reveals the geology of different
moments that underlies the produc-
tion of any major project. Among
young musicians preparing for a con-
cert, such a biography includes regu-
lar tape recordings of a particularly
telling section of a piece For a young
writer it might include the notes, dia-
grams, drafts, and final version of a
poem.

The range of works is deliberately
diverse. A student artist might include
collages. prints, photos or portraits,
landscapes, and still lifes The young
writer might bring together pieces as
diverse as journal entries, lerers, po-
ems, or essays from social studies
classes.

Reflections are documents (or even
audiotapes) that come from moments
when teachers ask students to return
to their collections of work, taking up
the stance of an informed critic or
autobiographer, noticing what is char-
acteristic, what has changed with time,
or what still remains to be done At the
end of any given semester or year,
teachers offer students a still longer
period of ume to study their collec-
tions, selecting several works that best
exemplify what has changed for the
student in that time These works,
along with student and teacher com-
mentaries. become a final portfolio
that can be passed along as a continu-
ing document from year to .ear

PROPEL seeks to
demonstrate that it
is possible to assess
the thinking
processes
characteristic of the
arts and humanities
in rigorous, but
undistorted, ways.

Why Bother?
Portfolios are messy They demand
intimate and often frighteningly sub-
jective talk with students. Portfolios
are work. Teachers who ask students
to read their own progress in the
"footprints" of their works have to
coax and bicker with individuals who
are used to being assessed. Halfway
through the semester, at least a half
dozen recalcitrants will lose every pa-
per or sketch or tape they have ever
owned. More important, teachers have
to struggle to read and make sense of
whole works and patterns of growth.
Hence, hard questions arise: "Why
bother? What comes out of portfolio-
based assessment?" The immediate an-
swer lies in integrity and the validity of
the information we gain about how
and what students learn But that's far
from all.

Student responsibility In the fall of
last year, Kathy Howard faced an ordi-
nary class of 8th graders who had not
written more than the answers to
chapter questions and who had cer-
tainly never been axed to reflect on
their progress as writers In the ensu-
ing months she began to insist that
they write essays, journals, and poems
At intervals of several months, she
asked her students to select two

pieces one that didn't satisfy them and
another that they liked. Her students
studied these pieces and wrote down
what they noticed about themselves as
writers. Sometimes she left students
on their own; at other times she dis-
cussed the various dimensions of their
writing that they might consider. As
students continued to write, they revis-
ited their earlier choices, seeing
whether old favorites held up in the
light of their own evolving standards.
After eight months, the climate around
writing had changed dramatically: part
of writing was now the responsibility
to know where you were and what you
thought. By early June, the classroom
dialogue had acquired a sound that
was tough yet meditative:

"I want you to look at what you chose
last time as your most satisfying piece and
your least satisfying piece You don't have
to change them, but I want to give you the
chance to re-evaluate them Something that
once looked good to you may look dif-
ferent now, or you might see something
new in a piece you once thought wasn t
much

"Feel free to conference with each other.
Go ahead and ask someone else's opinion
But he sure you really give them a chance
to read what you have written Don't just
wave a paper in front of their face and ask
them

A student calls "If we have two satisfying
pieces, is that okay'''.

-Yes, just be sure you know what you
see in each of them

Kathy pauses beside another student
who is shuffling papers "Rocky, show me
what you are using

"Is this the right one?'

"I don't care which one you choose I'm
just here to listen to your ideas

He smiles and takes a paper out and
holds it up Kathy reads over his shoulder
"Nice choice. Now why?" Rocky begins to
read the paper out loud to her Kathy jokes
"No, you need to tell me Think out loud
about your writing

Rocky looks quizlical

"I want to know why you chose what you
did See, if I chose, I would probably
choose different things for my reasons

This slice of life in the classroom
illustrates how portfolios can promote
a climate of reflection Words like
think, choose. and risk run throughout
the conversation. which is punctuated
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by pauses for reflection. The answer to
a question is not to be found in the
text, but in thinking back to earlier
times, comparing pieces, and strug-
gling to put your intuitions into words.
Kathy hasn't abdicated her role as
teacher, but she uses that role to insist
that her students go back to their own
work, requiring that they construct
their own autobiographies as learners.
Time and again, she brings the conver-
sation back to what they notice, value,
or worry over. She makes her students
responsible for taking the lead in eval-
uating their work

Enlarging the view of us at's
learned. Because portfolios contain a
range of workfiction, poems, essays,
journal entriesstudents come to see
what is under development quite dif-
ferently. While all of them still include
neatness and good grammar among
the dimensions of change they notice,
students also come to see themselves
as authors who write differently for
different audiences or who make dis-
tinctive choices about how they con-
vey information. By way of example,
consider what Jeff, an 8th grader, has
to say when he reflects on a piece of
fiction writing based on Poe's poem
"The Raven":

I had a hard time being the Raven I knew
II right away So I tried to be really creative,
well, sort of crazy Now 1 would put some
more basic story into it, I would take some
of the abstractness out, put some real
experiences into it I wouldn't have left the
story so blank

At the end of a
semester or year,
teachers offer
students time to
study their
collections, selecting
several works that
best exemplify what
has changed for the
student in that time.

Later on, when he talks about his
essays on books like Animal Farm, he
relies on a different kind of criteria:

It's analyzing Napoleon's whole plan for
how to get power. 1 showed each different
step and how it came to a conclusion I

didn't use any creative writing. 1 liked
being able to remember about all those
things. 1 could really lay out such a giant
story into a page and a half. like it when)
you can really wrestle with ideas.

A place for process. Any writer's
work unfolds over time, starting with
incubation, changing into notes, un-
dergoing revision, settling into its
near-final form, and zigzagging be-
tween these different moments as
well. In fact, knowing how to pursue
the work of writing is as much a part of
what is learned as is the sense for
where a semicolon goes or how dia-
logue ought to sound.

At the very simplest level, many of
the portfolio pieces are fat stacks of
pages that tell the story of the piece's
evolution. Such unusual data allow
students as well as teachers to form
new questions about writing develop-
ment. Rather than just comparing final
pieces, students can investigate how
their own revising or editing skills
changed over time. Since their pieces
don't disappear, students can afford to
let ideas incubate and to take enor-
mous trouble over the small changes
that distinguish a third draft from a
handsomely crafted final work. Stu-
dent Pat Stone provides a wonderful
instance of this sort of care in her
series of drafts for a poem about a
goose standing in a field (fig. 1).

A developmental point of view. It is
no accident that many of the anecdotes
offered here take the form of narra-
tives, full of words like then, before,
and later. The use of portfolios en-
gages students in constructing a sto-
rya long-term accountof what and
how they learn. As they page through
their collections of writing in April or
June, they are struck by what they have
learned But that in itself is a story.
With time, experience, and conversa-
tion, students' ability to read their own
portfolios with depth and understand-
ing also develops. Early on, students
appraise their own work using only
standard and flat-footed criteria. neat-
ness, length, or the grade written at
the top As little as six months later,
they notice and care about a widened

Teachers meeting
together in small
groups have begun
to talk about using
portfolios to widen
the range of what
they consider
development.

range of characteristics how effective
a story is, how unusual the words in a
poem are, whether the ideas and ar-
guments in an essay are sharp. More-
over, their judgment is variegated,
they know a piece can open with
fireworks and fizzle in closing They
can point out moments where their
writing sails and where it "got away."

What emerges is not just insight
about paragraphs or pieces Talking to
students at the end of the school year,
one finds that they know their own
histories as writers. As one young
Poet, Justin Brown, remarked.

\X'hen I look back, I see my poems were
very basic in the beginning. they were all
rhymed haiku because that was all I knew
about Then I experimented with Foing
with the feelings or ideas . . don t kill
yourself going over the rhymes, go with
what you feel. I did that for two months
Then I started compacting them, shorten-
ing them to make deeper meaning I could
see that it would make more of a point if I
washed out the the's and and's and ifs
Now I am working on something differ-
entthe morals. If one day my mom's car
broke down, I might write that night about
how a fish got caught, or the feeling of not
being able to swim I am not trying to write
how I feel only, but metaphors .

Two Faces
This study has two faces One is a
wholly different way of assessing writ-
ing. Within the framework of this proj-
ect, teachers have begun to talk about
using portfolios to widen the range of
what they consider development. They
don't ignore mechanics and usage. but
the talk heats up as they move on to
asking one another how they can
judge what a student knows about the
writing process, how well a student
understands the demands of writing
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journals, poems, and essays; how
many risks a young writer is taking.

At the same time, teachers are using
these same portfolios to look at their
own skills and development. At least
once a year. a letter arrives in the mail
asking teachers to select three to five
folders that illustrate exceptional,
moderate, or limited progress in writ-
ing. The letter alerts teachers that a
supervisor will be coming to talk with
them about writing. The conference is
a time to describe how they are teach-
ing a variety of types of writing, how
they encourage students to engage in
the several phases of the writing pro-
cess, and how they comment on and
critique student work. Several weeks
later, the supervisor and the teacher
grab a cup of coffee before school or
in a "prep'. period and then sit down
to "do portfolios." These discussions
may be a teacher's chance to talk about
what portfolios contribute to student
assessment, or the portfolios may
serve to highlight places where a par-
ticular teacher struggles. But, in either
case, during that half hour. teachers

take active responsibility for portray-
ing their work; they examine many
facets of teaching; they don't use tests
or first-draft writing samples but evi-
dence of the writing process and the
back-and-forth between teacher and
student. The result is not a score on a
teachers' exam. Instead, it is a reflec-
tion on a sample of work. Like student
portfolios, it offers a humane, useful,
and generative portrait of develop-
mentone that a teacher, like a stu-
dent, can learn from long after the
isolated moment of assessment.D

Author's note. I would like to acknowl-
edge the close collaboration of students,
teachers, and supervisors in the Pittsburgh
Public Schools. This work was developed
from a paper presented April 8, 1988, at the
American Educational Research Associa-
tion Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana. The
research reported here was supported by a
grant from the Division of Arts and Human-
iiies at the Rockefeller Foundation

Portfolio is the quarterly newsletter of
the PROPEL project. It prints writings by
teachers and researchers and provides
samples of student work and the different

forms of assessment being developed
Available from Project Zero at the address
below
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INTRODUCTION TO R.O.P,E.

Walden Ill's R.O.P.E. requirement, the Rite of Passage Experience, is one

factor that makes Walden different from other area high schools and from

most high schools in the United States. R.O.P.E. is a modern Rite of Passage

designed to evaluate students' readiness for high school graduation and life

beyond high school.

In American education generally, there has been an increased concern with

competency as a standard for high school graduation. Many methods of
determining competency. usually involving standardized testing, have been

investigated in recent years across the United States.

At Walden ill, however, interest in competency has been a reality since
1973. The unique R.O.P.E. requirement is designed to measure competency
in terms of actual mastery, not just credit-counting or superficial

standardized test scores in a limited number of areas. Based on the belief

that knowledge should be cumulative, this approach bases graduation upon
real knowledge inside a student's head when the student finally walks out
the doors of Walden for the last time.

The R.O.P.E. program is also unique because it goes beyond just
measurements and scores. In R.O.P.E., young adults arc afforded a rather
unique aniq necessary opportunity for self-assessment; an opportunity, in
other words. to take a close look at themselves -- past. present, and future
and to assess their own skills and potential.

Consequently, Walden's mastery approach is the culmination of a quality high
school education. With this in mind, students who finish the Rite of Passage
have every right to be arca.1 of having completed one of the finest high
school educations in the United States.
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OVERVIEW: THE R.O.P,E. PROGRAM

The actual R.O.P.E. program consists of sixteen areas of human knowledge
and skills. not the usual perfunctory four or five involved in most
competency testing programs. The inclusion of these areas is intended to
provide a valid reflection of a student's entire high school education. These
areas are discussed in detail in later sections of this Handbook.

R.O.P.E. students are required to demonstrate mastery in the sixteen areas
in presentations before a R.O.P.E. committee consisting of staff, a student.
and an outside adult. The committee helps guide the student through
R.O.P.E. and eventually evaluates the student's performance in the
presentations on the specific R.O.P.E. areas.

During the first and second quarters of the senior year, potential' graduates
are enrolled in a special R.O.P.E. class designed to assist students in the
mechanics of preparing R.O.P.E. materials and presentations. The R.O.P.E.
class. which is taken for credit. is required of all potential graduates.

Preparation for the R.O.P.E. presentations involves three required phases: a
written Portfolio. a written Project. and oral r) rsBQngj-aums. These
features of R.O.P.E. serve as a focus for the student to gather information and

prepare for presenting the specific areas to the R.O.P.E. committee.
Portfolio. Project and Demonstrations are also explained in detail in later
sections of this Handbook.

The actual R.O.P.E. presentations usually start at the beginning of the third

quarter. Presentations are required to be completed. and the R.O.P.E.
requirement finished, by the time of the Memorial Day break,



HOW TO USE THE R.O.P.E. HANDBOOK

The R.O.P.E. Handbook is intended as a general guide to explain 12.0.13.E.

requirements and procedures and to start the student through his or her

personal Rite of Passage. R.O.P.E. students are beginning a process of

inquiry into their own education and their own future. More of what goes

into R.O.P.E. must come from, the students on an individual basis. The

Handbook is designed simply as a reference tool to supplement the R.O.P.E.

class and, most importantly, the direction and guidance of the R.O.P.E.

committee.

Each section of the Handbook is written to provide a basic outline of What is

required minimally in one particular aspect of R.O.P.E. There are sections

dealing with deadlines, form and purpose of Portfolio and Project. the role
of the R.O.P.E. committee, and the scope of requirements for individual

R.O.P.E. areas. The sections on the R.O.P.E. areas, organizationally, arc

generally grouped under the Portfolio, the Project, or the Demonstrations.

At the conclusion of the Handbook, there is a short GLOSSARY section of

"R.O.P.E. terms." The intention of this section is to clarify certain key terms
without confusing the directions in the Handbook proper. The GLOSSARY

should not be taken as a source of "answers" on R.O.P.E., however. The

understanding and mastery desired in R.O.P.E. goes much deeper than

simple definitions.

Finally. the end of each section usually highlights what are called "Inquiry

Questions." These are questions (in boxes) intended to give the students a
starting point that goes beyond just the mechanics of R.O.P.E. In essence,
the purpose of the "inquiry Questions" is to illustrate the spirit of what is
intended in the Rite of Passage.

All that remains is for the student to begin taking that unique look at himself
or herself past, present, and future.

1
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The following list represents the areas of R.O.P.E. which the student must

cover in his/her presentations to the R.O.P.E. committee. Pages 6 - 8 of the

I landbook explain deadlines, graduation requirements, the role of the
R.O.P.E. committee. etc. Pages 9 - 39 give a basic explanation of the areas

themselves and what is required for the Portfolio, Project, and
Demonstrations. This "checklist" is also designed to serve as a continuing

record for the student of his/her progress through R.O.P.E.

AREA

I. English
2. Reading
3. Mathematics*
4. Government*
5. Self Expression
6. Personal Growth
7. Ethics
R. Fine Arts

9. Mass Media
10. Human Relations
11. U. S. History .

12. Science
13. Mull icultural Awareness
14. World Geography
15. Personal Proficiency Areas
I G. Physical Challenge**

*

R.O.P.E. Mtg., Date Eval.

District Competency Areas .
Senior Check -off: P. E. Instructor
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DISTRIBUTION AND COVERAGE OF THE R,O.P.E. AREAS

A frequent source of confusion for R.O.P.E. students is the relationship of

Portfolio, Project and Demonstrations to the specific R.O.P.E. areas. The

"model" below is intended as a general guide as to how the R.O.P.E. areas

may be covered. Specific cases can and will differ, however, so students are

advised to consult with the R.O.P.E. instructor and, especially, with the

individual R.O.P.E. committee on the final approach to their own personal

RO.P.E.

PORTFOLIO

0
00

Reading
English
Self-expression
Multicultural
Personal Growth
Ethics
Fine Arts
Mass Media
Human Relations
Science

PROJECT
U. S. History
English
Self-expression
Multicultural

Multicultural Option see p. 25 -. 26
Check-off by P. E. Instructor
District competency area
Rope Area
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DEMONSTRATIONS
Mathematics
Government
Self-expression
World Geography
Physical ChaPlenge
Proficiency Areas



The key element of the Walden Rite of Passage is the student's individual
R.O.P.E. committee. Each R.O.P.E. student is under the supervision of a
committee consisting of his/her homegroup teacher, the homegroup
teacher's R.O.P.E. partner from the staff, a Walden student (preferably a
junior) selected by the R.O.P.E. student, and an outside adult also selected by
the R.O.P.E. student. The Walden student may not be another senior.

Above all, the role of the committee is to evaluate presentations by the
student in the R.O.P.E. areas. and to evaluate the Portfolio and the Project.
General guidelines for the Portfolio, the Project, and the oral demonstration
areas are dealt with in the Handbook and in R.O.P.E. class, but the final
decision in areas concerning the student's R.O.P.E. is in the hands of the
R.O.P.E. committee.

The R.O.P.E. committee also has an instructional role: Staff members of the
committee arc usually available to answer questions and to help with R.O.P.E.
materials. Some committees, by request, meet periodically with their
R.O.P.E. students to discuss the Rite of Passage and to monitor student
progress. Students are encouraged to take full advantage of this role of the

R.O.P.E. committee.

R.O.P.E. commit tees usually begin meeting with students for presentations at
the start of the third quarter. Meetings are scheduled on an individual basis
according to the practice of the committee. The student should be able to
finish his/her I-Z.O.P.E. presentations in four or five meetings.

IMPORTANT NOTE: To avoid confusion, it is necessary to re- emphasize that
all of the R.O.P.E. areas must be resented to the committee. This includes
both the written parts of R.O.P.E., the Portfolio, and Project. and the oral
Demonst rat ion areas.

Given the major role of the R.O.P.E. committee, and the
individual approach to R.O.P.E.. what can a student do to get off
to a good start with his/her work on R.O.P.E.?
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There arc three types of deadlines involved in R.O.P.E. at Walden:

1. All R.O.P.E. presentation must be completed (attempted and evaluated)

by the Memorial Day break in order for a student to be a candidate for

graduation. Memorial Day break

2. The R.O.P.E. Portfolio and the R.O.P.E. Project: No student shall

graduate less than one semester after completing his/her Portfolio and

Project (i.e., Portfolio and Project must be completed one semester

before a student graduates). This means that for prospective June
graduates the Portfolio and Project have to be accepted as presentable

by the R.O.P.E. committee by the last official day of the second quarter.

Last day of second quarter

3. Completion of the Portfolio and Project is the main criterion for a

passing evaluation and credit in the R.O.P.E. class required of all seniors.

The Portfolio and Project, in presentable form, must be handed in to
the R.O.P.E. instructor one week before the last official day of the

second quarter. Due date

NOTE:
The main objective of the R.O.P.E. class is the preparation of the
Portfolio and the Project: time-management, organization, and
presentability. The class does not duplicate the evaluation function of
the R.O.P.E. committee. It will be the function of the committee,
individually, to evaluate the specific quality of materials in the student's
R.O.P.E. presentations.

r- What is the purpose of deadlines? The consequences?
- When should a student start his/her maximum effort in preparing

R.O.P.E. materials?
Flow does procrastination affect deadlines?

A 1 I II MI 111111111 I MI I IM I MI I Mr1,
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I. To graduate from Walden III, students must complete the R.O.P.E.

requirement. (See page 7 relevant deadlines.)

Ii. The R.O.P.E. presentations in the individual R.O.P.E. arc as are evaluated
by the R.O.P.E. committee on a scale of A. B, C. D, and E:

A = Excellent
B = Competent
C = Satisfactory
I) = Substandard
E = :..Inacceptable

(superior quality work)
(above average work)
(average work)
(passing but below average work)
(work not acceptable as passing)

The Portfolio and Project are not given an evaluation as such in the
R.O.P.E. class or by the R.O.P.E. committee, but both must be accepted
as presentable by the R.O.P.E. instructor and the R.O.P.E. committee
before a student may begin his/her presentations of the individual
areas.

Mathematics. Government, Reading, and English are Racine Unified
School District competency requirements on a district-wide basis.
Students must receive passing evaluations on their presentations in
these areas in order to receive competency seals for the four areas on
their diplomas. If one of these areas is not passed on the first attempt,
that presentation must be repeated at least once after appropriate
review work.

IV. R.O.P.E. candidates are required to receive passing evaluations in a
minimum of twelve of the sixteen R.O.P.E. areas in order to complete
the R.O.P.E. requirement and subsequently graduate. All of the R.O.P.E.
areas must be attempted and evaluated in presentations before the

R.O.P.E. committee.
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PORTFOLIO

INTRODUCTION

Every Walden R.O.P.E. senior is required to present a R O.P.E. Portfolio to

his/her committee. The student's Portfolio is usually prepared during the

first quarter of R.O.P.E. class.

The purpose of the Portfolio is twofold: In part, the Porfo lio consists of a
collection of materials designed to assist the student in his/her
presentations to the R.O.P.E. committee. At least eight of the R.O.P E. areas

will usually be included in the Portfolio, and the completed Portfolio serves

as a useful outline and support for the student's presentations.

Most importantly, however, the Portfolio is a unique opportunity for the
graduating seniors to take an in-depth look at themselves past. present.
and future. Few adults enjoy this opportunity for a searching introspection
into their past, where they are now, and where they are going.

There is no one way to do a R.O.P.E. Portfolio. Just as individuals are widely
different, Individual R.O.P.E. Portfolios will (and should!) reflect the
differences that exist among people. Creativity and individualism in the
Portfolio are not just encouraged they are necessary! Style and a good
proportion of content should be individual just as students themselves are
individuals.

What is intended by the next few pages of the Handbook is to outline the
common basic requirements for the Portfolio's general form and content.
Later sections of the handbook provide explanations of the fundamentals of
the individual R.O.P.E. areas which are covered in the Portfolio.

ki
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FORMAT AND MECHANICS

cJiiality is the final test of all R.O.P.E. materials. The Portfolio (and the

Project) should be written in clear, grammatical English that reflects the
expected proficiency level of a high school graduate. As far as possible,
;pelling and grammatical errors should be eliminated before the R.O.P.E.

materials are presented to the student's committee.

In order to meet these high standards, the R.O.P.E. student is expected to

understand that it it necessary to do a rough d_raft of the Portfolio, and then

.1 final, corrected draft, before submitting it to his/her committee. The final
product should be relatively error-free -- a clear reflection of the student's

!nide in his/her education.

',;catiicss and organization are also stressed in the R.O.P.E. Portfolio. The
Portfolio is required to have a title page and a table. of Lontents. It must also

he written in ink or typed on standard-size theme paper. Some type of

hinder or folder can be useful to hold and protect the completed Portfolio.

Scci ion headings and sub-section headings are recommended to promote

clarity and readability in the Portfolio. Photographs, charts, drawings, and

appendices with samples of student work are also encouraged. The style of

the Portfolio writing should reflect the student's individual creativity.

()nee again the purpose of the Portfolio is to make a clear statement about

tin' individiial's PRIDE in his/her abilities and accomplishments. The way to
hicve pride is to work for excellence.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND EDUCATION

The core of the R.O.P.E. Portfolio has to be the student's own life and

experience. In other words, the main emphasis in the Portfolio has to be a

reflection and an analysis of the graduating senior's own life and times, past,

present, and future.. .

To achieve this goal, each R.O.P.E. senior is required to write a personal
autobiography outlining his/her life and education. In many ways, the

autobiography is the most important suction of the Portfolio. It is not meant

to be merely a third grade-level chronology of events on the order of those

themes everyone remembers having to write about a summer vacation at

some time or another. Rather, the autobiography should be an important

and useful reflection of the student's growing understanding of his/her own

place in the universe.

In the autobiography, there is a wide range of appropriate subjects for the

R.O.P.E. student: family, family history, friends, growing up, vacations,
achievements and skills, personal likes and dislikes, opinions and beliefs,

important events, etc. Especially, it is important to concentrate upon things
that influenced personal growth and development.

Because it involves most of the student's life to date, education will probably

be the most important and largest part of the autobiography. It is expected
that the student will summarize his/her years of education as a matter of

course. But, also. the student should analyze his/her educational career.
Favorite teachers, no-so-favorite teachers, schools, good classes, bad classes,
influential people, and personal strengths and weaknesses are all relevent
themes for the education part of the autobiography. If desired, courses and
evaluations for high school work may also be included as a supplement to
this part of the autobiography.
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AUTOBIOG AND EDUCATION_(Contfnuedl

The autobiography is usually a frustrating part of R.O.P.E. for most people. It

is hard to write about oneself. And it is difficult to give a cut-and-dried

explanation of exactly how to write the autobiography. Just as each student

is an individual, each autobiography will necessarily be individual: therefore.

it would be impossible, even if it were desirable, to dictate a single standard

pattern for the autobiography.

In one sense, it is a test of creativity and individualism. It is a major

opportunity to show personal creativity in style and substance. Creativity can

be demonstrated in the form and approach used for the autobiography.

Some students, for example. have chosen to use story form, or diary form, or

a stream-of-consciousness approach in their writing. Whatever the form,
the role of creativity in the autobiography is to allow the expression of the

personality. style, and outlook of a self-aware individual.

To raise the old, old question, what is a life?

What is the difference between significant and trivial
events and experience?

Is there a difference between "friendship" and "casual
acquaintanceship"?

What is a good yardstick for determining importance
in a person's 'life?
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SELF-ASSESSMENT

More than for any other reason, the R.O.P.E. senior is asked to write an
autobiography to judge his/her progress in fashioning a life. Education,
friends, personal abilities, and social skills are all part of preparing for living.
Most people would take this for granted: however, never stop to consider
and to try to understand their own preparation.

In primitive societies. this was often the transcendant purpose of a rite of
passage: new adults were required to answer certain all-important questions
about their preparation according to the needs and beliefs of their societies.

At Walden III, the Rite of Passage was developed for basically the same
reason. In the autobiography. the Walden III R.O.P.E. student is expected to
devote considerable space to looking at his/her personal progress in
preparing for the outside world. This part of the autobiography may take the
form of an introduction or a conclusion or a constant thread throughout.
Whatever the case, the student is really just asking and trying to answer a
few "simple" questions in an ancient human tradition:

"Who am I"?
"What is it to be human"?
"Where am I going"?

and
"Am I ready"?

Why isn't there a specific page requirement for the autobiography?

Who or what is responsible for the shape of your life? Now? In
the future?

What do you still need to learn or do to be ready for what you want
in life?

Are you satisfied with the "finished product"? Why? Why not?



In American society, the work ethic and responsibility play an extremely
Important part in our culture. Whatever one's personal opinion on these

subjects, every high school graduate should have some understanding of the

role they play in his/her society and culture.

Not all students may have had formal job experience, but all have had at least
some exposure to work or responsibility at home or elsewhere. In the
Portfolio, the Employment Responsibility section should include the
following:

I. a summary of major responsibilities and/or formal or informal
work experiences the student has had.

2. for each experience, a reflection on the skills, learnings, and
values gained from that experience.

3. the student's personal reaction to the particular experience(s) and to

work in general.

Part of this section may be written in the form of a resume if so desired.

Alternatively, the entire section may simply take the form of a straight
written report.

What is the purpose of work? For an individual? For a society?

Arc there both positive and negative aspects to the American
work ethic?

Do you have a philosophy of work? Is It necessary to have one?

What R.O.P.E. areas can be related to this section?
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LErrggaQFBEreQMMENDATION

At least two written or typed letters of recommendation must be included in

the Portfolio. Two is only the minimum. More letters, in some cases. may

be a good idea; but it is probably a good policy for the student to check with

the individual R.O.P.E. committee to see what they will or will not accept.

Letters may be from family members, employers, friends, teachers, etc.

SUGGESTIONS;

Select the writer carefully. They should be people who know the student
well and can write a good letter of recommendation.

Make sure that the writers understand the purpose of the letter and the

RO.P.E.

Give the writers adequate "lead time" so that they can put their best effort

and concentration into the letters of recommendation.

What are some of the subjects people should write about in
a good letter of recommendation?

How could the letters of recommendation be used in connection
with certain R.O.P.E. areas? Which areas in particular would be well-
suited for this?

Are there any sources that are preferable for these letters?
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READINQ RECORD

There arc two parts to the requirement for the reading section of the

Portfolio:

1. A bibliography, in standard form, of the reading the student has done
during his/her high school career. Books, magazines, and newspapers

that students read regularly should all be included in the bibliography.
Students may also want to include a short list of books they want to

read and plan to read in the future (a reading plan, in other words.) It

is acceptable to include reading for school classes other than -IN.
text books.

2. At least two mini-book reports on works selected from the Reading

Record: The mini-book reports should summarize the books' content.
the books' main themes or theses, and the impact of the books on the

student. Ideally, books should be selected which really represent the

student's reading habits, and which the student feels are interesting

and significant.

Because Reading is a District competency area, the Reading Record should

be prepared very carefully. A passing evaluation in Reading is required for

the student to receive a seal of endorsement on the diploma.

Students may also wish to include scores from standardized tests (e.g.,

C'TI3S) as additional evidence of their Reading competency. The length of

die Reading Record, and how far back it goes, will depend upon the

individual.
4111111111=1.1111011011RIMUNIVIII.
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What types of questions would a R.O.P.E. committee be likely
to ask about Reading?

Is it a good idea to "pad" the list with impressive-sounding
titles you never actually got around to reading?

What are the skills that you use to judge your strengths and
weaknesses in reading?
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ORAL EXPRESSION AND REFLECTIVE EXPRESSION

The self-expression area of R.O.P.E. is not a separate, distinct section of the

R.O.P.E. Portfolio or the Project. Students are required to present this area

orally to the R.O.P.E. committee by pointing to evidence of their abilities

found throughout the written and oral parts of R.O.P.E. The presentation of

this area will be discussed at further length in R.O.P.E. class.

For the purpose of simplicity, self-expression in R.O.P.E. is broken down

into two sub-areas: reflective expression and oral expression. The student
must be able to define these areas, their purpose and value, and to show
understanding of his/her personal strengths and weaknesses.

Reflective expression and oral expression often appear less specific, less

clear than other R.O.P.E. requirements. As a starting point, therefore, the

Handbook suggests the following working definitions:

Oral expresion: spoken communication of ideas and information to
other people. Important factors in good oral
expression are vocabulary, organization, fluency,
and precision.

Reflective expression: written and oral communication of ideas that have
been "thought out" by the individual. To "reflect"
means that the mind must think back on whatever
is being examined and communicated. Every area
of R.O.P.E., potentially, requires reflective
expression.

The English poet John Donne is famous for the statement "No man
is an island..." How does this relate to self-expression?

Does reflective expression really only require thinking back over
ideas. experiences, etc.?

Which parts of the R.O.P.E. requirement are especially linked to
reflective expression?
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INDEPENDENCE. INITIATIVE. AND PRQDTJCTIVE SELF-WORTH

The personal growth area of R.O.P.E. is another which is not required to be a

separate section of the Portfolio. Growth can be measured in many different

ways -- in life as in a student's R.O.P.E. Personal growth can be treated as a

separate section, or a discussion of personal growth can be incorporated

into the autobiography. The student is expected, however, to be able to

identify and discuss personal areas of growth in his/her presentation to the

R.O.P.E. committee.

Two aspects of the process of growth which must be covered in any event

are: independence and initiative and productive self-worth. The R.O.P.E.

senior is expected to understand the importance of these qualities and to be

able to relate them to his/her own experience.

Independence And initiative refer to the qualities of self-reliance and self-

motivation. Productive self-worth refers to an individual's knowledge of self

- worth and abilities -- and his/her actual or potential contribution to the

community and the world at large.

One measure of growth, in fact, is the individual's ability to analyze these

qualities in his/her own life. The R.O.P.E. class and the R.O.P.E. Handbook

can offer some help in this area, but in the final analysis, personal growth is

based on self-knowledge.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of independence?

What relationship does the question "Who told you to make your
bed this morning?" have to initiative?

Besides the autobiography, do any other parts of R.O.P.E. illustrate
personal growth? Which one? Why?

Why does productive self-worth have to involve other people?
(Is this an accurate statement?)

Which is more important: Self interest? Productive self-worth?
How are the two related?
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ETHICAL JUDGMENT

American public schools traditionally do not, and should not, proselytize any
particular systems of ethics or moral values. Graduating seniors should,

however, be aware of the role played by ethics in the life of the individual

and society. It is for this reason the R.O.P.E. requirement asks students to
reflect upon their own personal understanding of ethical judgment.

In this section of the Portfolio, the student is required to write an essay
summarizing his/her own personal ethical code. As far as possible, the
ethical code should be systematic and should represent careful thought on
the part of the student.

Questions which must be addressed in the ethical code include:

1. What is/was the source of the ethical code of values?

2. How does the code affect the student's judgment of his/her own
actions? The actions of other people?

3. Why is the code a good one to follow?

4. How should ethical values be applied to governments and other
institutions? Do governments always follow the same standards as
individuals?

It should be clear that this section is one where reasoning is very important.
Statements and arguments should be supported with reasons and evidence
to the best of the student's ability.
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What is the source of most ethical systems in the world?

Are ethical principles always based on the same beliefs?

People often use ethics and morals in the same sense. Is there a real
difference between the two?

Why are "right" and "wrong" important? Are they important?

Has the Golden Rule become tarnished? What is the Golden Rule?

Do you think "Do your own thing" is a good philosophy for today?



CREATIVE EXPRESSION AND APPRECIATION

All parts of R.O.P.E. encourage and welcome creativity. However, the fine

arts requirement is totally concerned with creative expression and/or

creative appreciation.

In this section, students are asked to give evidence of talent, experience,

and/or knowledge and understanding in an area of fine arts. Appropriate

areas include the visual arts, music, drama, literature. photography, dance.

etc.

Presentation of the fine arts requirement involves two parts: First, the
student has the option of using a demonstration, an oral report, or a written

report to show his/her talent and/or knowledge and understanding to the

R.O.P.E. committee. In demonstration or oral reports, the student may
exhibit samples of his/her work or demonstrate a skill or talent. The
student will be expected in this option to also shoW a good general under-

standing of his/her particular area. If the student chooses to do a written

report, it should demonstrate the same good general understanding of a
particular area. The written report should be included as part of the fine

arts section of the Portfolio.

Second, each R.O.P.E. student must write a short essay on the standards for
judging quality in his/her chosen area. This would include the student's

own standards and also reflect understanding of generally accepted
standards for the particular area. In other words, the essay will focus on

aesthetic judgment and how it applies to the student's interest. Moreover,

the essay should explain how the student developed. those standards of

aesthetic judgment.

Why does R.O.P.E. include questions of taste in a high school
competency program?
Evaluate the statement: "Know what I like, but I can't say why..."
Can any one person's taste be considered better than another's?
What is the role of the fine arts In your life? In American society
and culture?
Are aesthetic standards always formed independently?

NIMMINNIMISMAIPW
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MASS MEI}LA UNDERSTANDING

This section of the Portfolio requires the student to demonstrate
understanding of the nature and influence of mass media: TN., radio,
ncwpapers, magazines, advertisements, movies, popular music, mass-market
hooks, popular news and press, etc. Above all. the section should explain

how mass media and modern communications have changed the world.

The Portfolio section requirement on mass media will be satisified by a
written report, but students are free to include actual examples of mass

media use in the Portfolio and in their presentations.

In explaining mass media, this section should relate to the following themes:

1. positive and negative uses of mass media.
2. major influences that control mass media.
3. planted news and propaganda.
4. advertisements and false advertising: techniques and examples.
5. personal uses for mass media by the students.
6. at least two examples of how current issues are treated in mass

media.

Finally. understanding of mass media should mean knowledge of the
difference between mass media and non-mass media items.

Was mass media an important factor throughout human history'?
What invention(s) influenced the growth of mass media?
What is the role of sexism in American mass media?
I low does the economy (economics) affect mass media in the United
Slates?
In connection with mass media, what is meant by the term "global
village"?

r
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SERVICE, CITIZENSHIP, AND GROUP WORK

I Iuman Relations is an area of R.O.P.E. which concerns the skills and

experiences of the R.O.P.E. candidate that related to living with other human

beings in groups and in society as a whole. This part of R.O.P.E. may be

satisfied either by materials in the student's autobiography or by a separate

section of the Portfolio.

For purposes of definition and explanation. the human relations requirement
is divided into two sub-areas: service asi 1 citizenship and group work. The
following explanations are intended to outline the basis understanding the
student is expected to demonstrate in the Portfolio and presentation:

Service and Citizenship:
Service refers to voluntary work done for other individuals, groups. or
for the community. Citizenship means the responsibilities, obligations.

and privileges of the individual as a member of his/her community and

society. It is expected that graduating seniors would show

understanding of the nature and importance of these activities.
Examples of personal experience(s) in these activities should also be

related.

Group Work:
This refers to any work or activity by two or more persons that is
designed to achieve a common goal. Group work is basic to almost all

human activities. In R.O.P.E.. students must demonstrate knowledge of

the purposes and function of formal and informal group activity. As in

service and citizenship. the student must illustrate his/her presentation
with examples of personal participation in group activities.

Why would anyone bother doing something for free?

What arc the most important obligations of the citizen?
What are the types of skills people need to work in groups?
Why is group work considered basic to human activities?
What are some of the roles people play in groups?



SCIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC METHOD

Science education and scientific understanding cannot be. over emphasi/ed
in today's world. Unlike many competency i:1ograms. the Walden R.0 1' E

requirement places particular emphasis upon scientific understanding as
being essential to high school graduation.

There are four parts to the R.O.P.E. science section for the Portfolio:

I. Course-work history: A written summary, including evaluations. of the
student's high school courses in science, computers. and technology
Standardized test scores may also be included m this part of the
section.

II. Science experiment: A description, in reasonable detail, of a
controlled experiment which shows the practical application of the
scientific method. The description of this experiment must include
explanation of the steps of the scientific method and how they relate
to the experiment. Students are also free to exhibit or demonstrate
the actual experiment in the presentation before the R.O.P.E.
committee. Understanding of the scientific method and its
significance is considered basic to science education and is required of
Walden III graduates. (See Scientific Method GLOSSARY)

Ill. Science and T o gy.....alayi The science section must include an
essay by the student on the following topic: "Are science and
technology capable of solving all types of problems faced by the world
today"? Examples of problems the students may wish to consider are
pollution, energy shortages, nuclear energy safety. war, hunger, birth
defects. racism. etc.

The essay must be supported by examples and reasons. Reasons
should be explained carefully and in depth. Explanation of the topic
should include the difference between problems that can be solved by
science and technology and those which cannot.
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SCIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC METHOD (Continued)

Iv Computer_ Essay; "Computer literacy" is an important new aspect of

the individual's understanding of the modern world. For this part of
the science section, a short. essay-report on the nature and uses of
computers is required. The emphasis in the essay should be placed on
the present and future role(s) of the computer seen by the student. A
Fumma ry of course work and evaluations in computers and computer

technology may be included here instead of the course-work section if

the student wishes.

in science generally, clear and concise use of terminology is stressed in

he science section Help in preparing this section is available in R.O.P.E.

lass and from instructors in the Science Department. Some useful

vocabulary is provided as a starting point in the GLOSSARY section of the

Iandbook.

Can you give a good definition of science?

What is the difference between science and the humanities?

Why is method so important in science?

I, there a moral aspect to the role of science and scientists?

Examples: genetic research and weapons' research

is the United States caught in a technology trap? What are the
dangers involved in applying a technology fix as a solution to
pr(11)1(m1L,"

I )1) in) kr)(Y,A... }low to generate electricity? How to grow vegetables?
I low to make a spearpoint? Why these questions
were included?

What do you think will be the future of "Thinking machines"?
What should be their future?
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THE MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS OPTION

Culture is the pattern of behavior, beliefs, traditions. customs, social

institutions, and values that a group of people share together. Because the

United States is built upon many different cultures, it is essential for an

educated adult to understand both the advantages and the problems

connected with living in a multicultural society.

There are two options open to the R.O.P.E. student for meeting the
Multicultural Awareness requirement:

PORTFOLIO OPTION The straight-line approach to multicultural awareness
is to write an essay on the subject for the Portfolio. The essay may focus on

any particular aspect of the multicultural society that the student chooses,
but the overall scope of the essay must include the following points:

1. the role of culture in society
2. the student's own cultural heritage and its importance.
3. comparison of the United States, as a multicultural society with

homogeneous societies.
4. the "pros" and "cons" of living in a multicultural society, including

personal views.

In addition, the R.O.P.E. senior will be expected to show reasonable
familiarity with related vocabulary and concepts such as the melting pot.
racism, prejudice, ethnicity, assimilation, discrimination, etc.

(Students who need to review this area may refer to the GLOSSARY, but
additional inquiry will undoubtedly be necessary.)

PROJECT OPTION - As an alternative, the Project may be written on a topic
directly related to some aspect of the multicultural society in the United
States ,aa part p_f thit, U.S. History requirement. Examples of general topic
areas might include: civil rights, racism, immigration, ethnic groups, Native
Americans, etc... The topic and its focus should be approved by the
individual R.O.P.E. committee.
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THE MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS OPTION - continued

If this option is selected, students are still required to demonstrate
familiarity with the information and concepts referred to in the Portfolio

Option during the oral presentation to the R.O.P.E. committee. Under both

options. Multicultural Awareness must be presented orally as a separate area.

How do you get "culture"? Is is possible to be "culturally deprived"?

Are the ideals of the melting pot working in the United States

today?
What arc Ihe causes of racial prejudice?
Has the United States "solved" discrimination?
What arc some positive benefits of living in a multicultural
society?
How does "scapegoatism" work as a form of racial prejudice?
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PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

The R.O.P.E. Project is designed to help demonstrate the student's

competency in several important areas: U.S. History and Logical Inquiry.

English writing. Self-expression, and, in some cases. Multicultural

Awareness. Generally, R.O.P.E. candidates start the Project in R.O.P.E. class

during the second quarter of their senior year.

This part of R.O.P.E. involves a significant research project in American

history. With the assistance of the R.O.P.E. committee and the R.O.P.E.

instructor, seniors select a topic of personal interest to showcase their

mastery of writing. American History, and learning skills. (See p. 29 Logical

Inquiry and p. 30-31 American History.)

As with the Portfolio, high standards of quality reflecting a high school

graduate are required. The final project must be written in ink or typed and

should be relatively error-free. An appropriate title page should be included.

and standard footnotes* and bibliography are required. The rough draft of

the Project should be carefully proofread and corrected before a final draft is

prepared for the R.O.P.E. committee.

Most R.O.P.E. Projects involve library research: therefore, good library

reference skills are essential.** Seniors who feel weak in this area are

advised to consult with the librarian or the R.O.P.E. instructor early in the

second quarter for special help.

Note: most universities now are not using standard footnotes anymore.

but a "note" page at Use end, followed by "references" and then
"bibliography." Why not consider this?

° See GLOSSARY
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LOGICAL INQUIRY

'Mc purpose of the Project is not, merely to see whether the graduate can
write a research paper. It would be silly to assume that any significant
percentage of high school graduates are destined to become paper writers.

Ultimately, the real purpose of the Project, and R.O.P.E. as a whole, is to
show that the R.O.P.E. student has learned how to learn without constant
guidance and supervision by a teacher. R.O.P.E. is a graduation exercise that,
in effect, proves that the student no longer needs high school.

The process of learning about something on one's own is called logical
inquiry. It is a system with precise steps for thinking and planning how to
efficiently gather information. (See GLOSSARY.)

For the purpose of the R.O.P.E. requirement, logical inquiry is formally tied
to American History in the form of a research project. The possible uses of
logical inquiry extend considerably beyond American History and research
projects, however,

R.O.P.E. senior will be expected to explain how they used logical inquiry for
the Project when they present the U.S. History area. It will also be expected
t hat seniors will understand the general uses and importance of logical
inquiry. and also the difference between logical inquiry and scientific
method.

What arc some of the uses of logical inquiry outside of formal
academic studies?
Can you define the roots of logical inquiry? Logic? Logical? Inquiry?
How does ivpe of Information relate to the difference between logical
inquiry and scientific method?
What occupations or professions make regular use of logical inquiry?
Scientific method?
What was the method used by Nostradamus? The method used by
psychics?
Why might there be an advantage to using a system for learning
about something?
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UNITED STATES HISTORY

In addition to demonstrating logical inquiry, the basic purpose of this area is

for the R.O.P.E. candidates to show mastery of their national history.

American History is taught throughout students' high school careers. At this

point, the prospective graduate should understand U.S. History at a
reasonable level for an educated adult in American society and culture.

There are two parts to fulfilling the U.S. History requirement:

1. The Project For the Project, seniors will generally select a significant
topic and write a major research paper on an important these in U.S.

History. (Alternate types of projects must have the specific approval of
the individual R.O.P.E. committee in advance.) 11 is not acceptable for

the. Project to be a third-grade summary pf the life of a famous person
taken from an encyclopedia. The clear intent of the Project should be

to investigate some important question, problem or theme in U.S.

History.

Examples of significant topic areas might include: political ideas in
colonial America; causes of the Civil War: the civil rights movement:
religious movements in America; Women's Liberation movements:
political protest in the 1960's; the Iranian hostage crisis: art (or
music) and American values; or, the effects of the Vietnam War. It

should go without saying, at this point, that it will require several good
sources to learn about this type of topic.

Not less important, the topic should interest the R.O.P.E. candidate. If

the writer is not interested, it is unlikely that the R.O.P.E. committee
willbe any more excited about the final result.

2. The U. S. History presentation - In presenting this area, students will
be expected. minimally, to summarize their written Project and to
explain how it illustrates an important aspect or theme of U. S.
History. Questions should be expected from the R.O.P.E. committee.
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UNITED STATES HISTORY continued

In addition, students are required to present some kind of overview of

American History. It is up to the student to select the basis for the overview
e.g.. wars, formal periods of history, national expansion. industrial

development, technology, stages in political development. etc. The point of
this requirement is for the student to demonstrate some sense of the
progression of the U. S. History. The basis for the overview should be clearly-

explained in the presentation.

Finally, as part of the presentation, students will be expected to be prepared
to field reasonable questions on the area of U. S. History in general. Seniors
who need a "refresher" in U. S. History should allow time for review before
presenting this area to their committee. The R.O.P.E. class will provide help
and guidance in reviewing this subject.

How can a topic be related to the R.O.P.E. senior?
What types of information are important to remember about a
country's history?
Is history always based on books or other written sources?
Who fought' in the French and Indian War? What were the Articles of

Confederation? Where was the Underground Railroad? When was
World War II? Why did the South pass Jim Crow laws? How did
,eorge Washington get to be a general?

What is your place in history?
11111111111111.111111111111.

WORLD HISTORY OPTION Advanced students who want to make a
particularly fine presentation in the oral or written part of this requirment
may take a comparative history approach involving knowledge of the history

of other countries. A student might. for example, compare development in
the U. S. to developments in world history in his/her oral presentation. Or.

a student may wish to focus the written Project on a comparison of a theme
in U. S. to a similar theme in European history, for example. Under this
option, the basics of the U. S. History area must still be met, however.
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DEMONSTRATIONS

OVERVIEW

Several areas of R.O.P.E. are not covered in either the Portfolio or the

Project. These are Mathematics, American Government, World Geography.

Personal Proficiency Areas, and Physical Challenge. This group of R.O.P.E.

areas will be referred to as the Demonstrations.

Like the other R.O.P.E. areas, the Demonstrations must be presented to the

R.O.P.E. committee.* The chief difference is that evidence of mastery rests

primarily upon the oral presentation although additional evidence is more

than acceptable.

In the Demonstrations, R.O.P.E. candidates will be expected to:

1. define the area in question.
2. indicate evidence of personal mastery.
3. discuss relevant issues and questions pertaining to the area.

4. explain the importance of the area.

Most R.O.P.E. committees accept the use of notes for the Demonstration. In
addition, the presentations may be supplemented by other materials e.g.,

samples of work, summaries of course and evaluations, Demonstrations of

skills. etc. The individual's approach to the Demonstrations has
considerable potential for originality, creativity, and individuality.

The actual Physical Challenge Demonstration is supervised by the

P. E. instructor, not the R.O.P.E. committee.



THE MATHEMATICS DEMONSTRATION

Mathematics is a District competency area reflected by a seal of

endorsement on the diploma. This Demonstration should be prepared very
carefully.

The importance and uses of mathematics should be obvious to a R.O.P.E.

senior. High school graduates. minimally. should be able to demonstrate
mastery of basic math operations: addition. subtraction, long division,
multiplication, fractions, decimals, percentages, basic geometry, etc.
Graduates should also exhibit reasonable basic understanding of the metric

system and recognize the growing importance of metric measurements in
the United States.

These skills may be demonstrated by a combination of course evaluations,
standardized test scores (e.g., CUBS), tests and worksheets, etc.
Additionally, sample problems are often assigned by the R.O.P.E. committee

during the presentation.

It is a good idea, even for advanced math students, IQ review basic math
operations before this presentation.

Beyond basic operations, some R.O.P.E. committees ask students to show

evidence of math skills up to the level 2i their most advanced progress in

math classes. It is important for the R.O.P.E. candidate to check with
his/her committee beforehand on that particular committee's expectations.

Arc math problem-solving skills important other than dealing with
numbers? I low?
What is meant by an average? A mean? A median?
57.6 221.534 =
What is the area of a square where one side is 7 inches?
a +b =c b+d=c d+a=
16% of 98 =
I low many meters are there in a kilometer?
What are s; me of the everyday uses of mathematics?
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THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT DEMONSTRATION

Knowledge of American Government is a prerequisite of basic citizenship:

those who disregard this knowledge tend to become the victims of

government by letting others control their lives. American Government is a

District competency area, but it is especially significant at Walden 111

because self-government and self-reliance embody Walden's spirit of

alternative education.

It is essential that a high school graduate should know certain "basics" about

the government of his/her society. Included in the government

Demonstration should be:

1. the purpose of government and politics.
2. the individual's relationship to government.
3. American political institutions and their functions.

4. the basic ideas behind the American system of government.

5. advantages and disadvantages of the American political system.

6. some knowledge of current issues in American government at the

national, state, and local levels. Discussion of at least one current issue

from the media related to each level of government will be expected in

the Demonstration.

This Demonstration is intended to showcase the R.O.P.E. student's

understanding of the political process. Notes, newspaper articles, and other
supporting materials will generally be accepted by the R.O.P.E. committee

for this Demonstration.

Again, it is a good idea to review this area before making the actual
presentation. A passing evaluation is required for endorsement on the

diploma. Packets of review materials are available from the R.O.P.E.
instructor or the American Government teacher,

1'
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THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT DEMONSTRATION - continued

Can you define "politics"?
Evaluate the statement: All politicians are crooked."
What are the advantages and disadvantages of "democracy"?
Flow does government benefit you?
What is the interpretive function of the judicial branch of
government?
Do you know the names of your major elected officials?
What is the importance (purpose) of a constitution?
Do you see changes that could or should be made in U. S.
Government?
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PEASQNAL N NIE TRATI N

Two sub-areas are considered under personal proficiency: EVERYDAY

LIVING SKILLS and INDIVIDUAL PROFICIENCY. The objective of this area is

to demonstrate the life-skills acquired by the student in the course of
his/her education, and, also, to afford an opportunity to showcase special

strengths, skills, or talents possessed by the R.O.P.E. student. This
Demonstration, like the others, is presented orally together with any

supplementary materials selected by the student.

EVERYDAY LIVING SKILLS -1-lome and school, essentially, are what can be

called "protected environment." To function in the "outside world," some

skills and knowledge are critical. The Demonstration in this area should
identify and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the R.O.P.E. studer4 in
skills needed for everday life. Some but not all of these skills would include:

Personal Economics
Nutrition
Health and Physical Conditioning
Emergencies
Automotive Knowledge
Manual Skills, etc.
(See GLOSSARY)

R.O.P.E. students will be expected to give specific examples of skills in these
and other general categories and to discuss the importance (function) of

these skills.

INDIVIDUAL PROFICIENCY Self-knowledge is based upon understanding
individual personal strengths and weaknesses. R.O.P.E. students should
already be familiar with this concept from the self-assessment section of the
autobiography.

In this Demonstration, any and all of the individual's personal strengths.
skills, and talents arc emphasized. The actual Demonstration may take a
number of forms:
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PERSONAL PROFICIENCY DEMONSTRATION - continued

description of the skill.
Demonstration of the skill or talent.
showing an example of the final product of the skill or talent.

Together with showing or describing their strong point(s), students should
also he able to disucss the requirements of mastery in their particular area
or areas. Discussion of skills, in general terms, should also include
comment on'how these or other skills relate to possible career plans.

Can you make a list of skills needed by an independent human
being to survive in American society?
How important is a special skill or talent to an individual? Why
is mastery important?
What goes into actually getting a first apartment?
If a recipe calls for an egg white, which part of the egg does
that mean?
Can you make a list of skills you need to perfect? In general?
To achieve a personal goal or goals?
What skills do you need for a possible career plan?
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WORLD GEORGRAPHY DEMONSTRATION

Geography is a basic key to understanding what has been called Spaceship

Earth. Knowledge of geography prepares the individual for living in the

world, and also serves as a starting point, a first step towards advanced

knowledge and understanding.

The geography Demonstration must be presented by the student. Generally,
R.O.P.E. committee will not accept a "presentation" where a student simply

appears and expects w be questioned. A good Demonstration of knowledge

in geography should include:

1. the divisions of geography as a science.
2. the forms and use of globes and maps.
3. major landforms and landform types.
4. location of major physical and political features and boundaries

in the U. S. and the World.
5. distribution patterns for population and plants and animals in

the world.

As in other areas of R.O.P.E., understanding of the significance and

importance of information is expected in this demonstration. it is not
enough merely to memorize and recite bare facts.

What is meant by the term "Spaceship Earth"? Why is it
significant?
If you were shipwrecked in the middle of the ocean, yet knew
where you were. how would you describe your location to would-be
rescuers?
Is Greenland a continent?
What is the relationship of geology to geography? Cartography?
Demography? Meteorology?
What is the difference between climate and weather?
Can you list personal uses for geography'?
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TRE PHYSICAL CHALLENGE DEIVIONSTRAIM

Research has shown that by the time most students reach high school their
physical education is necessarily remedial At Walden III, however, staff and
students are committed to what 'is called holistic education: the idea that
learning should involve the whole person, mentally and physically.

For this reason, an important part of every senior's R.O.P.E. is Walden's
Physical Challenge. This Demonstration is presented through a check-off
,--steni administered by the P. E. instructor.

Physical Challenge consists of a modified version of the President's Physical
Fitness Test.° The test is given to seniors at the beginning of the year, at
11w end of second quarter, and during fourth quarter.

The ii. st two steps allow R.O.P.E. candidates together with the P. E.
ins;i odor to evaluate their physical fitness and set goals for improvement.
Diiring the fourth quarter. the final administering of the test evaluates what
progress has been made. An evaluation, which is based on individual
progress. is communicated at that time to the individual's R.O.P.E.
committee.

Modifications. exceptions, exemptions, etc., are arranged by
review of individual cases by the P. E. instructor, the R.O.P.E.
committee. and the school principal.
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THE ENGLISH COMPETENCY AREA

English, and especially English writing, is to be found throughout R..O.P.E.

The Portfolio and Project, in particular. serve as showcases for the student's

mastery of written communication. English, like Math, Government. and

Reading, is one of the District competency areas reflected by a seal of

endorsement on the diploma.

Criteria for evaluating this area involve the basic writing skills: conventions

of spelling, grammar, punctuation, paragraphing, etc.; the ability to organize

and clearly communicate information; and the ability to accurately answer

questions and explain ideas. R.O.P.E. students, therefore, should devote

special care to these areas as their overall writing will be expected to reflect

the standards of a high school graduate.

Generally, the R.O.P.E. committee will evaluate this area at the end of the

presentations. The precise form of the actual presentation will vary from

committee to committee, so the student is advised to learn the expectations
of his/her individual committee. Most committees, however, do welcome
supplementary evidence of competency such as standardized test scores.
samples of writing. etc. Some committees, the student should be aware,
may ask qt. .stions on grammar points or the basics of writing.



R.O.P.E. GM,SSARY

The following explanations are not intended to be comprehensive
definitions. They are starting points for further investigation on the part of
the R.O.P.E. student. Information in parentheses indicates additional lines
of inquiry.

AESTHETICS The study of aesthetics is concerned with value questions
regarding taste in the perception of beauty. Aesthetics is
mostly concerned with the arts but not limited to that
area. Aesthetic judgment refers to Individual standards
for the appreciation of beauty. Students should be aware
of the distinction betw:.:en individual opinion and expert
opinion in this area. (Philosophy text; art or music
instructor.)

CU LTURE This is a concept that is basic to history. sociology,
anthropology and philosophy. Culture is usually defined as
the pattern of behavior, beliefs, traditions. customs, social
institutions, and values that a group of people share
together. History, multicultural awareness, and geography
are all areas where it is important to understand the
meaning of this concept. (Sociology or anthropology text:
social studies instructor.)

ETHICAL CODE A syslem of standards for judging the rightness or
wrongness of human behavior. The word system implies a
logical interrelationship ofthical values, and also, less
obviously, an order of priorities in judging questions of
ethics. Consequently, the ethical code should be based on
an understanding of personal priorities that apply to
questions of ethical value Judgment. (See ETHICS).

ETHICS "Ethics" can have two meanings or uses: 1) the study of
questions of value regarding rightness or wrongness in
human behavior; 2) personal standards ("a person's
ethics") for judging right and wrong. Some important
concepts necessary to an understanding of ethics include:

right moral the Golden Rule
wrong morality utilitarianism
good universal humanism
evil means vs. ends

(philosophy text; teacher(s); parent or family member:
religious advisor)

EVERYDAY LIVING SKILLS Practical skills for day-to-day survival by an
adult in today's world might include:
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The Graduation Portfolio at
Central Park East Secondary School

Excerpted from Central Park East Secondary School (1992). CPESS
Graduation Handbook. New York: Author, New York City Public Schools.

For more information on the Graduation Portfolio at Central Park East Secondary School,
contact:

Deborah Meier
Central Park East Secondary School

1573 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10029
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The Graduation Portfolio at
Central Park East Secondary School

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to receive a diploma the student's Graduation Committee
must attest to the fact that all of the following requirements have
been met.

(1) An appropriate program of courses, seminars, independent
study and internships has been completed during Division II and the
Senior Institute that will meet the needs of their post-grad plan.

(2) The necessary NY State RCTs or their equivalent have been
passed, and the student has demonstrated basic college entry-level
skill in reading, writing and math.

(3) At least seven "major" Portfolio areas have been presented
for a full Graduation Committee review and defense, and found at
least satisfactory.

(4) All 14 Portfolio areas have been completed and accepted by
the student's Graduation Committee.

(5) The Computing and Technology Expectations (see Appendix)
have been met in the course of the regular Portfolios.

(6) A final Senior Project has been satisfactorily completed.

S
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THE 14 PORTFOLIO AREAS: An Overview
The primary responsibility of the Senior Institute student is to

complete the fourteen Portfolio requirements listed below.

These Portfolios reflect cumulative knowledge and skill in each
area as well as the specific CPESS habits of mind and work. Students
will present the work sin all 14 Portfolio areas to their Graduation
Committee for review and acceptance. They will meet for a full
review on their seven "majors", to present, discuss and defend their
work. There are therefore two stages to keep in mind - preparation
of the Portfolio materials in collaboration with their Advisor and
others, and then presentation and defense. In some cases Portfolio
work will need to be expanded, modified and re-presented for final
approval. Students may also choose to present work a second time to
earn a higher assessment.

It is important to remember that a majority of the work done in
connection with a Portfolio can and should be the outcome of the
courses, seminars, internships and independent study that a student
has engaged in during the normal course of his/her Senior Institute
years. In addition, some of the material may be an outgrowth of
work initiated in Divisions I or II, or where appropriate even work
completed prior to entering the Senior Institute.

Portfolios include work in fourteen areas: seven "majors" and
seven "others." There is no one way to complete these requirements,
nor one way to present them. Just as individuals are different, the
individual Portfolios will reflect these differences. A Portfolio is a
term covering all the ways in which a student exhibits his/her
knowledge, understanding and skill.

For example, work completed to meet one requirement can be
used to fulfill other requirements as well. CPESS recommends
intradisciplinary studies wherever possible. While the final review
will be based on individual accomplishment, almost all Portfolio
requirements can be based on work done in collaboration with others
as well as group presentations. Such collaborative work is
encouraged, since it often enables a student to engage in a much
more complex and interesting project.
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Quality and depth of understanding, the good use of CPESS" five
"habits of mind", and the capacity to present convincing evidence of
mastery as relevant to each particular field are the major criteria
used by the Committee. However, Portfolio work must reflect a
concern for both substance and style. For example, written work
must be submitted in clear, grammatical English that reflects the
expected proficiency level of a high school graduate re spelling,
grammatical errors and legibility. Errors should be eliminated before
the Portfolio is presented to the Committee. (Written work must
generally be submitted in typewritten form, for example.) The
same care in preparation and presentation applies to all other forms
of work. Portfolio work should represent a student's best effort. The
same holds true for the manner of presentation.

Different characteristics are more or less relevant to each
Portfolio area. Each academic discipline, for example, has developed
its own "scoring grid" to help students and Graduation Committee
members focus objectively on the appropriate criteria. Over time the
criteria for acceptable performance will be more fully developed
both through the creation of more such "grids" as well as through the
compilation of past student work that demonstrates accepted levels
of skill'. Students are expected to become familiar with the criteria
by which they are measured, both the scoring grids and former
student work.

The following are the 14 Pcrtfolio areas:

I. Post Graduate Plan:

2. Science/Technology*

3. Mathematics*

4. History*

5. Literature*

c,
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6. Autobiography

7. School and Community Service and Internship

8. Ethics and Societal Issues

9. Fine Arts/Aesthetics

10 Practical Skills & Knowledge

11. Media

12. Geography

13. Language Other Than English

14. Physical Challenge

Senior Project: One of the above Portfolio topics or items will be
separately assessed as a final Senior project.

Each student is required to make a major presentation in seven of
the 14 areas described above. These include the four starred
Portfolios, and at least 3 others chosen in cooperation with his/her
Advisor. Grades of Distinguished, Sat Plus, Sat or Min Sat will be used
to grade work presented as part of the Portfolio, as well as for the
Portfolio area as a whole. In the seven "minor" Portfolio areas, a
student may choose a pass/fail grade. Permission to do so, however,
must be arrived at in consultation with his/her Advisor.
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The FOURTEEN IN DETAIL

The depth and breadth of work required for each Portfolio area
depends, in part, on whether it is being judged as "major" or "minor"
area of concentration.

1. POST GRADUATION PLAN

Each student must develop a plan that describes the student's
current purpose for earning a diploma. A diploma is a tool. We can
become life-long learners without a diploma, but failure to get a
diploma has other serious consequences that student's need to
confront. The purpose may be long-range e.g. "I need a diploma so
that eventually I can...", as well as short-range e.g. "I need a
diploma so I can get into X college..." Reflecting on purposes helps
to set goals. Such practical goals include assessing the kind of
grades, SAT scores, and courses that the particular schools of the
student's choice will require. Different colleges have different
requirements for foreign languages. Some want evidence of high
scores in math or an art portfolio. Financial constraints need to be
considered at this time too, with an eye toward exploring
scholarships. If the student views the diploma as an entry ticket to
a particular job training or vocational program, or to a particular civil
service exam he/she should also consider how the SI can contribute
to this objective.

This plan gives direction to all subsequent work by the student
and should therefore be continually up-dated. Over time students
need to consider their _post high school living arrangements, organize
visits to colleges, collect references, etc. The Post Graduate Plan
should be the first and the last requirement assessed by the
student's Graduation Committee.



2. SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Students must:
a. Produce a summary of work completed during high school in

the area of science, plus any related areas of technology.
b. Demonstrate basic familiarity with terminology, issues and

procedures, assessed by a short-term quiz devised by the faculty,
the RCT, or an equivalent standardized science instrument.

c. Demonstrate knowledge of science as a method, which includes
a written report and/or demonstration of the use of scientific
methodology in a particular field. (Previous demonstrations of such
expertise may be accepted if properly documented and attested.)

d. Awareness of the use of science in the modern world Students

may meet this requirement by presenting written work, visual
exhibits, debates, etc. that demonstrate awareness of the social costs
and benefits that accompany scientific developments.

As in other areas, but particularly in this, students are expected
to be familiar with the ways in which modern technology impacts
upon science and other fields of work and study.

3. MATHEMATICS

This area will require evidence in two categories: "basic skills"
and "higher order mathematical thinking."

A. Students shall present an overview of their past work in

mathematics.
B. Basic Skills: computation and manipulation

Students must present evidence of meeting all State proficiency
exams in basic arithmetic and mathematics, and, in addition, the

faculty will devise an instrument to demonstrate the student's ability
to meet the minimum requirements of NYC colleges, and to handle
basic daily arithmetic tasks.



C. Higher Order Thinking
Students are asked to demonstrate competence in (1)

and either (2) or (3).
1. Political/Civic/Consumer Mathematics. Mathematics serves a

variety of daily political and civic functions requiring considerable
mathematical sophistication: e.g. in terms of interpreting social
statistics, assessment and evaluation data, polling and sampling
reports, spatial design and architectural blueprints, etc.

2. Scientific Mathematics. Mathematics plays a critical role as a
language and a tool in many scientific areas. Students may choose to
examine ways in which science and mathematics intersect and
present a specific scientific question that involves mathematical
applications.

3. "Pure" Mathematics. Mathematics can also be an area of
intellectual "play" that has no necessary "practical" or "applied"
context. Students may select such a mathematical topic to explore
and present.

4. LITERATURE

The following two-part requirement involves demonstrating
general familiarity and exposure to a wide range of literature and
the ability to reflect, discuss and write about a particular piece or
body of work.

a. Each student is expected to prepare a list of "texts" they have
read and are familiar with - novels, poetry, drama, nonfiction, etc.
The list should reflect both personal interest and taste as well as
breadth and familiarity with various important genres of literature
that belong to our "common heritage." Students are expected to be
able to discuss and refer to these in conversations with their
Graduation Committee.

b. Students are required tb submit samples of their written work
about an individual book, a particular author, or group of authors or
books. This essay, or set of essays, should demonstrate literary
reflectiveness and the capacity to communicate effectively in written
form. Alternate nonprint forms of presentation can also be
submitted (dramas. video).

1 S `,1
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5. HISTORY

There are two parts to this requirement:
a. Overview of Historical Knowledge

Students should prepare an overview of the areas of hitory they
have studied in secondary school as well as a time-line of major
significant events, and persons. Students must also demonstrate
knowledge of basic terminology and data, primarily in U.S. history,
by passing a faculty-designed test or the NY State RCT, or other
equivalent exams.

b. In-depth understanding of the work of the historian and of the
uses and abuses of history

Students should present work they have done on particular
historical problems, issues or events. Regardless of whether the
final products are written essays, speeches, videos, dramas, or
debates a bibliography must be presented. The student must
demonstrate through this work his/her capacity to (1) do research
using primary as well as secondary sources, (2) compare conflicting
views, (3) weigh evidence, (4) see connections between events and
between events, periods of history, regions, etc (4) speculate on
other possibilities and (5) discuss the importance of particular
events, people or ou.comes to current concerns. (CPESS 5 Habits of
Mind) In relation to the last, students should be able to relate their
work to ways in which history is used or abused in contemporary
discussions and debates.
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6. AUTOBIOGRAPHY

The autobiography requirement consists of two pans one is a
requirement for all students, the second only for those selecting this
as a major. All students are required to create an outline (including
a time line and family tree) of the key events, people and
relationships in their lives - a back-up for a resume and for
reflecting upon his/her life. This needs to include self-expertise on
the student's own academic background, past school records, etc. In
addition, if this area is chosen as a student's major, he/she
must prepare a project that examines aspects of his/her life: family
history, friendships, special achievements and interests, opinions and
beliefs. It should concentrate upon those people or events that have
influenced his/her development major turning points.

Just as each student is unique, so will each autobiographical
project vary. There is no single standard or pattern. Students may
choose to present their autobiography in a story form, a diary, an
essay, art work, photos, an autobiographical drama, or through video
or music, or any combination of these. The assignment purposely is
aimed at assessing both reflectiveness and creativity.

7. SCHOOL & COMMUNITY SERVICE AND INTERNSHIP

The work for this portfolio is based on work students have been
engaged in since 7th grade: community service, internships, part-
time employment.

a. All students must present a formal resume of their past
work, summaries of prior community service and employment
experiences, and relevant letters of reference, in a manner
appropriate for future use with names of organizations,
supervisors, time spent, evaluations, and evidence of completion of a
seminar or tutorial on work-related issues.

b. Students selecting this as a major must also prepare a
major project or a range of minor ones essays, oral presentations,
videos, samples of work in such a manner that the committee can
assess whether the student has used these experiences to grow in
competence and intellectual understanding both as a worker and
citizen. Workplace problems and issues should be addressed in the
material presented.
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8. ETHICS AND SOCIETAL ISSUES

Students are expected to demonstrate the capacity to examine
and reason about personal or social issues that involve weighing
moral consequences and dilemmas. All students will be expected to
respond to a selected societal/ethical issue in a manner that
demonstrates their ability to see multiple viewpoints, to step into the
shoes of others, to ground their opinion in real events, to present
credible evidence for their arguments, and to weigh conflicting moral
claims. Habits of mind will be the criteria for judgement.

Students selecting this area as a mad )r will be expected to also
prepare a larger project: a debate, a video, 1 social action project, or
an essay that addresses a contemporary social/moral issue. It might
involve examining a film or novel that raises important moral issues,
discussing or debating a set of "op ed" articles posing conflicting
views, or writing a series of such pieces. It might also involve
participation in a social action project.

9. FINE ARTS AND AESTHETICS

This requirement is concerned with both creative expression and

creative appreciation. Students are asked to offer evidence of talent
or experience in an expressive art, as well as knowledge and
understanding about issues relevant to one of the fine arts.
Appropriate areas include the various visual arts, music, drama,
literature or dance. The manner of evidence can include an art
exhibit or show, a recital, a public reading or a collection of original
works. While all students must show some evidence of "hands-on"
experience in an area of art (regardless of their degree of
proficiency), students who choose this as one of their seven majors,
must also present an in-depth familiarity with a particular area of
art or artist as well, and an in-depth evidence of hands-on
experiences. The insistence on hands-on experience in some form of

artistic expression is based on our belief that we learn from the
struggle to use various media even when we are unsuccessful.
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10. MASS MEDIA

This Portfolio area involves both addressing specific societal and
ethical issues pertaining to mass media, and knowledge of
alternative forms of media. (It can often be combined with #8
above.) All students will be expected to present evidence - past
essays, projects, debates, exhibition presentations (the actual
material or attestations regarding them) that address ways in
which the media impact on issues of race, gender and/or class. They
are expected to discuss these, and to feel comfortable comparing at
least two forms of media.

Students who select this as a major must produce a substantial
piece of work for a larger public audience: a video presentation, a
newspaper, an exhibit, and a relevant bibliography of articles in the
field.

. 11. PRACTICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

Included under this category are a wide-range of everyday skills
important to functioning in and contributing to society. The list
below includes some of the areas in which a student is expected to
show evidence of a working knowledge in a wide variety of ways,
including attestation.

Modern "appliances": eg. automobile license
Health and Medical care: emergency measures, insurance, AIDS

awareness, nutrition, mental illness, etc.
* Independent Living: eg. apartment hunting, maintaining

finances, budgeting, credit and taxes.
* Legal Rights: tenant rights, your rights re police, selective

service, freedom of speech, etc.
* Transportation: alternatives, costs. benefits and disadvantages
* Employment: job applications, interviews, ads, salary issues,

appearance, eligibility, etc.
* Citizenship: voter registration, electoral process, and more.



* Computers and Technology: basic terminology, keyboard skills,
basic "how-to"s re computers, plus other modern technologies. (See
Computing Expectation Appendix and Science and Technology
Portfolio.)

* Drug and substance abuse: nature, danger and sources of help.
* Sex and family care: contraception, sexually transmitted

diseases, pregnancy, care of infants, loving, family care & abuse.
* Relationships: marriage, friendships, parenthood.

12. GEOGRAPHY
All students are assessed, through a short-answer quiz

administered orally or written, in the following three areas:
a) practical use of maps and globes of various sorts, and ability

to recognize major physical characteristics (find, locate, measure);
(b) awareness of different map projects and their implications

(compare);
(c) awareness of the role geography plays in our social, economic

and political history (some examples).
Students selecting this as a major will engage in a greater in-depth

project in one of these areas. Students may demonstrate part or all
of their competence in this area through work turned in under other
categories (e.g. use of maps in history or science projects, real-life
activities).

13. LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH/ DUAL LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY

All students must demonstrate minimum competence to work in a
language other-than-English and an awareness of the value of a dual

language competence.
a. Student must present an outline of their experience both

formal and informal with dual language issues (including family
background, travel and course work).

b. Students must demonstrate the acquisition of a language other
than English as speakers, listeners, readers and writers. This will
normally be met through the NY proficiency exam or an equivalent
NY State or College Board examination.

c. Students must pass at least two semesters of language, or their
equivalent.
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Students selecting this as one of their seven majors must
demonstrate advanced competence to read and write in their chosen
second language through a project conducted in that language and
through passing the foreign language exam on a high level. Students
selecting this as a major might alternately choose to learn a third (or
fourth) language. In addition they would be expected to discuss
critical issues in the field of language development - the connections
between language and identity, or other topics approved by their
Advisor.

14. PHYSICAL CHALLENGE: Lifetime Fitness Education

This requirement is designed primarily to demonstrate a student's
preparation for a healthy lifestyle including appropriate physical
fitness. In addition it provides an opportunity for students who have
participated in various physically challenging activities to attest to
and gain credit for such initiative. Participation in team sports and
individual competitive sports as well as noncompetitive physical
challenges (climbing, hiking, etc) are accepted. The student should
furthermore be able to demonstrate how their past activities will
help lead them toward healthy life-time habits. The following three
goals should always be kept in mind:

* achieving a functional personal fitness le-, el and maintaining
an optimum level of muscular and cardiovascular endurance,

* developing appropriate social skills and attitudes
independence, personal responsibility, interdependence, leadership
and sportsmanship

* discovering and appreciating one's physical capabilities and
limitations

Assessment is based on:
(a) Documentation of physical activities participated in during the

past 4 years and
(b) Demonstration or attestation of proficiency in some particular

physical activity with potential for lifetime activity. This can include
such activities as bicycling, dance, handball, back-packing, skiing,
swimming, and tennis as well as participation in team sports.

A student selecting this as a major must develop a major project
in the field of physical education and physiology (an extension of a
Science project) and development of a social service program in the
field (an extension of community service/internship),

1(,)5
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FINAL SENIOR PROJECT

This final Senior project is an extension of one of the activities or
projects already approved by the Graduation Committee, or a
Portfolio item designed as serving this dual function. It should be in
an area in which a student has particular gifts, knowledge and/or
interests. It can involve a revision of work presented in a Portfolio
or a long-range project that developed from a particular field of
interest.

It will be judged both as a regular Portfolio item and, on more
rigorous criteria. as a final senior project.
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Vermont's Assessment Program in
Writing and Mathematics

Excerpted from Vermont Department of Education (1990-1991). "This is My

Best." The Report of Vermont's Writing Assessment Program, and Looking
Beyond "The Answer." The Report of Vermont's Mathematics Portfolio
Assessment Program. Montpelier, VT: Author.

For more information on Vermont's Assessment Program, contact:
Richard Mills, Commissioner

Vermont Department of Education
State Office Building
Montpelier, VT 05602
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'This Is N:y Ust"

I. Introduction

This report presents the background, methods and results of a
project that is, so far, unique in the nation. During the 1990-91

school year, educators from across Vermont joined in an effort to
assess how well our students are learning to write, by evaluating
portfolios of writing samples that the students, themselves, put
together.

Students and teachers from 46 Vermont schools were invited to
participate in this pilot year of portfolio assessment These "sample
schools" were randomly selected to represent a demographic
cross-section of Vermont a true statistical sample. In addition, 98
schools that asked to participate became pilot-year "volunteers."
Although the work from these schools was not formally assessed

Portfolio assessment draws from and
feeds back Into classroom work and it
offers a chance to measure directly each
student's real performance in writing.

and is not reported here, the volunteer schools were extremely
valuable in helping us refine the Vermont Writing Assessment
Program, and they received a great deal of experience in return.

In assembling their portfolios, students in grades four and eight
chose samples of their best writing from the school year, following
category guidelines that are outlined in Section III of this report.
Teachers from the sample schools were specially trained to assess
the portfolios, measuring each piece against performance standards
that were based on writing by Vermont students. Each portfolio was
evaluated by two teachers from schools other than the writer's
own. Each student also submitted a "Best Piece," which was
assessed separately from the portfolio. In addition, all students in
the pilot program performed a Uniform Writing Assessment task:
During a 90-minute period in the classroom, each student
developed, drafted and completed an essay in response to a writing
"prompt." All conditions of the uniform assessment, including the
prompt, were essentially the same for all writers in both grades.

The Purpose Is to Learn.
The goals of this effort are to assess how well our students write,

and to improve writing in our schools.
This is a timely experiment As Vermonters spend an increasing

amount of money on education, we want to know how well our
dollars are working. We have looked for alternatives to standardized
testing, which operates apart from classroom instruction. Portfolio
assessment draws from and feeds back into classroom work and
it offers a chance to measure directly each student's real
performance in writing, in a way that honors the individual yet is
standard and fair in application.

Vermont's education community and the Department of
Education plan to broaden the fourth and eighth grade portfolio
assessment program, in both writing and mathematics, to all
Vermont schools beginning in the 1991.92 school year. With this in

'mind, the overall aim of this report is to present what has been
learned from this pilot year, and to summarize the participants'
recommendations for the future.

A-Collaborative Design
Vermont's portfolio-based approach to writing assessment has

been in continual development since the Writing Assessment
Leadership Committee first met in spring 1989. During the pilot year,
every teacher participating in the project had opportunities to
contribute to its design. In all, the Writing Assessment Leadership
Committee, whose members include seven teachers and two
representatives of the Vermont DE.,..irtment of Education, received
help and advice from more than 500 other Vermont educators,
along with a number of educators from across the United States.

Outline of this Report
This report is divided into six sections. The first three introduce

and outline the assessment program; the latter three present the
assessment results of the pilot year.

This Introduction is followed by Section II, Why Writing Is
Important; the Assessment Criteria This sets out our shared values
in this field, it introduces the Writing Assessment Program's
approach to analyzing and measuring performance, and it shows
using examples drawn from the portfolios how the assessment
criteria relate to the elements of good

Section III, Components of the Portfolio; the Uniform Writing
Assessment; Evaluating the Work describes what was in each
student's portfolio. It then outlines the Uniform Writing Assessment
process, and summarizes the manner in which all the students'
writing was evaluated.

Section IV, Performance on Paper. The Assessment Results,
presents in both narrative and graphic form the findings of the pilot
year.

During the pilot year, every teacher
participating in the project had

opportunities to contribute to Its design.

Section V, Illuminations: Some Findings of the Questionnaire,
relates the most informative and interesting relationships between
the results of a questionnaire the students completed, and the
findings of the writing assessment.

Finally, Section W, Assessing the Assessment, offers observations
and evaluations by the teachers who led working groups in the
assessment Along with reflecting on how the pilot year process
wortml, this section contains suggestions for the future of the
Writing Assessment Program.

Two important components of the writing assessment that are
not part of this report will be implemented next year an evaluation
of each school's writing program, and anecdotal observations about
the students' writing.
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Report of Vermont's Writing Assessment Program

II. Why Writing Is Important;
the Assessment Criteria

Why Write?

I" t isn't always what you say, it's how you say it," is one way to
look at writing instruction. Another is to claim that content is

all that matters let the writer express him/herself and hang
grammar and spelling. The plan for Vermont's writing assessment is
to engage teachers in a dialogue about these issues, and to
emphasize that "writing instruction" is not just the English teacher's
job.

When words are used as a mathematician uses numbers, to reach
a solution or solve a problem, writing becomes an essential tool in
learning, a primary skill. By focusing on students' writing portfolios,
Vermont's assessment program has been designed to advance an
acceptance of writing as a tool in learning, not just as a means of
reporting information.

Beyond the K-12 reasons for writing well are the demands of
institutions of higher learning, and the needs of our own workplace.
Fully half the jobs in this country now demand literacy skills, and
advancement in any of these positions is almost inevitably affected
by one's ability to communicate on paper.

The commitment of the Vermont teachers who agreed to help
design this program was to provide criteria by which students' own
work would be assessed, along with a reasonable way to assemble
such work in portfolios. In suggesting the minimum contents for
student portfolios, the Writing Assessment Leadership Committee
made a concerted effort to encourage writing across the curriculum.

The best way to learn to write is to write. Teachers can foster
good writing by asking their students to write. These same teachers
should write, too. But is it fair to expect teachers whose subject is
not English to be writing critics, as well? If they are not comfortable
noting technical or stylistic matters, let the non-English teachers
review the content of their students' writing, leaving matters of
linguistic precision to the English class.

It would be wonderful if the portfolio of a fourth or eighth grade
student reflected work from previous years, but no one expects
Vermont schools immediately to accommodate this. If writing
portfolios are a good idea, an assessment program will be only one
small part of what motivates their existence. Such a program will
stay in place for its demonstrated value in encouraging dialogue,
across the state, on what we value in writing. If that weren't so
important, we could say the writing portfolio is "just a passing fad"
and be done with it.

But it's more than that. Even with computers helping us to reduce
spelling and grammatical errors, we haven't yet found a better tool
than just plain writing to give us, and others. such extensive access
to our thoughts and feelings. The best way to learn writing is to
write and that's the only way to make a writing portfolio

What Do the Criteria Mean,
and Hm.v Were They Selected?

We all have our own idea of what good writing is Vermont's
Writing Assessment Program proposed to look at five important
dimensions of writing

"Purpose,"
-Organization,"

"Details,"
"Voice/Tone," and
"Usage/Mechanics/Grammar."

A five-part system such as this makes possible an analytic view of
each student's abilities as a writer, while discouraging assessments
as simplistic as "good" or "bad." When students look at their writing
with these five dimensions in mind, they may come to recognize
their own strengths as writers, and the areas where their writing
needs improvement. For a full presentation of the values assigned
to each performance level in each dimension, please review the
Analytic Assessment Guide that is included in this section.

Refining the Criteria
During the program's 18 months of preliminary design sessions,

the Writing Assessment Leadership Committee considered dozens
of criteria that it finally eliminated as vague or impractical.
"Sentence variety" was among these suggestions, eventually
dropped in the belief that it is encompassed by "Organization" and
"Voice/Tone." "Clarity" might serve as a criterion, but like "good
writing," clarity has many components so Purpose and
Organization were nominated as criteria that might encompass
clarity.

The Writing Assessment Leadership Committee continued its
work, in close contact with pilot school teachers throughout the

Vermont's assessment program has been
designed to advance an acceptance of

writing as a tool in learning, not just as a
means of reporting information.

year, to refine and clarify these components of good writing. For
example, at the start of the pilot year, one of the questions
proposed as a criterion for the program was: "Is the organization
suitable to the writer's purpose?" In reviewing samples of student
writing, pilot year teachers found themselves unsure whether they
were looking for evidence of satisfactory organization, or for clarity
of purpose. "This is a double-barreled criterion!" one teacher
exclaimed. "I suggest we limit each of these evaluative questions to
one component of writing." The Committee took that advice to
heart and revised the list of criteria

No one claims that the five dimensions now used in the program
are all there is to good writing. "Originality," "Thoughtfulness," and
"Penmanship" are among several criteria that the Writing
Assessment Leadership Committee chose not to address. The five
criteria now in place represent an attempt to define important skills
that students can develop, not capacities that are either superficial
or a measure of "talent."

Considerable discussion might be given to which of the five
criteria are most important. Can a writer ignore any one or two of
these criteria and still produce credible writing? A piece that is
poorly organized, for instance, may still communicate with a strong
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sense of purpose or contain a commendable level or detail
By suggesting five cntena for Vermont's venting assessment the

Writing Committee hopes to emphasize that these are some parts.
perhaps the major components. of what goes into a successful
piece of wnting. The Committee also hopes that teachers and
students will recogruze that. even when a piece is assessed low in

any of these dimensions. a may well have strengths in other aspects

of its composition.

The Levels of Performance
The Writing Committee worked hard to develop language that

would represent a reasonable range of student achievement
without seeming excessively value-laden. A student whose writing
assessed as "rarely" well-organized, for instance, may feel more
positive about that than if his, her writing were found
"unacceptable" in organization. And so the levels of performance
"Rarely," "Sometimes." "Frequently," and "Extensively" are

expressed as indicators of frequency rather than ratings of quality

Benchmarks: The Starting Points
To work toward a fair and consistent assessment of each

student's writing, a collection of benchmarks pieces of student
writing that are judged as exemplars for each level of performance.
in each category was assembled for both grade four and grade
eight, and provided as part of each teacher 'assessor's training.
Copies of these benchmark collections are included in the front and
back cover-pockets of this report.

The benchmarks were chosen in April 1991, during a two-day
process that involved committees of 10 teachers from each grade.

and approximately 1,400 student portfolios. The teachers tagged
distributed, discussed and finally selected benchmarks whose
performance levels were carefully, repeatedly discussed.

Each of the following five pages uses examples drawn from the
benchmark collections, to help illustrate how the five dimensions
for assessment were applied.

Purpose
The Writing Assessment Leadership Committee defined Purpose

as "the degree to which the piece establishes and maintains a clear
purpose; demonstrates an awareness of audience and task exhibits
clarity of ideas." A piece of writing (or a portfolio) that rarely
exhibits strength of purpose, "lacks clarity of ideas; demonstrates
minimal awareness of audience and task: does not establish a clear

purpose."
Here is a piece of writing by a fourth grade student that was

chosen as a "Rarely" benchmark in the Purpose category

When My Dad Went to the Hostapll
the date was Dec. 8, 1990 I HATED!! Michelyne, Dannielle

and I stayed at the Camp's house over night. It was O K.
Michelyne cooked dinner (don't tell this but it was gross")
otherwise it was good!! On the other hand dad was on his
way to the hostapil, it took 2 hours to get there.

In assessing the purpose of this piece, the reader determines

which of the Purpose descriptors most closely matches it Because

"When My Dad Went to the Hospital" lacks clarity of ideas.
demonstrates a minimal awareness of audience and task. and fails

to establish a clear purpose, it has been assessed as "Rarely" in

Purpose. At the same time, someone assessing this piece might
notice that the Usage Mechanics Grammar. although far from
perfect, are in the "Sometimes-Frequently" range for a fourth grade

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

student. espeeially given the prover use of an apostrophe to
indicate a possessive noun, and the correct use of commas in
senes.

Writing that falls into the "Extensively" range in Purpose
"exhibits ideas that e developed in depth: demonstrates a clear
understanding of audience and task, and establishes and maintains
a clear purpose." Here is a poem, written by an eighth grade
student, that the Benchmarking Committee nominated as a strong
example of writing with extensive purpose:

The Drifter.
He walks down the lonely street
Hunger building in his stomach
Something shines beneath the dirt
He bends down
Reaches for it, A quarter
He drops it into his pocket
Squats down in his home
On the street
He sleeps
Awaken by sirens
He stands up
Runs
Far away
finds another town
Anothers lonely street
his new home.

Assessing the UsageNechanics 'Grammar of this piece might be
a tricky exercise, producing discrepant results among readers.
Discussion will continue on how to assess poetry using the
program's live dimensions, and whether matters of
Usage iMechanics./Grammar in poetry rely on the author's
consistency or on established conventions.

Organization
Organization is "the degree to which the writing illustrates unity

and coherence." A piece that rarely exhibits this quality may "have
skeletal organization with brevity lack introduction and, or
conclusion; have thought patterns that are difficult, if not
impossible, to follow. exhibit serious errors in organization

The following piece by an eighth grade student was assessed as a
"Rarely" in Organization. But as poorly organized as the writing is.
the reader will have a hard time ignoring the strong sense of
expression, or "VoicetTone." that emerges.

734

Dream Come True
The like, oh what a wonderful thing, Sore Feet, Sore legs, Sore

Back, Blisters, mud & Nature. Being in the Nature brings the man
out in me, I Feel like f should have an axe in one hand and a beer
in the other. Man, I can't write about this horrible stuff. The only
time I have axe in my hand is in my Nightmares. The truth is,
wish I had a Guitar in one hand and a concert ticket in the other.
On the way up that stupid mountain I was wishing I had played
sick so I wouldn't have had to come on this trip, Than at the top
it was wonderful, On don't get me wrong, I still hate the woods
because it's dirty. smelly and disgusting.

So on the top I was alone, by myself. when along skips Amy (a
little blond girl) just to say FE. Then it happened OH Dear GOD it
happened All the girls in my class, all around me Was it my
charm or my beauty or my skillfulness on my guitar. At the time
I didn't care for I was in 7th heaven. But now I wonder why the

came over Well I'm just glad it happen
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Assessing this piece across all five dimensions of the program, we
might determine that, while it is, indeed, a "Rarely" in Organization.
it is a "Sometimes" in Purpose because it "exhibits rudimentary
development of ideas; demonstrates some awareness of audience
and task, and attempts to establish a purpose." For Detail, the piece
might be assessed as a "Frequently" because "details are
elaborated and appropriate" and for Voice /Tone, a reader might
judge the piece an "Extensively" ("tone enhances personal
expression; distinctive voice evident"). For
Usage/Mechanics/Grammar, the assessment would likely be
"Sometimes," because "multiple errors and/or patterns of errors are
evident."

Details
Detail is "the degree to which the details are appropriate for the

writer's purpose and support the main point(s) of the writing." Here
are two short essays by eighth grade students, the first assessed as
a "Rarely" in Detail ("details are random, inappropriate, or barely
apparent"), the second assessed a "Sometimes" ("details lack
elaboration or are repetitious "):

War in the Gulf
I think the war in the gulf was the only choice possible.

Saddam Hussein's actions lead me to believe that he wasn't
going to stop with Kuwait, but all the other Arab Nations were in
danger.

The Attic
As I walked in the attic. It smells like it's all dusty and has

been abandoned for years. The sight is like a very foggy night.
The furniture is coverd up with white sheets. I looked out the
window, and I saw the back yard. and a big tree with birds in it.
When I walked across the floor it crackled.

When I touched the wall. it was warm and stuffy

"The Attic" has prompted considerable debate. Isn't it better
described by the phrase assigned to a "Frequently" in Detail:
"details are elaborated and appropriate"? Yet the Benchmarking
Committee held fast to its judgment, adding that the details in "The
Attic" seem gratuitous. as if the piece were a response to an
assignment that challenged students to involve all five senses in a
short piece of writing Any one of the details is commendable, but
their cumulative effect is repetitious.

Voice/Tone
Voice Tone is "the degree to which the writer's response reflects

personal investment and expressiyn." Members of the
Benchmarking Committee had difficulty finding a strong sense of
voice in research papers. and in other writing that is in the third
person. "I Know Kids Should Pick Their Own Bedtimes" is an essay
by a fourth grade student that was assessed as a "Frequently" in
Voice 'Tone because "the tone is appropriate for the writer's
purpose,- and there is -evidence of voice" in the piece.

I Know Kids Should Pick Their Own Bedtimes
I know kids should pick their own bedtimes. WHY? Because I

am a kid We know how much sleep we need. We know how
much time it will take to get our homework done Besides that it
is not far because your parents get to watch T.\' T.V. is
sometimes learrung And if you are not tired you just lay in bed
and do nothing when you could be reading And if you have a
younger sister or brother they should go to bed earlier than you
should I know kids should pick their own bedtimes By the age

of 8 we are old enough to make all our own decisions.

Compare this piece with the following excerpt from an eighth
grader's research paper that was judged a "Rarely" in Voice Tone
("tone absent or inappropriate for writer's purpose; little or no
voice evident"):

Booker T. Washington
Booker T. Washington was born April 5, 1856, in Franklin

county, Va. His mother, Jane Burroughs, was a plantation cook.
His father was an unknown whiteman. When Booker was only a
child, he swept yards and brought water to the slaves working in
the fields. When he was freed by the civil war, he went with his
mother to Malden, West Virginia, to join Washington Ferguson,
whom she had married during the war. Also, Booker T.
Washington had two brothers, John and James, and a sister,
Amanda.

Although "Booker T. Washington" is well-organized and
grammatically sound, the author seems to have paraphrased
information from a published text, making little effort to put a sense
of life or enthusiasm into the words. Just the facts, nothing but the
facts, most of them expressed in simple, declarative sentences!

Usage/Mechanics/Grammar
Usage /Mechanics/ Grammar is "the degree to which the writer's

response exhibits correct: usage (tense formation, agreement, word
choice); mechanics (spelling, capitalization, punctuation); grammar,
sentences as appropriate to the piece and grade level." For the
purpose of Vermont's writing assessment, the Writing ComTittee
decided that a single type of error, repeated throughout a piece of
writing or occurring extensively in the portfolio, should not be
sufficient reason for a "Rarely," in which "errors are frequent and
severe."

Here is a piece by an eighth grade student that has been selected
as a "Rarely" in Usage/Mechanics/Grammar:

Vermont
The thing I love about Vermont is the summers sunny warm

summers. THE AIR IS FREASH I love the birds when I hike the
veiws are great even when you are skiing I love Vermont True its
boring but still there is so many places to explore the woods are
endless Camping and biking are awsome there is so many things
to do in Vermont the only thing when walking through the feilds
watch for meadow muffins farming is neat I love to sugar this
state has so much to ofer but people just dont see it Vermont
has every thing to ofer it is awsome you walk for five minuts and
you are in the middei of nowhere the animals in Vermont is great
because were ever you are there are animals right there

Here is an excerpt from "The Pelicans," written by an eighth
grade student and assessed as a "Sometimes" in
Usage 'Mechanics/Grammar because "multiple errors and or
patterns of errors are evident".

240

The Pelicans
The sun was up as looked out the window to see a squardren

of pelicans on their usual patrol. They crused just above the
surface of the water as the leader pealed of and the others
falowed one by one in perfect precistion. It was butifull to se
them fly. They were costum aircraft built perfectly for their
purpose They were made for catching fish and manuvering
precisely
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The leader led them in a strait line up, and at the top of his
climbe dove strait into the water. The others followed and the
result was a bombardment of pelicans plunging strait into the
water. The whole thing looked like a well-reheresed ack being
preformed.by masters of the theater.

Subjectivity: A Final Word
When the sample school teachers began preparing to assess the

Best Pieces and Portfolios, the benchmark pieces served as a
starting point for coming to agreement on a common standard. At
that stage, substantial debate arose over the assessments given to

two or three benchmark pieces. But as long as these pieces are
seen as a starting point for focusing on the criteria as long as
they are used to foster a discussion of the standards by which we
assess student writing minor disagreements over their "rating"
are healthy.

No matter the words we use, no matter the criteria by Itilich we
assess writing, no matter how skillfully our teachers review the
work in question, this is a human endeavor and one that involves
judgments. One of our goals, as this program evolves, is to reduce
the possibility that one teacher's response will differ substantially
from those of other teachers.

Vermont Writing Assessment
Analytic Assessment Guide

Voice/Tow
Usage, Nedsinies

Grammar

In Assessing,
Conakter...

Extenstvely

the degree to which the
writer's response

establishes and maintains a
clear purpose
demonstrates an awareness
of audience and task
tedilits clarity of ideas

the degree to which the
writer's response des

' coherence

the degree to which the
details are appropriate or the
writees purpose and support
dr. min point(:) of the
writer's response

' Establishes and maintains a
clear purpose

' Demonstrates a clear
understanding of audience
and task
Eid-ubots ideas that are
developed in depth

' Organized from beginning
to end
Logical progression of ideas
Clear focus
Fluent cohesive

Details are effective, vivid,
explicit. and, or pertinent

the degree to %fetich the
writer's response reflects
personal investrnen and
expression

Distinctive voice evident
Tone enhances personal
expression

the degree to wtich the
writer's req)onse
cured

usage (e.g., tense tormatke,
agreement, word choice)
inedianks
capitalization, punctuation
grimmer
sentences

as apiiropliate to the piece
and gradeFevel

Few, if any, errors are
evident relative to length
and complexity

Frequently

' Establishes a purpose
Demonstrate an awareness
of audience and talk

' Develops ideas. but they
may be limited in depth

Organized but may have
minor lapses in unity or
coherence

' Details are elaborated and
appropriate

Evidence of voice
' Tone appropriate for

writer's purpose

Some errors are present

Sometimes

' Attempts to establish a
purpose
Demonstrates some
awareness of audience and
task
Exhibits rudimentary
development of ideas

' Inconsistenaes in unity
and/or coherence
Foot transitions
Shift in point of view

Details lack elaboration °t-
are repetitious

' Evidence of beginning sense
of voice
Some evidence of
appropriate tone

Multiple error and/or
patterns of errors are
evident

Rarely

' Does not establish a clear
purpose

* Demonstrates minimal
awareness of audience and
task

' Lacks clarity of ideas

Serious errors in
organization
Thought patterns difficult if
not impossible. to follow

' Lacks introduction and/or
conclusion
Skeletal organization with
brevity

Details are random,
auippropriate. or barely
apparent

Little or no voice evident
' Tone absent or

inappropriate for writer's
purpose

NonScorable ( NS) is illegible ie.. includes so many undecipherable words that no sense
can be made of the response.

or
is incoherent ie . words are legible but syntax is so garbled that
response makes no sense.

or
is a blank paper

Errors are frequent and
severe
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Venixint's Mathematics Portfolio Assessment Program

II. Problem Solving and Communication:
The Criteria

The best pieces of student work provide the basis for assessing
the problem solving and mathematical communication skills of

Vermont students. This section provides a description of these two
elements and the seven criteria by which these are measured.

Problem Solving Skills
PSI. Understanding of the Task
PS2. Selection of Approaches/Procedums/Strategies
PS3. Use of Reflection, Justification, Analysis,

Verification in Problem Solving
PS4. Findings, Conclusions, Observations,

Connections, Generalizations
Mathematical Communication Skills

MCI. Language of Mathematics
MC2. Mathematical Representations
MC3. Clarity of Presentation

A. Problem Solving: Tice Essential Skill
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Agenda for

Action (1980) recommended that problem solving be the focus of
school mathematics. Revisiting that recommendation, the
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics place
becoming a mathematical problem solver at the top of the list of
goals for students:

The development of each student's ability to solve problems is
essential if he or she is to be a productive citizen...To develop
such abilities, students need to work on problems that may take
hot'rs, days, even weeks to solve Although some may be
relatively simple exercises to be accomplished independently.
others should involve small groups or an entire class working
cooperatively. Some problems also should be open-ended with
no right answer, and others need to be formulated

This goal is the foundation upon which Vermont has built its
assessment program. Mathematics programs should be reducing
emphases on the traditional one-or two-step problems that are
categorized into traditional types, and moving toward a broader
definition of problem solving. Problems should have a variety of
structures. They should include the types of problems that students
encounter every day. Application problems should play a major role
in the curriculum. Some problems should be open-ended. Problem
solving should include investigations and long-term projects.
Teaching problem-solving strategies must be an integral part of
instruction, and must be reflected in the process.

The NCTM Standards encourage a variety of problem solving
opportunities. The problem-solving assessment standard states:

'If problem solving is to be the focus of school mathematics, it
must also be the focus of assessment. Students' ability to solve
problems develops over time as a result of extended instruction,
opportunities to solve many kinds of problems, and encounters
with real world situations.

Assessments should determine students' ability to perform all
aspects of problem solving Evidence about their ability to ask
questions, use given information, and make conjectures is
essential to determine if they can formulate problems

Assessments also should yield evidence on students' use of
strategies and problem-solving techniques an on their ability to
verify and interpret results. Finally, because th lower of
mathematics is derived, in part, from 1,, -- ;tizability (e.g, a
two-space solution can be generalizee .J a three-space solution).
this aspect of problem solving should be assessed as well

Vermont's commitment to providing meaningful problem-solving
activities for its students was the basis for development of the
problem-solving criteria.

Vermont's Problem-Solving Criteria
Too often problem solving has been taught as a linear process

with four distinct steps: begin by restating the problem, identify a

strategy, solve the problem, check your answer. This mechanistic
approach survived for years as the way to teach students how to
approach word problems. Vermont's concept of problem solving
extends far beyond the simplistic approach to solving word
problems, and is meant to assist students in developing meaningful
approaches for the range of types of problems they will encounter
in their lives.

Vermont educators also recognize that problem solving is not
necessarily a linear process. Problems can have multiple solutions
or multiple ways of obtaining a solution. Recognizing that students
have different knowledge bases and varied learning styles suggests

Vermont's concept of problem solving
extends far beyond the simplistic approach

to solving word problems.

that it is inappropriate to adopt a singular approach to problem
solving and endorse that as the only approach valued by the state.
The development of a range of problem-solving strategies (e.g. trial
and error, listing, application of algorithms, visual representations)
and a repertoire of problem-solving skills (e.g., reflection, analysis,
verification) are the goals of mathematics education in Vermont.
The problem-solving criteria adopted by Vermont reflect these
goals.

Elements of problem solving are heavily integrated, and it is
difficult to separate out distinct aspects. Nevertheless, Vermont's
assessment must provide meaningful feedback to programs. To
meet that goal Vermont isolated the following four key criteria for
the problem solving abilities of students:

Problem Solving Criteria
Understanding of the task.
Now the student approached the task; the approach(es),
procedure(s) and/or strategies adopted to attacA the
task.
Why the student made the chokes along the way; the
reflection, justification, analysis, rationale, verification
that influenced decisions.
What findings, conclusions, observations, connections,
generalizations the student reached.
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Although these criteria may suggest a sequence of activities, that
is not necessarily the case. Portfolio entries have ranged from very
simple problemsolving tasks to very complex multiple-week
investigations. More complex problems offer opportunities to reach
conclusions at various points through the problemsolving process.
Similarly, a student may not begin with a full understanding of the
problem, but through application of a strategy or futile attempts at
verification, he/she may come to a fuller understanding of the task.
The criteria save as categories for classification of evidence
evidence that can be found throughout a student's solution to a
piece, not necessarily at a particular place within the response, not
as "parts" of a solution. A brief explanation of each of the criteria

follows.

Understanding of the Task
It may go without saying that a student needs to understand what

is being asked of him or her. In order to solve a problem you must
understand the task. Understanding can include appreciating
relevant information, being able to interpret the problem, and
asking key questions that push for clarification. This criterion is a
measure of the receptive communication skills of the student.

The rating scale for Understanding of the Task is:

1. Totally misunderstood
2. Partially understood
3. Understood
4. Generalized, applied, or extended.

At the lowest level, the student is not able to understand what is

being asked. A blank response or a response that is not responsive
to the task, or a clear misinterpretation of the task, are indicative of
total misunderstanding. At the next level, the student might
understand part of what is being asked or respond to one portion of
the problem, while missing other key sections or critical
information.

A level three response suggests that the student understood the
task. Comprehension might be exhibited through a detailed
description or analysis of the problem, or simply with a complete
and correct response that reflects an understanding of the problem.
The highest level of this scale suggests that the student stopped
and analyzed the problem statement at the outset, and looked for

special cases, missing information, or particular concerns,
assumptions, etc., that might influence the approach to the
problem.

It is important to note that understanding the task does not
require a restatement of the problem. In tact, restating the problem
in one's own words may not provide any evidence of understanding
of the task. The understanding can emerge throughout the student's
solution to ttie problem: Explanation of the task, the
reasonableness of the approach, and the correctness of the
response all provide evidence of a student's understanding of the

task.

Quality of Approaches/Procedures/Strategies
Most problems have multiple ways in which they can be solved.

Over time, students develop a repertoire of approaches, procedures,
or strategies to solve problems. Strategies can include simple
guessing, guessing and checking, systematic listing, using some
form of manipulative, using Venn diagrams, using grids to record
possible combinations, using formulas, and applying algorithms.
There should not be just one way to solve a problem. Math
teachers now recognize that it is more important to teach students

multiple approaches to problem solving, and to let them choose
methods that work for them.

Although many different ways should be valued, selection of a
strategy that can lead to an answer remains a goal. Studentswho
select "guess and check" as a strategy for a problem that will take
years to solve in that way should be able to evaluate the strategy
and recognize that it is not viable, and they should select another
approach.

The rating scale for Quality of Approaches is:

1. Inappropriate or unworkable approach or procedure
2. Appropriate approach/procedure some of the time
3. Workable approach
4. Efficient or sophisticated approach or procedure.

At the first level, the student has chosen an approach or
procedure that will not lead to a solution for the task. The second
level allows for the complexity of some tasks which will call on
students to complete multiple tasks within the exercise. In the
event that the approach or procedure is workable for some of the
task, but not all, then the response is a level 2.

If the approach or procedure is viable and can lead to a solution,
the piece is rated at a level 3. There are many mutes to a solution,
and each of these is treated as an equally acceptable strategy for

this criterion. The most common approaches, as well as other,

We believe we must work toward
increasing the attention studentS give to
the process, as opposed to "the, answer."

seemingly more cumbersome or inefficient responses, earn a rating
of 3. There will be times when students provide very sophisticated
strategies to solve a problem.

When rating a piece for the approach or procedure we tend to
look at the demonstration, the description of approach, and the
actual student products of drafts, scratch paper, and other artifacts
of the problemsolving process. Problem solving cannot be "right
answer" focused; the key to effective problem solving lies in the
strategies one uses to attack the problem and the skills one uses to
reflect on the process, to check one's work, and to verify one's
decisions. In order to communicate the importance of the process,
this criterion, which we sometimes refer to as the "how" of problem
solving, emphasizes the approach and the viability of the strategies
adopted by the student.

We recognize that students do not always record the procedures
they follow, and we believe we must work toward increasing the
attention students give to the process, as opposed to "the answer."
We need to ask students "what are you doing?" and have them
describe the process in precise terms. The importance of process in
problem solving suggests that process is the answer to many of
these tasks. It is also important to note that students do not always
label their strategies (nor should they, necessarily), and raters must
try to follow and label the student's approach based on the record
of work that students keep. It falls to professional judgment to infer
what the student adopted as an approach.

Why the Student Made the Choices Along the Way
Problem solving is more than understanding the task and

selecting a viable strategy. Good problem solvers are constantly
checking their assumptions, reflecting on decisions, analyzing the
effectiveness of strategies, checking for exceptions, and verifying
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results in other ways. These skills provide an overlay for the
problem-solving process. They may be the most difficult to teach,
and they are clearly the most difficult to record but they are
critical to good problem solving.

These decision-making skills occur throughout a piece. They can
affect selection of strategy, rejection of strategy, selection of focus,
reflection on whether or not progress is being made, verification of
steps, consideration of options, and other decision making.
Whenever a student makes a conscious decision based on analysis,
reflection, or verification, he/she is justifying the decisions or
choices made along the way in the process.

Finding the why that underlies decisions is very difficult. Students
rarely document and explicate their decision making. Statements in
portfolios like "I realized this process would not work" or "I knew
there was a quicker way," or "This has to be a solid approach
because," or "I thought I was right but realized I was wrong
because..." all provide evidence of the metacognitive skills
associated with problem solving.

The rating scale for why the students made the choices along the
way reflects the difficulty in capturing the evidence for this criterion.
Students are getting better at explaining how they solve a problem,
the approach they followed to solve the problem, and the steps
along the way. Getting them to think about why they proceeded
they way they did, and to communicate this process orally or in
writing. is a bigger challenge. The rating scale for this criterion is:

1. No evidence of reasoned decision making
2. Reasoned decision making possible
3. Reasoned decision making/adjustments inferred with certainty
4. Reasoned decision making/adjustments shown/explicated.

The scale is dependent on the rater's ability to combine
professional judgment with inference. The extremes of this scale are
evident. At the bottom is the student who attempts the problem
without ever making informed decisions. He/She simply does the
problem, attacking it in a seemingly ruclom fashion and never
reflecting on options or decisions, evaluating alternatives, verifying
decisions, or thinking about the selections made throughout the
process. Absence of any evidence of informed decision making
leads to a level I rating. At the other end of the scale, a student
clearly articulates the decisions made, either through explanation or
example.

111MIlimlIMM

The issue is not what did you find, it's so
what does that mean?

In between, it is often difficult to determine whether or not the
student has engaged in reasoned decision making. A student seems
to begin with one approach and then switches to another approach.
Did he/she make the change because he/she recognized the first
approach wouldn't work, or did he/she tire in one approach and
decide to try another? A student seems to reach an acceptable
response, but then begins to solve the problem another way. Is
he/she verifying the answer, or does he/she believe the first
approach was wrong?

In each of these examples it is possible that the student is
thinking about the process, reflecting on his/her problem solving,
and making adjustments when necessary. It is also possible that
he/she is not! The student's actual product often provides guidance
to a rater as to which of the two options is most likely correct. If the
product shows a pattern that teachers have seen through years of
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teaching for example, begin with random listing and then switch
to a more systematic guess and check it is likely that reasoned
decision making occurred. However, an sitempt to infer decision
making that could lead several teachers to different conclusions
suggests that although reasoned decision making may have
occurred, it is equally likely that it didn't. When you can infer
decision making with some level of certainty the response is a level
3; if it may have occurred but is equally likely that it didn't, then the
response is a level 2.

The third criterion Is clearly the most difficult to capture. It
may also be the most important component of problem
solving. We are not accustomed to stopping the creative process
of problem solving to examine what kinds of decisions we are
making, and why we make them. It is uncommon, too, for people to
document the process. However, it is important that students be
able to analyze their own decision-making skills and, particularly in
group problem-solving situations, to be able to share the decisions
and justifications with other group members, so other students can
not only follow the process but also critique, evaluate the
reasonableness of the decision, suggest alternatives, and make
other metacognitive analyses. The challenge associated with this
criterion is how to capture the process without interrupting the
problernsolving. It is important to note that students do not have
to document the decision-making process in every piece of work,
but they should be able to do so, and the documentation should be
reflected in their best pieces.

What Decisions, Findings, Conclusions,
Observations, Connections, and Generalizations
the Student Reached

A goal of problem solving is to reach a solution, but getting an
answer is less important than making connections or extending the
solution. Mathematics is no longer about finding the answer to an
exercise that is an artificial problem existing primarily for the
purpose of testing problem-solving skills. The issue is not what did
you find: it's so what does that mean?

Tasks should provide students with an opportunity to extend
beyond their solution. Students should be encouraged to make
observations about their conclusions, or to make connections to
other mathematical concepts, to real world applications, or to other
disciplines. This criterion requires students to ask so what at the
completion of each problem.

The rating scale for the criterion is:

1. Solution without extensions
2. Solution with observation
3. Solution with connections or application
4. Solution with synthesis, generalization, or abstraction.

A level 1 response requires a solution. Correctness of the solution
is not an issue. As students improve in their performance on the
first three criteria, the likelihood of incorrect responses will be
diminished. The bottom of this scale suggests that the student
the problem and stops. Any attempt to question what the solution
means, or to make an observation about the solution, leads to a
rating of 2.

II the student goes beyond a simple observation and makes
connections to other mathematics, to other disciplines, or to other
possible applications, then the rating is a 3. In some instances a task
will provide an opportunity for a student to synthesize information,
or to come to some generalization or level of abstraction based on
the observations made throughout the problem. In these instances
the work is a level 4.
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Applying the Four Problem Solving Criteria:
Some Examples

The four criteria that comprise the Problem Solving section of the
portfolio isolate distinct elements of the problem-solving process on
which student progress can be measured. The &Unctions among
the four we not perfect, as one expects with any defined constructs.
However, they provide a basis for examining student's problem-
solving skills and reporting on the progress of mathematical
programs. Good problem solving will require integration of the
knowledge bases and skills typified by these criteria. An
examination of examples of student work will help to further
explicate the criteria, and illustrate how they are related.

The examples that follow were taken from the 19904991 pilot.
An eighth grader included a chocolate-bar problem (see example

P1

P-1) as part of her portfolio.
Her approach to the problem and the solution provide clear

evidence that she understood the,problem. The strategy she
adopted was to work backwards from the six remaining pieces,
doubling the amount to find out how large the candy bar was
before the second person ate part of it. This strategy is a good
approach. Then she added four pieces to account for the one-fourth
eaten by the first person. This is not a viable approach. Her rating
for how she approached the task incficates an appropriate approach
or procedure some of the time. In terms of reasoned decision
making throughout the problem, she provides reasons for many of
her actions (e.g., the second person ate half of the 12 to get 6
pieces) and verifies her response..The reasoned decision making is,
for the most part, shown or explicated. She finds a solution to the
problem, and even though she made a mistake, the answer is
correct. However there are no observations or extension.
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m Report of Vermont's Writing Assessment Program

III. Components of the Portfolio;
the Uniform Writing Assessment;

Evaluating the Work

For the purpose of this assessment program, a writing portfolio
is a folder containing written pieces chosen, dated and

assembled by the student, in several categories. With guidance from
the classroom teacher, each fourth and eighth grade student put
together a portfolio that included:

I. A Table of Contents.
2. A "Best Piece." This is the piece that the student feels

represents his or her best work as a writer. It may come from any
class, and it may or may not address an academic subject. Each
Best Piece was assessed separately from the portfolio, but using the
same criteria. The Best Piece was made part of the assessment in
the expectation that it would help depict what students value in
their own writing, that the process of its choosing would encourage
students to reflect on their work, and that the evaluation of this
piece would be especially helpful to the student writer. The Best
Piece assessments also indicate the range of "best work" that is
being written at these levels.

3. A Letter. Written by the student to the reviewers, this explains
the choice of the Best Piece, and the process of its composition.

4. A poem, short story, play or personal narration.
5. A personal response to a cultural, media or sports exhibit or

event; or to a book, current issue, math problem or scientific
phenomenon.

6. Fourth Grade: A prose piece from any curriculum area that
is not English or Language Arts. Eighth grade: Three prose
pieces from any curriculum areas that are not English or Language
Ms.

The portfolio components were designed to ensure that the
writing came from across the school curriculum, and across types of
writing. This reflects an overall aim of the program: that the writing
stimulated by portfolio assessment will enhance learning in all
phases of the curriculum, in all grades of all our schools.

Writing to a Prompt'
The Uniform Writing Assessment offered each student a chance

to display his/her writing skills under a universally standard
condition.

IMONO11111111Oliali

The portfolio components were designed to
ensure that the writing came from across
the school curriculum, and across types of
writing. This reflects an overall aim of the

program...

In a classroom, students in both grades were given 90 minutes to
develop, draft and polish an essay that responded to the same

prompt, or writing challenge:
"Most people have strong feelings about something that

happened to them in the past. Think about a time when you felt
happy, scared, surprised, or proud.

"Tell about this time so that the reader will understand what
happened, who was involved, how the experience made you feel,
and why it was important to you."

Several, optional "Prewriting Suggestions" were offered as
questions, such as, "Where did this experience take place?" "How
did this experience make you feel?" Students were given as much
scrap paper as they needed, and were encouraged to map, outline
or organize their essay in any way they wished. Use of a dictionary
and thesaurus was encouraged.

The task, then, was to compose a rough draft, apply to it the
several "Editing Suggestions" that were also provided (samples:
"Have I chosen the best words to express my ideas?" "Are my
sentences clear and complete?"), and then write a final draft for
submission at the end of the 90 minutes.

When the assessments were farther than
one level apart, the two teachers negotiated

what the final assessment rating
should be.

Evaluating the Work
To assess the portfolios, teachers from grades four and eight in

the sample schools spent two days working together in May. After
being introduced to the writing benchmarks and trained in
assessment, the teachers were assigned to tables where stacks of
portfolios and But Pieces awaited their evaluation.

Each portfolio and Best Piece was assessed by two teachers.
When both teachers assigned the same performance level in a given
category, that became the assessment. When two adjacent levels
such as "Sometimes" and "Frequently" were assigned, an
assessment between those two levels was recorded (see Section
IV). When the assessments were farther than one level apart, the
two teachers discussed their ratings, often in the presence of the
table leader, before deciding what the final assessment rating
should be.

The prompted Uniform Writing pieces were evaluated by the
Department of Education's consultant in this project, Advanced
Systems in Measurement and Evaluation of Dover, New Hampshire.
With assistance from Vermont teachers who had assessed
portfolios and Best Pieces, the consultant's professional readers
applied the same standards that were used for the portfolio
assessment.
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Vermont Uniform Writing Assessment

Directions
You will have 90 minutes to work on a paper that tells about an experience you had in the past.

Read the writing task in the box below and then think about the prewriting suggestions.

Writing Task
Most people have strong feelings about something that happened to them in the past.

Think about a time when you felt happy, scared, surprised, orproud.

Tell about this time so that the reader will understand what happened, who was

involved, how the experience made you feel, and why it was important to you.

Prewriting Suggestions
I. Think about some of the times when you felt happy, scared, surprised, or proud.

2. Which one of these times do you have the strongest feeling about?

3. When did this experience take place?

9. Where did this experience take place?

5. Who were some of the people involved?

6. How did this experience make you feel?

7. Think about specific details that show why this experience was important. Remember to include

enough details so that the reader can share your feelings with you.

You may use this information as part of your rough draft to assist you in mapping, outlining, or

organizing in any other way. if you need extra paper for your rough draft, raise your hand and your

teacher will provide it for you. You may use a dictionary or thesaurus while you are working on your

rough draft and your final draft of this paper.
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Vermont's Mathematics Portfolio Assessment Program

The Emphasis of the Portfolio Assessment
NCTM's Mathematical Power Standard calls for assessing

students' mathematical knowledge in ways that will yield
information about their.

...ability to apply their knowledge to solve problems within
mathematics and in other disciplines; ability to use mathematical
language to communicate ideas: ability to reason and analyze.
knowledge and understanding of concepts and procedures,
disposition toward mathematics; understanding of the nature of
mathematics; and integration of these aspects of mathematical
knowledge.

Integrating the NCTM guidelines with their own experience
working with performance assessment in their classrooms, the
committee members recommended that the Vermont Assessment
focus on five critical elements of mathematics instruction:

Problem Solving
Communication
Instructional Opportunities
Mathematical Concepts
Disposition Towards Mathematics/Empowerment

Assessing the status of mathematics education in Vermont with
respect to these five elements, it is necessary to view programs
through three different "lenses." The assessment is composed of
three components:

Best Pieces of Student Work
Whole Portfolios
Uniform Assessment

Problem-solving ability and communication skills are best
assessed at the individual student level through the best pieces
found in student portfolios. A sampling of students' work from
throughout the state such as the pilot year program collected
will provide information on how Vermont students perform with
respect to the criteria associated with these elements.

On a different level, it is important to capture the range of
instructional opportunities provided as part of the mathematics
programs. Within this element we include integration of technolog,
interdisciplinary work, individual and group work, the use of
manipulatives, and real world applications into the instructional
program. Although the best pieces in portfolios provide an
indication of these elements, the selection of best pieces narrows
the focus and thereby limits the picture of the entire program,
potentially eliminating some examples. A sampling of entire
portfolios work selected as best pieces and other work from
throughout the year from a class provides the kind of snapshot
necessary to capture the types and range of opportunities provided
within the mathematical programs. A review of a sample of
portfolios from a given class will also provide a sense of content
representativeness within the program. Evidence of student
empowerment will also be captured through this component

Finally, the state is interested in capturing a picture of the levels
of knowledge and understanding of concepts and procedures
appropriate to key grade levels. This requires a fixed lens
Uniform Assessment for all students across the state

In summary, the Vermont Assessment Program will develop three
distinct profiles that contribute to the overall picture of
mathematics education in the state. Best Pieces within portfolios
will be used to assess the problem-solving abilities, communication
skills, and dispositions of students. Portfolios of student work will
provide a picture of the instructional context and the content
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representativeness of programs. A Uniform Test will be
administered to gauge the knowledge and understanding of

concepts and procedures. and to link to national comparative data
The report presents a detailed description of each of the first two
components, the criteria that comprise the assessment and the
results of the pilot year. The uniform test will be administered for

the first time next year.
The chart that follows provides a summary of the three

components, their elements, the associated criteria and the scales
that will be used for rating. Descriptions of the elements, criteria,
and levels of performance are provided in Sections Il and

Overview of Vermont Mathematics Assessment Program

Component Element Criteria Scale

Best Pieces of Student Work
selected by a student from
his/her portfolio

Problem Solving PSI. Understanding of the
Task

PS2. Selection of
Approaches/Procedures/Stra-
tegies

PS3. Use of Reflection,
Justification, Analysis,
Verification in Problem Solving

PS4. Findings, Conclusions,
Observations, Connections,
Generalizations

Four-point scale for each
criterion

Mathematical Communication MCI. Language of
Mathematics

MC2. Mathematical
Representations

MC3. Clarity of Presentation

Four-point scale for each
criterion

Whole Portfolios as
Illustrations of mathematics
programs

Instructional Opportunities Evidence of inclusion of Group
Work, interdisciplinary Work,
Manipulatives, Real World
Applications, and Technololgy

Included or not included in the
program

Content Areas Number Sense Whole
No./Fractions, Number
Relationships/Number Theory,
Operations/ Place Value,
Estimation,
Patterns/Functions/Relation
ships, Algebra,
Geometry/Spatial Sense,
Measurement,
Statistics/Probability

Relative emphasis of content
areas within the program

Empowerment Curiosity, flexibility, risk-taking,
perserverance, reflection,
motivation, valuing math,
confidence.

Annecdotal information

Uniform Assessment Concepts and Procedures To be determined To be determined

ei
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Assessment Requirements for
Course Work Folders in English

CGSE
United Kingdom

For more information on Course Work Folders in English, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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Assessment Requirements for Course Work Folders in English
(for the CGSE in the United Kingdom)

Assessment Requirements

1. Each candidate sits for one prompted writing, and submits a folder with
eight pieces of the candidates work.

2. The prompted writing involves listening to a taped talk and responding to
both its form and content (student listens twice and also receives transcript;
one and a half hours total).

3. The eight pieces of student writing should include:

a. Two pieces under controlled conditions showing the candidates ability to
understand what he or she has read. The tasks must test factual, inferential
and evaluative understanding of the passages read.

b. One piece of personal, descriptive or narrative writing, of at least 400 words,
and one piece of argumentative or informative writing.

c. Two pieces showing the candidate's response to reading during the course.
Evidence of the reading of one whole work of literature must be provided by
at least one piece of work. (Instructions stress that the texts chosen should
meet certain standards).

d. The remainder of the folder may contain further examples of the above but
may also be used to illustrate the candidate's other strengths, such as writing
poems, plays, etc.

4. The scoring is done regionally, using a 40-point scale.

1
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The Portfolio Process in the "Motion"
Program at The International High School

New York City Public Schools
Long Island City, New York

For more information on the "Motion" Program, contact:
Eric Nadeistern or David Hirschy

The International High School
LaGuardia Community College

3110 Thompson Avenue
Long Island City, NY 11101
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The "Motion" Program at The International High School
Long Island City, New York

The International High School (IHS). located on the campus of LaGuardia Community College
in Long Island City, New York. serves 450 students, all of whom are immigrants and classified
as limited-English proficient. IHS is committed to providing students with a rigorous intellectual
instructional program that simultaneously enables them to become proficient and fluent users of
the English language. To this end, IHS structures students' learning so that language skills are
taught in context and embedded in content areas. Classes are organized heterogeneously, and
students work collaboratively in groups to provide them with continuous opportunities to learn
from one another.

IHS organizes itself into self-contained, interdisciplinary, thematic clusters. one of v.hich is the
"Motion" Program. The "Motion" Program combines, literature, math/physics. and Project
Adventure, a course modeled on Outward Bound but designed for the indoors. I-or the duration
of one trimester, the 75 students enrolled in Motion spend all of their time each day with the
four Motion teachers who teach only them and are responsible for their total educational needs.



The Portfolio Process in the "Motion" Program
at The International High School

The Portfolio Process
Assessment in the Motion Program is based on a portfolio of work developed

by each student, with a strong self-evaluation component, feedback and evaluation
by peen, and finally teacher feedback. The final grade is arrived at in conference
with the student, two peers, and instructors. The process of how the portfolio is
developed, read, and evaluated is critical to its success.

The portfolio includes a personal statement, a mastery statement, a selection
of what the student feels is his/her best work, and a self-evaluation. Two other
students then read the portfolio and write approximately one page of reactions to
the student in which they evaluate his/her classwork, the portfolio, and
recommend a final mark. Two instructors read the portfolio, write reactions, and
recommend marks. Students in the program developed the guidelines for assigning
marks.

The final conference lasts from five to eight minutes and concludes in
assigning marks. It is a time for the student to reflect on his/her progress, for
students to acknowledge areas of strength, and recommend directions for change.
Teachers have input and serve as a final check on the process. These conferences
are often powerful catalysts for change. The order of evaluating and commenting
during the conference is self, peer, teacher, and then self.

The collaborative nature of the class activities provides multiple contacts
with language, ideas, skills, and the content in the classroom. The portfolio expands
these contacts by students having students select their best work, writing the
personal statement, the mastery statement, reading, and reacting to their peers'
work.

In a collaborative group, self-assessment happens naturally and very early.
Students read the materials individually and with others while they do activities.
As they check with each other and share ideas, self-assessment has already started.

Given the extremely heterogeneous nature of students and groups in the
classroom, students are encouraged to develop their personal goals and standards.
They are encouraged to write and to communicate in their individual ways about
the activity in progress. As students work with each other and with teachers,
variety is expected and revision is a normal part of the process. When activities are
completed, students communicate their mastery to an instructor or to other
students in order to receive credit. At this point they may have to revise or expand
their work.

)1..n the personal statement, students are encouraged to think about their
pi-op-cu. as an individual within a group context. Competition and comparison

)
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with others are minimized as students develop internal standards as well as class
standards.

Through the mastery statement, students develop higher cognitive skills
such as recontextualizing, synthesizing, and abstracting. Although students may
work on the portfolio together, their statements are valued as individual work. In
this classroom environment, copying or using another's words is a strong taboo.
Individuality,.variety, and clarity of expression are valued.

The cumulative effect of the process is that students recognize the need for
assessment to check and validate their progress. In this relatively public
environment, students and teachers support each other in their individual growth.
This is in contrast to the trauma and isolation often associated with traditional
testing procedures

One student put it this way: "When I take a test, I study, I remember until the
test, and then I forget it. When I do the portfolio, it is really mine, and I have it for a
long time." Dania K

As educators, we have been led to trust testing because of its simplicity and It
apparent fairness. While it may be simple, it is often not fair. Further it can be
counterproductive in our efforts to produce self - motivated, confident learners able
to use the resources around them in a pluralistic environment.

Traditional Testing

The following are some of the reasons we have abandoned testing as a means
of assessment in The Motion Program.

Testing does not usually measure creativity or multiple approaches in
problem solving.

Testing often ignores process.

Testing usually emphasizes breadth of coverage rather than in-depth
cognitive achievement.

Testing often measures the language environment of the student rather than
his/her learning. It may be dependent on how well the parents speak, the
level of scholarship in the present or previous school, the number of years in
an English-speaking environment, etc.

Standardized testing is a flawed measurement tool or predictor of success for
the non-traditional student.

Testing is a segregating device. It is often used to track students.
The International High school /Middle College

The Motion Program
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Testing creates an artificial environment. It does not model the real world in
which people's successes often depend on their ability to use the people and
resources around them.

Testing is time bound. It does not allow students to pace themselves
naturally in their work. This may be critical for the non-traditional and
limited -English proficient students.

Testing in the classroom usually does not measure individual growth, nor
does it measure growth of the whole person.

The Portfolio Process

In contrast, the portfolio process serves to encourage:

longer retention;

higher level cognitive skills;

development of internal standards and self-reliance;

ability to use a wide range of resources;

creativity and variety in problem-solving approaches;

social skills; and,

a language-rich environment.

The portfolio process enables students to develop the linguistic, cognitive,
and cultural skills necessary for success in high school, college, and beyond.

Results
The students tell us how they are doing. They come to class. They often work

for extended periods, up to two and one-half hours, without a break. They pass their
classes. In the past year and one-half, over 150 students have enrolled in The
Motion Program, and each one has passed all of the four classes.

The portfolio process is not the only critical element in the program's success,
but it plays a major role. Here are some student comments on the portfolio.

' ) )
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'The portfolio is a very helpful task which helps students to learn
more things, and at the same time shows the things that students have
already learned. It also helps to evaluate the work students have done during
a long period of time in a fair way. The portfolio is fair because it reflects
everything the student achieves and lets them express their own ideas and
thoughts. It gives students a freedom of thinking and learning."

Katherine 0.

'The portfolio is good because in discussing with others, writing,
revising, it helps you accumulate the past lessons and activities in your mind.
Even now after finishing Motion almost a year ago I still remember the
things I learned. It is better than tests. When I take tests, it doesn't stay in
your mind.

"Asking students to evaluate their work first is a little hard. When I
first started, I wasn't sure of myself and the work that I did. I needed a teacher
to check it and tell me if it was right. At the end of the class, I had confidence
that my work was good after discussing it with other students. I didn't need a
teacher to say it was all right.

"I feel proud when other students read and evaluate my work."
Walker N.

"The conferences are a very important part of evaluation..., Usually
most students are fair about their grades, and often get the grades which they
give themselves. The conferences are j little scary, but it is good. They help
you understand your work better and how to improve it."
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Documentation of Learning Over Time

Primary Language Record
The Primary Language Record (PLR) is a framework for assessing children's
literacy development and includes information on the child as a learner from
teachers, parents, and the child himself. This section includes a description of
the PLR as well as three scales that describe stages of children's reading
development from dependence to independence and from inexperience to
experience.

California Learning Record
The California Learning Record (CLR) is a framework for assessing student
growth in all curriculum areas. Developed on the model of the PLR, the
California Learning Record utilizes teacher observation and documentation of
student learning over time. Only sections of the CLR pertaining to literacy
development have been included in this compendium.

Australia Literacy Profiles
The Australia Literacy Profiles present another way ofcharting stages of
students' reading development. Children's development is categorized in
various "reading bands" based on teacher observation and documentation.
This section contains descriptions of these reading bands.

A Philosophy and Strategy of Instruction to Teach Reading in the
First and Second Grades

The Albuquerque public schools developed a reading assessment menu that
includes student work samples, formal assessments, and informal ass
This section includes brief descriptions of assessment instruments that have
been developed within the district for several grade levels: strategies for
promoting literacy development in primary grades, as well ,as a listing of
teaching and assessment methods for literacy development.

Documentation of Children's Work at the Bronx New School
This section describes the schoolwide assessment practices of the Bronx New
School that utilize a variety of evidence (including teacher observation,
collaborative teacher reflection, and student work in all curriculum areas) to
chart student growth. Also included is a teacher's progress report for a child.

Continuum of Written Language Development and the Emergent
Reading Checklist

These checklists, developed and used in New Zealand schools, serve to focus
teacher observations on behaviors and/or strategies a child uses as he/she

learns to read.
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The Descriptive Review of a Child
The Descriptive Review process, developed by Patricia Carini of the Prospect
Center, is a formal collaborative reflection by teachers that describes a single
child's experiences within the school setting. The Descriptive Review is not an

evaluative process but is based on concrete descriptions of the child and his

work, including physical presence, disposition, relationships with others,
activities and interests, and formal learning. This section contains one
teacher's recounting of an actual descriptive review of a child.
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Reprint Information

Primary Language Record
A Description of the Primary Language Record is reprinted with permission from the
National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching, Teachers College,
Columbia University, Box 110, New York, NY 10027.
Development in Reading and the Reading Scales is reprinted with permission from the Centre
for Language in Primary Education, Webber Row Teachers' Centre, Webber Row, London,
England.
Talking and Listening: Diary of Observations is reprinted with permission from the Centre
for Language in Primary Education, Webber Row Teachers' Centre, Webber Row, London,
England.

California Learning Record
Reprinted with permission from Mary A. Barr, University of California-San Diego, 9500
Gilman Drive, Lajolla, CA 92093-0094.

Australia Literacy Profiles
Reprinted with permission from Grant Wiggins, CLASS, 39 Main Street, Genesco, NY 14454.

A Philosophy and Strategy of Instruction to Teach Reading in the
First and Second Grades
Reprinted with permission from the Albuquerque Public Schools, 930-A Oak Street, S.E.,
Albuquerque, NM 87106.

Documentation of Children's Work at the Bronx New School
Observation of Reading Behavior is reprinted with permission from Shortland Publications,
LTD., 360 Dominsion Road, Mt. Eden, Auckland, New Zealand.
Settings for Assessment of Children's Reading in Primary Classrooms is reprinted with
permission from Edward Chittenden, Educational Testing Service, Rosedale Road, Princeton,
NJ 08541.
Sample Progress Report is reprinted with permission from Sue MacMurdy, 94 Grand Street
#6A, Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520.

Continuum of Written Language Development and the Emergent Reading
Checklist
Reprinted with permission from Shortland Publications, LTD., 360 Dominsion Road, Mt.
Eden, Auckland, New Zealand.

The Descriptive Review of a Child
Reprinted with permission from the National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools,
and Teaching, Teachers College, Columbia University, Box 110, New York, NY 10027.
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Primary Language Record

Excerpted from Falk, B. and Darling-Hammond, L. (1993). The Primary
Language Record at P.S. 261: How Assessment Transforms Teaching and
Learning. New York: National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools,
and Teaching, Teachers College, Columbia University.

For more information about the Primary Language Record, contact:
Centre for Language in Primary Education

Webber Row Teachers' Centre
Webber Row

London SE1 8GW
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A Description of The Primary Language Record

The Primary Language Record (Bans et al, 1988) was conceived in 1985 by
educators in England who were searching for a 'better means of recording children's literacy
progress during the elementary school grades. Teachers, school heads, staff developers, and
central office representatives developed it together as a way of reflecting and supporting good
teaching practices. It is designed to meet the following criteria for good assessment:

Assessment practices should support and inform day-to-day teaching in the
classroom.

Assessment practices should provide a continuum of knowledge about children

as they pass from teacher to teacher.

Assessment practices should be able to inform administrators and those
responsible in the community at large for children's work.

Assessment practices should provide families with concrete information about
children's progress.

The Primary Language Record is a vehicle for systematically observing students in
various aspects of their literacy development -- reading, writing, speaking, and listening --
using particular classroom events and samples of work as the basis for recording their
progress and interests; recommending strategies for addressing needs and building on
talents; and discussing ideas and perceptions with the students, their parents, and faculty. By
virtue of what teachers are asked to observe, the PLR offers a coherent view of language and
literacy development and progress. It is grounded in the philosophy that literacy acquisition
proceeds in a manner similar to language acquisition through immersion in meaningful and

purposeful activities. It recognizes that language and literacy learning take place not in

isolation but rather in diverse contexts that span the curriculum. It encourages teachers to
identify children's strengths and note growth points, to regard errors as information, and to
analyze patterns of error in a constructive way.

In these ways, the PLR reflects an overall shift in thinking about the learning process

a shift recognizing that good teaching is based on intimate knowledge of the child as well
as knowledge of the curriculum and teaching strategies. It also represents a shift in thinking
about the purposes and uses of assessment a shift acknowledging the importance of
documenting growth over time in rich, informative ways; a shift creating congruence among
values, goals, instruction, and assessment practices.
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Essential Principles

The Primary Language Record is designed around the following essential principles:

Parent involvement. The PLR encourages meaningful parent involvement in schools

in two important ways. First, it provides for an ongoing exchange of information between

teachers and parents about children's language and literacy growth. It offers a fuller and
rounder picture of children's progress than is given by any standardized test score. Second,

it values the knowledge of parents as their children's first teachers by eliciting and utilizing
the information they have about their children in the learning process. In these important

ways, ongoing parent/school relationships develop throughout the year.

Respect for family. The PLR values each parent's knowledge about his or her
children and respects each family's cultural and linguistic background. It takes special note
of home language and offers positive support for gathering infoimation about language and
literacy development in languages other than. English. By asking parents to reflect and report

on their children's literacy behaviors, it enables them to recognize growth, and it further
encourages activities, that are related to literacy development in the home.

Respect for children. The PLR values children in two important ways. First, it
recognizes that children come to school with prior knowledge and experience as language

users. It looks at them individually, noting growth over time rather than comparing them

with other children. It provides authentic information about children's abilities a picture

that focuses on and values each child's strengths, what each child can do, rather than a
picture obtained through the lens of a deficit model. Second, it values children's knowledge
about themselves. It provides them with the opportunity to be actively involved in evaluating

their progress and planning their own work.

Respect for teacher knowledge and professionalism. The PLR builds on teachers'
understandings and enhances their professionalism in several ways. First, it draws out and
enriches teachers' knowledge and uses it as the basis for educational decisions. In doing so,

it acknowledges teachers those closest to the learning situation as the best assessors of
children's growth and the most knowledgeable decision makers regarding instruction.
Second, the flexibility of the PLR framework alloy's for and respects differences among
teachers in much the same way that it does for children. Each teacher is able to decide how
to manage the frequency, format, and style of observations. Third, it supports both
individual and collaborative teacher reflection and learning about children and about
teaching practice. The PLR is designed to allow all teachers who teach the child to be
involved in compiling a full picture of the child's progress and to ensure that their special
insights are incorporated into the child's picture and plan.
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Format of the PLR

The structure of the Primary Language Record provides a framework in which
teachers can observe, document, and reflect on the learning of their students in order to

guide their instruction. It is a way of organizing and synthesizing information in order to
look at an individual student's growth over time. While it offers a format for recording
continuous observations about particular aspects of development and learning, it does not
mandate a particular time, schedule, or manner of observing or reporting. Each teacher is
free to decide how, when, and where to record information. While the PLR does not
demand uniform reporting procedures, it provides a uniform conception of the
teaching/learning process through its structure.

The Primary Language Record is organized to include the following:

Parent interview. A discussion is held between the teacher and the child's parents or
other adult family member(s) and recorded at the beginning of the school year.

Continuous observations about the child as a language user from all teachers who
work with that child. In this section, the child's strategies, approaches, and behaviors in the

areas of talking, listening, reading, and writing are all noted.

End-of-year comments from the child and his or her parents. Spring conferences

are held with the child individually, as well as with the child's family, to elicit comments on
their feelings and judgments about the child's work and progress over the year.

Information for the child's teacher for the following year. This section is a final
assessment of a child's progress in all aspects of language and literacy learning. It is meant

to provide the next year's teacher with up-to-date information about the child's development.

Reading scales. Reading scales are an additional feature of the Primary Language

Record. They provide yet another means of noting growth and development and are directly
informed by the evidence teachers gather through observation and documentation of
children's growth during the school year. The scales, which are longitudinal measures that

can be used to describe a reader's progress over a period of years, outline the processes
involved in becoming a competent and experienced reader. They help teachers think about
children's progress across a wide age range by offering some helpful ways of describing
what a child is able to do, with increasing ease, on the road to developing as a reader. They
can also be used to identify children whose reading development is causing some concern.

One reading scale for younger children charts children's progress as readers on a
continuum from dependence to independence. Another reading scale, for older children,
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plots the developing experience of readers and looks at the ways in which they broaden and
deepen their experience of reading many kinds of texts. Copies of both scales are provided
on the pages following the end of this chapter.

In addition to their usefulness in identifying individual children's progress in a
shorthand format, these scales can also be used annually to monitor the reading levels of
groups of children. Scale scores can be aggregated to indicate the number and proportion of
students reading at different levels. Using the scales in this way can enable schools to obtain
an overall picture of the reading performance of their students and to consider instructional
strategies accordingly.

Research in schools serving more than 4,000 London students has found that the
scales are reported useful to teachers and schools in several ways: They help teachers to be
better observers of children; they provide a conceptual framework for understanding
development; and they enable teachers to identify students' difficulties and strengths. This
supports teaching practice by giving teachers information as to the range and variety of
materials, books, and experiences they should plan to use.

The scales also provide continuity in understanding and reporting a child's
development. They provide a shared view and language for recording student progress
among teachers and across grades. They help teachers talk with and report to parents by
providing a meaningful vocabulary and framework based on concrete aspects of development
(Centre for Language in Primary Education [CLPE], 1990).
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Development in Reading and the Reading Scales

Becoming a reader: reading scale

DEPENDENCE

Beginner reader
1

Does not have enough successful strategies for tackling
print independently. Relies on having another person
read the text aloud. May still be unaware that text carries
meaning.

Non-fluent reader
2

Tackling known and predictable texts with growing
confidence but still needing support with new and
unfamiliar ones. Growing ability to predict meanings
and developing strategies to check predictions against
other cues such as the illustrations and the rint itself.

Moderately fluent
reader
3

Well-launched on reading but still needing to return to a
familiar range of texts. At the same time beginning to
explore new kinds of texts independently. Beginning to
read silently.

Fluent reader
4

A capable reader who now approaches familiar texts
with confidence but still needs support with unfamiliar
materials. Beginning to draw inferences from books and
stories read independently. Chooses to read silently.
An avid and independent reader, who is making choices
from a wide range of material. Able to appreciate
nuances and subtleties in texts.

Exceptionally fluent
reader

5
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Development in Reading and the Reading Scales

Experience as a reader across the curriculum: reading scale 2

INEXPERIENCED

Inexperienced reader

I

Experience as a reader has been limited. Generally chooses to read very
easy and familiar texts where illustrations play an important part. Has
difficulty with any unfamiliar material and yet may be able to read own
dictated texts confidently. Needs a great deal of support with the reading
demands of the classroom. Over-dependent on one strategy when reading
aloud; often reads word by word. Rarely chooses to read for pleasure.

Less experienced reader

2
Developing fluency as a reader and reading certain kinds of material with
confidence. Usually chooses short books with simple narrative shapes
and with illustrations and may read these silently; often re-reads favourite
books. Reading for pleasure often includes comics and magazines.
Needs help with the reading demands of the classroom and especially with
using reference and information books.

Moderately experienced
reader
3

A co fident reader who feels at home with books. Generally reads
silently and is developing stamina as a reader. Is able to read for longer
periods and cope with more demanding texts, including children's novels.
Willing to reflect on reading and often uses reading in own learning.
Selects books independently and can use information books and materials
for straightforward reference purposes, but still needs help with unfamiliar

.material, araticulara non narrative prose.
A self-motivated, confident and experienced reader who may be pursuing
particular interests through reading. Capable of tackling some demanding
texts and can cope well with the reading of the curriculum.

Reads thoughtfully and appreciates shades of meaning.

Capable of locating and drawing on a variety of sources in order to
research a teic inde. ndentl .

Experienced reader

4

Exceptionally experienced
reader

5

An enthusiastic and reflective reader who has strong established tastes in
fiction and/or non-fiction. Enjoys pursuing own reading interests
independently. Can handle a wide range and variety of texts, including
some adult material.

Recognizes that different kinds of texts require different styles of reading.

AN,: to evaluate evidence drawn from a variety of information sources. Is
developing critical awareness as a reader.
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Talking and Listening: Diary of Observations

SOCIAL CONTEXTS
LEARNING
CONTEXTS

pair
.,

small
group

child with
adult

small/
large group
with adult

collaborative reading
and writin activities
play, dramatic play,
drama and storying
environmental studies
and historical research
maths and science
investigations
design, construction,
craft and arts ro'ects
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California Learning Record

California Department of Education

For more information about the California Learning Record, contact:
Mary A. Barr

University of California-San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive

La Jolla, CA 92093-0094
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THE CALIFORNIA
LEARNING RECORD:
A PORTFOLIO
ASSESSMENT MODEL

The California Learning Record (CLR) yields a portfolio of information about a student's annual
academic progress in K-12 classrooms. Progress is based on student performance of authentic
language and literacy tasks and on consultations with parents and the students themselves. Pilot-
tested by California teachers since 1987, the CLR is an adaptation of the Primary Language Record,
developed at the Centre for Language in Primary Education in London, England. A major California
contribution is the extension of the record of achievement to middle and secondary schools, using

the base of literacy development to
support students' academic B2 Reading
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The CLR is one model being
tested by teachers across the state
in response to SB 662, which calls
for a total redesign of statewide
student assessment. Project staff
are presently conducting the re-
search necessary to determine how
CLR results compare across class-
rooms and districts.

How the CLR Works

Central to the CLR is teacher
observation of students at work on
course tasks and teacher judgment
of the quality of sat iples of the
work they produce. Teachers
collect information ompariejlts and students themselves early in the school year about student

literacy experience, interests, past successes and future goals. Using this knowledge as a base, they
observe students in a range of settings, from one-on-one conferences to large group and peer group

activities.

Observations notes and work samples are collected throughout the year in three sections of the total

record. In Part A of the CLR, completed during the first quarter of the school year, teachers record

details of two activitiesa discussion between teacher and parent about the student's learning
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history and a discussion between the teacher and the student about his/her prior literacy experi-
ence. For parents of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students, the discussion is often con-
ducted in the parents' native languages. In Part B, completed over the second and third quar-
ters, teachers collect observation notes and record a summary of what these notes reveal about
what the student has shown he/she knows and knows how to do in regard to course or class
objectives. Teachers also record the kinds of experiences which have helped the student learn
best. In the secondary version, students take on much of the data collection and record keeping,
so they learn to apply sets of criteria to their own work samples and to monitor their own
progress in terms of what they are learning to do. Part C provides for updating and reviewing
the year's accomplishments.

The CLR seeks to assess student performance according to acknowledged standards without
standardizing performance, allowing
students to show what they can do in B2 Reading
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recording important information about student learning in and outside of school. Especially
helpful to LEP students is the recognition the CLR gives to their developing bilingual capabili-
ties. Teachers often find these students surprised that such talent can help them succeed in
school. Parents have been especially enthusiastic about the opportunity to contribute their
knowledge about their children's learning at home.

The CLR and Restructuring Schools

While the CLR may seem "merely" a way to assess student performance, the characteristics
listed below describe how it supports schoolwide restructuring:

As a portfolio assessment method for all K-12 students, the CLR is especially impor-
tant because it acknowledges and builds on the prior experience of each learner, includ-
ing the learner with special needs.

Based on current theory, research and good practice about developing literate students
of each subject area, it encourages extensive experience with a range and variety of text.
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It goes beyond the notion of reading as decoding controlled vocabulary text to help learners
focus on the construction of meanings in complex texts by using a range of cueing strategies.

It recognizes writing as the other half of literacy, a strong support in learning to read and

essential to academic and personal success.

It is accompanied by a strong professional development component which features phasing
in the use of narrative reporting, parent/student observations of literacy progress and sam-

pling of student work over three years with a network of colleagues.

Teachers using the CLR learn to use performance scales, which are congruent with desired

outcomes described in the st ate curriculum frameworks and the California Learning Assess-
ment System, to observe and document student achievement as it is illustrated in samples of

work.

It involves parents, students themselves and all teachers (support staff as well as classroom

teachers) in assessing many aspects of learning.

It documents the literacy development of both monolingual and bilingual students across a
linguistic range, recording their abilities to use learning strategies and skills as well as their

content knowledge and life experience.

It combines what could be an official annual record with an informal classroom recording

system.

It provides a common language for faculty to use among themselves as well as with parents

and students about learning expectations and achievements.

For Further Information

1. Regional directors of the California Literature Project (CLP) are ready to provide leadership for a
30 hour seminar series on assessment in English language arts, K-12. For the regional office nearest

you, contact Gretchen Laue, CLP Executive Director, University of California, San Diego (UCSD);

telephone (619) 534-1600.

2. The California Learning Record office at UCSD can provide information about CLR activities;

telephone (619) 534-4430, fax (619) 534-3570.
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California Learning Record
Adapted with permission from the Primary Language Record (PLR), developed and copyrighted by the Centre fix Language in

Primary Education. Web*ser Row Teachers' Centre, Webber Row, London SE1 8QW. in 1988 and distributed in the U.S. by

Heinemann Educational Books, Inc. ISBN 0-4354185164S

School Teacher School Year /9 .7/-47z
Name J Grade Level Birth Date

(Zi Boy Girl

Languages understood -- Languages readaj a /ef,
Lan ua es s oken eft. - 4 Lan: axes written g fi

etas s o any aspects o earan saon or coor nation
affecting the child's languageiliteracy. Give the source
and data of this information.

tunas o ata' invo v eve opment

PART A To be completed during the first quarter

Al Record of discussion between child's parent(s) and

ji
class

/teacher
(PLR Handbook, pages 12-13)

1.,,-o-6Le<i=1- _.&,..t..e ....-0<.-

..e.frrt, ,e Itt, -40t-e2/ 142.-- ,e,a--.,--e /staxe-i--

aA, et_ .--p-frt_AZ /keit, ..42.1e,

ti7,7; ''./i4gillivz-47,4'a/ritzt4";1. -- 1-Ast-,----e<il

-z%,.-. ''')-- xi,v---- et4-el ,e(0.-ae_i_Aote,c2"ezh .

'7;Le, ,-all-c) ...a
Signed Parent ) Teacher_e_________

Date ///7/ /

A2 Record of language/literacy conference with child (PLR Handbook, pages 14-15)

..61..674,4%z_J ,d/L-412V-4-

1( CeiW" e7/7-Ge( //CS" /Ves.1

d-c144--

.ezeti,;14.<1_,

d4t.41.- ..it-e'J-f4-14-1(cr2e4

74e

--4447; it-ed(1-6 ez4-z/144, X-fr;t/
6LA-rie

64-7L ate ,FV24/6 I 0711-4! 7fri " 4Z472e //

re_AfreAtit;.&4.,_eL , 7,ite Sata. "014.12,1n
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PART B To be completed during the second and/or third quarter and to include information from

all teachers currently teaching the child.

Child as .a language user (one or more languages) (PLR Handbook, pages 17-18)

Teachers may want to refer to the Bilingual Education Handbook, published by and available from the California

Deparunent of Education, ISBN 0-8011-0890-X, in completing each section of the record.

B1 Talking and listening (PLR Handbook, pages 19-22)

Please comment on the child's development and use of spoken language In different social and curriculum

contexts. in English and/or other languages: evidence of talk for learning and thinking; range and variety of talk for

particular purposes; experience and confidence in talking and listening with different people in different settings.

,pt/440 4.4!ACZ;;" adt." ,Gee1tA041-/ -4<6

41% / "Ld

°11titi -frZ/i;Z

V0' //e44,teille1W-- e?')'e
.e/L4

a,4ce
2, Alai,-

.<44-1511641::ad-ie--;<- - -
What experiences and teaching ave helpedAvould help development in this area? Record outcomes of any discussion

with other staff or parent(s).

/ ateze,nez

4tVd; 1/Le-//1,?4jte,;/, -41&c60t/4*-342,e44.-Z

d_i_xttc,

/4/(on.-0/4L- z,skioe
a"Ce.t.

-"Zfeer"-Ce- Life
%.-0(44t
(of-42 -4(..tz`f,, 4c..e. 7 "

1/

j/kece4&et-skt,'
B2 Reading (PLR Handbook, pages 23-28)

Please comment on the child's progress and development as a reader in English and/or other languages: the stage at

which the child is operating (refer to the reading scales on pages 26.27 of the PLR Handbook); the range, quantify and

variety of reading in all areas of the curriculum; the child's pleasure and Involvement in story and reading, alone or with

6others;

the range of strategies used when reading and the child's ability to reflect critically on what is read. aiet,fr (vs(

7741 44/
a.

-ti/sca_ ez4,/
Gtv.,cre4Ide-fe,c

1.47444/cAricaZ -411;47t1.4/1.4.:
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/d-e/L-14te, //zeit-1,

ze,(fe4c4ia,
&ti

-ur;eL

"c6(...6

-42ot;t-zis7

(.4, Wlateigperienc teaching have helped/woul'--
a.....

with other staff or parent(s).

:.1-/X-414i1-" 41"
.4C-11- '171-4/ee, -4-1-4(AZ .7 "Aad, Y./Litt

4109A111990

/5-2z0v$1._

rah

lament in this area gu.'i'ComIsiirat:frcdVtissir-din '

,e11.16--Pt.- ,t42sq-a4t. //401$4,z,

.1/ ife*Vtitt/Yuci-e
e,vce--4-z4z. i

-19
B3 r ing

.041;" a a book,pages
Please comment on the child's progress and development as a writer in English and/or other languages: the degree of

confidence and independence as a writer; the range, quantity and variety of writing in all areas of curriculum; the child's

pleasure and involvement in writing both narrative and non-narrative, alone and in coltobaration with others; the influence

of reading on the child's writing; growing understanding of written language, its conventions and spelling.

,e4t.-000r7ziAi ,14v

5471---66teilny " 694-- a ,e6-zeu,-- 0-44 e.6 r:5 earl 6

4r-1
alL At- 7it41--47161.4_,Zita04 ohz,
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&he /u:44.44_,

'A c /Is a 7- ? m t

ze,
ertzt/C ez4e7e-

..1.14, )44 dlcz.d.

hat experiences and teaching have helped/would help development in this area? Record acomes of any discussion

with other staff or parent(s).

4A
itc,4G)

A-o-7.4 4(4'zt
4L.0e-ci 4t4u Leige-e4z/

44-46 2
AzL.

ez4tie- airc- 6-.4Oee
en-01- , zx4atz.,

Signed: Class Teacher

Other Staff Contributor(s)

Date:

Date:
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Part C To be completed during the fourth quarter (PLR Handbook, page 35)

Cl Comments on the record by child's parent(s) Lzezt, ..z.A...f./reie'
2746 .0.44.4146.../,e.e....4-eza-e-

.c.etAk, 0112-tg-e xMe.,

14u.:11 vt-t .4-44-1/
'Mt) a4kfl.Z'

C2 Recor Or lartuageniteracy conferenc= with child

12 I -4?-4-' -1`7` tai -.144`04-42 A lee .A.1-AAI
,e4; Zite- ezitiveke-44. 7/e ..r,40

z e_ ekett-,

.452°''" >1441.
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4eXtze.:44 -4... -LW. cri ..-X.evil- 64. ..//ric-:%- °^ e:e.

hge ,t.

-I 1 'xi -,zi4-1 DA
ease comment (4/

C3 I worm,: tion for receiving teacher dGot_ j- /Zest
This section is to ensure that information for the r Iving teacher is as up to dateas possible.
changes and development in any aspect of the child's learning since Part B was completed.

2:7Ce...45)
/79f-4(0&-
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Lg.,e
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staff, or parent(s).
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Signed: Parent(s)

Class Teacher

Other Staff Contributor(s)

ht
Date: 6/16/422-

Date:
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3 Reading Samples (reading in English and/or other languages)
to include reading aloud and reading silently (PLR Handbook, pages 45-49)

ites

Title or book/text (literary
or information)

Known/unknown text

Sampling procedure used:
informal assessment/running
record/miscue analysis

Overall impression of the
child's reading:
confidence and degree of
independence
involvement in the book/
text
the way in which the child
reads the text aloud

Strategies the child used
when reading aloud:
drawing on previous
experience to make sense
of the book//text
playing at reading
using book language
reading the pictures
focusing on print
(directionality,
1:1 correspondence,
magnition.d. certain word5J
using semantics/syntactic/
grapho-phonic cues
predicting
sett - correcting
using several strategies or
over-dependent on one

Child's response to the
book/text:
personal response
critical response
(understanding,
enaluating, appreciating
wicfP meanings)

What this sample shows
about the child's
development as a reader.

Exper fences/support
needed to further
development.

'Early indicators that the child is moving into reading

Pubfishad as a componont of Portfolio Assessment and Chapter 1 The California Learning Record, a project funded by the Compensa-
tory Eoucztion Office, California Department of Education. Dr Mary A Barr (619 534-4430) and Dr Jacqueline Cheong, (415-565-3078)

co- directors
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4 Writing Samples (Writing in English and/or other :anguages)

Writing to include children's earliest attempts at writing

Dates

Context* and backgrouna
information about the
writing.

how the writing arose

how the child went about the writing

whether the child was writing aloha
or with others

whether the writing was discussed
with anyone while the child was
working on it.

kind of writing (e.g. list, letter, story,
poem, personal writing, information
writing)

complete piece of work/extract

Child's own response to
the wrlltng.

Teacher's response:

to the content of the writing

to the child's ability to
handle this particular kind
of writing

overall impressions

Development of spelling
and conventions of writing.

What this writing shows
about the child's
development as o writer:

how it fits into the range of
the child's previous writing

experience/support needed
to further development

Pismo keici th. waling with this tun* shoot

Published as as a component of Portfolio Assessment and Chapter 1: The California Learning Record, a proiect funded by the Compensa-
tory Education Office, California Department of Education. Or. Mary A. Barr, (61g-534.4430) and Dr. Jacqueline Choong. (415-565-3078)
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Observations and Samples (California Learning Record)
Attach extra pages where needed
Igame:

1 Talking & Listening: diary of obs

The diary below is for recording examples of
the child's developing use of talk for learning
and for interacting with others in English and/
other languages.

Include different kinds of talk (e.g. planning an
event, solving a problem, expressing a point of
view or feelings, reporting on the results of an
investigation, telling a story...)

Note the child's experience and confidence in
handling social dimensions of talk (e.g. initiating
a discussion, listening to another contribution,
qualifying former ideas, encouraging others...)

The matrix sets cut some possible contexts for
observing talk and listening. Observations made
in the diary can be plotted on the matrix to record
the range of social and curriculum contexts
sampled.

(PLR Handbook, pages 37.39)

Dates

772 9

1/9

/1/ 7

/2//O

Grade Level:

rvations
----

soLJAL Gow xTS

LEARNING
CONTEXTS

pair small
group

child
with

adult

small/large
group

with adult

varirif
c t'

/ n,1ip, be&
collaborative reading
and writing activities
p y, arnat)7&FpW---
drama & Varying

f,
/7-0

eh

In 0

,

p,
4'7/0

environmental
glides & historical
research
math & science
investigations

. alh

design, construction,
craft & arts projects

I /
/21

42.4t40 1/17

+7

I

W h n) 11

/14
...,

C6riceir .144 CI
It /*

Observations and their contexts

ev-ealoi t5t-pf..., et-

.e4Aetle-z-;:7 _zt,;&

.214 / /40C2e_e, 61-11x,

.61-e t7 ? 7i4e:/ 67.ec÷t
7 1/41

(9./1.44,4o
/ 7 11

?la
114.4a./1-- a

rer

Adapted with permission from the Primary Language Record (PLR), developed and copyrighted by the Centre for Language in Primary
Education, Webber Row Teachers' Centre, Webber Row, London SE1 80W, In 1988 and distributed in the U.S. by Heinemann Educa-
tional Books, Inc. ISBN 0-435-085164
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2 Reading and Writing: diary of observations (PLR Handbook. pages 40-41)

(Reading and writing in English and/or other languages)

Date

Se /f.

Reading

Record observations of the child's development as a reader across a range of contexts
anjMnds of reading

Aveze:tedi 7n., ex4. fiL,frt. 4_,,,<_1_,

eva-(4444.- 4.e.-g4,

.1e. .4("eula- - 1/4/71-erkt, redo I) /Dowe'-181s 'f,ljn

ibeLL '7t44A- i0 /2r . J-da, , - 2 - /A-6d , . - cierte,Z

frte.-Ic At ,e.,;,..u/sericia..- if ese " "mectille.s i'
eye- , eexid

.,,,w,,, // Jef--i- y " ezi,ez i,/ j..1/.z, --__Itoul de .yon

/did_ d,esifrt_pue-g- /.-14-cta,a-LL ( / di ,c+-- !bite- ter.

71_,.,t/if 7frt-ett"" a44- 0-el.
.,,,vaucir04,44. w.e/c4trze--Aa_ /c--0-nt-,n J-etl-4, 414-Aft _Z4.--

- .1-e-e-f-e-, ..2.-- Ze-il-e' )
./zzatea.." 4

./..44., ,..t. ... -..i. ...."
Writing

Record observations of the child's development as a writer (including stories dictated by
the child when appropriate) across a range of contexts and kinds of writing.

j4r.-674.-

12.ead 1-(A-Xi4, a44eee Z-,4xt- _ItA,

4eu:ii Az-
4::/"Zeee/ et e-e-41.- 7-te,

rt 716 ct 7- P/2:7,

et-4..0e re.b an hy

ctut e-etz-teg-
06:24t1 t ,ex/lit
itbp`va ,f/vi2Irt -41- -41
ol.Letitte_al "The et is 5,1 i ft

t. a-Me,
/talto, rhos /ft*: --441-

Aelcitzt A 946,44
_I.Aviacc?

e/- °the c4zya., t-

(AL
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3 Reading Samples (reading in English and/or other languages)
to include reading aloud and reading silently (PLR Handbook, pages 45-49)

Dates

Title or book/text (literary
or information)

Known/unknown text

Sampling procedure used:
informal assessment/running
record/miscue analysis

Overall Impression of the
child's reading:
confidence and degree of
independence
involvement in the book/
text
the way in which the child
reads the text aloud

Strategies the child used
when reading aloud:

drawing on previous
experience to make sense

rot tha.bookitext....7 ....... .......

r plaYing at reading
r using book language
r reading the pictures
r *Using on print

(direCtionality,.
I'1:1 COrrespondence
LIKQgnittOn.a..CertaIn.WOrcfS)

using semantics/syntactic/
grapho-phonic cues
predicting
sew-correcting
using several strategies or
over-dependent on one

Child's response to the
book/text:

personal response
critical response
(understanding,
evaluating, appreciating
wider meanings)

What this sample shows
about the child's
development as a reader.

Experiences/support
needed to further
development

/0 Z2- ..g 6 6 l
ekagn 8-ear,
eksown Beal-

The 6rea./- t3/.y. 0e76/iri
.11) "'Tr/ shlii

i4nekin -
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/made_ eeknotouis
a4,441 _a_>111-4;

I IlaSifig-7'gr
used whez.1 he
re4-its-m.bfrel of

-lite siefry 4
preplo5 red-

a -loRa' ses-sioi
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710 self clize/ity-'1
ssR,
I./sea, aa 'Me

e-u.euy sysiems
I '1'5'4/ 415 54464
or. 14 s(vrt

49-41dr; i' j
iL"``a 'te'r
cA-1 1"-''''c,, CS
Of- frit" ',louse -4
114441-ei-510ece ifICE

/rokies Ole ow

i read centeletpitfil!
1 iikrezcia wt

i i4

-i-,ex-r- tetuated
ipei_Jeji t-

pamis
read Puen1/1//
-74-17 inking et tieut
ssizny se.
usel ineiz,niti9
,of. ssettleoez
p 'tonics ales:ir>
A'pr 6 cilt. 0046
hof aAcci d i-e)
inakt. e-erors 4

coet-eci- fhem

not
d al-fall ail

. 7
0 .6 &tern,
5 iist;:em

wilhou /- ri'clure
cues, daine5
91.711//9/e5 "r-//M

71:42.xl-

set6s4i.k_s
ifoihal4 4,-frwei
ici44.ke'l Ali-Vied?

ijkove"
roi- 'ye*

A:517 " -cleesif itl

Seem it, 4,4.,
harm 7-0 use-
cy-p-aeohophonic,

eve,*
...: ,,e......: ... 1 ,, ...I

hervows about'
Veal, on
C.4)1411142a;5;14CS

lit mis

/5 ilefr 141/5
a-kw,

/paused it Ain.
abeut Wu, ft, ri,
a410( i-0 a.nswer-
....,7z7,0,L9 w4fc4
16--wei'T. ezIkhtlihec/1,,m/in i.ext

gal 4 ' 'fill/WM bi,/m/71it.,
ireoeleo° 'kicks-I; c L 4,,,

, i .., -GC co OtAk -, 41.5

41;4 date e-gimol I e fru oya4(42
-

pfretkide_ eittrii`ei, worst t- him -to
ref fx:Periences 1 i<metersio-fd Mezt

Sees ?vita', my ere
e weito,s'iorA(/.,

c6/1/ raiii44-1..z..14

/1'1
oreolit,t

Veiscesyymitt..1t7sK.
767V1Fdicators t a'ti57EiMs moving Into reading 5 IS i-.ea. l
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4 Writing Samples (Writing in English and/or other languages)
Writing to include children's earliest attempts at writing

nstes

Contexts and background
Information about the
writing.

how the writing arose

how the child went about the writing

whether the child was writing alone
or with others

whether the writing was discussed
with anyone while the chid was
working on it.

kind of writing (e g. kst, letter, story,
poem, personal writing, information
writing)

complete piece of work/extract

Child's own response to
the wriling.

Teacher's response:

to the content of the writing

to the child's ability to
handle this particular kind
of writing

overall impressions

Development of spelling
and convention, of writing.

What this writing shows
*bout thu child's
development as a writer:

how it fits into the range of
the child's previous writing

experience/support needed
to further development

Pleas Moo, to writ)/ with thU WI* shisit

1 1

Animal siovi. J °urn ey siot7.1
top, c Of 5 1 1 40 14; 0 ,1 a % v 0 ed.-
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THE CALIFORNIA LEARNING RECORD FORMS

FOR SECONDARY ENGLISH

Observations and Samples Form
California Learning Record Form
(These forms may he photocopied as required.)

The enclosed forms are meant to complement the teaching and learning in middle and high school English classes.

Students, at several points throughout the year, use the Observations and Samples Form to distill information they have

been collecting about their development as readers, writers, and discussants In these five dimensions:

their growing confidence and Independence as indicated by disk involvement with and their willingness to

participate in a range of kinds of reading, writing and discussion on many different kinds of topics

their experience as language users evidenced by theirgrowing abilities to read and write for a wide range

of aesthetic and efferent purposes as wall as their increasing control over using language for their own purposes

their use of a range of strategies to make sense of text or other experience, e.g., to unlock difficult text, to move a

discussbn forward, to compose for a variety of purposes
their abilities to extend the knowledge and understanding gleaned from reading, writing and discussion by

connecting k to their own experiences and goals
their abilities to reflect on their learning, identifying their strengths and considering ways they can become more

confident and independent language users

Teachers, with contributions from parents, students, and any other faculty with whom the students have worked, complete

the CLR at 3 points during the 'cadmic year: In the first quarter, they record the important points from literacy corder

emcee held with parents or guardians end the students; over the second and third quarters, they document evidence

about the extent and nature of student learning, which is accumulating on their students' Observations and Samples

Forms as well as in their folders; and finally in the fourth quarter, they record comments from parent or guardian and

students about any development since the third quarter as well as their assessments of student progress as k is validated

by selections of student work chosen for the student portfolio. k is at this time, also, they make their recommendations

for further development.

Teachers may want to append writing, reading and talk samples to the CLR; others will want student work samples to

remain in the student portfolio. In either case, the CLR will provide a substantive place to begin the literacy conference to

be held during the first quarter of the following year.

Published as a component of Portfolio Assessment and Chapter 1: The California

Learning Record, a project funded by the the Compensatory Education Office, California

Department of Education. For further information, call (619) 534-4430 or (415) 565-3078.

(t)
MI forms are adapted with permission from those which accompany the Primary Language Record, developed by and

copyrighted by the Centre for Language in Primary Education, Webber Row Teachers' Centre, Webber Row, London

SE1 SQW, in 1988 and distributed in the U.S. by Heinemann Educational Books, Inc. ISBN 0-435-08516-6
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Observations and Samples (California Learning Record)
Secondary English Language Arts

1. Talking & Listening: diary of obsery

(Refer to taped documentation, if available)

The diary below is for recording examples of
your use of talk for learning and for inter-
acting with others in English and/or other
languages.

Include different kinds of talk (e.g., planning an
event, solving a problem, expressing a point of
view or feelings, reporting on the results of an
investigation, interpreting a poem...)

Document your experience and confidence in
handling social dimensions of talk (e.g., initiating
a discussion, listening to another contribution,
qualifying former ideas, encouraging others...)

The matrix on the right sets out some possible
contexts for observing talk and listening.
Observations made in the diary can be plotted on
the matrix to record the range of social and
curriculum contexts sampled.

Grade Level: _Name:

ations S IAL CONEXTS

LEARNING
CONTEXTS

pair small
group

student
with adult

large
group

collaborative
reading and writing
activities

dramatichrisual
interpretation

formal presentation

non-literary
discussion

literary discussion

other:

Dates Name of observer
(you and others)

Observations and their contexts

Adapted with permission from the Primary Language Record (PLR), developed and copyrighted by the Centre for Language in Primary
Education, Webber Row Teachers' Centre, Webber Row, London SEt 80W, In 1968 and cistribuled in the U.S. by Heinemann Educa-
tional Books, Inc. ISBN 0-435-08516.6

Published in 1991 as a component of Portfolio Assessment and ChapW 1: The California Learning Record, a project funded by the
Compensatory Education Office, Gailornia Department of Education. Dr. Mary A. Barr, (619-534-4430) and Dr. Jacqueline Chiang,
(415- 565-3078) co-cirectors. 297
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2. Reading and Writing: diary of observations
, (Reading and writing in English and/or other languages)

Date Name of observer
(you and otters)

Reading

Record observations of your development as a reader across a
range of contexts and kinds of reading

Writing

Record observations of your development as a writer across a
a range of contexts and kinds of writing.

Published in 1991 as a component of Portfolio Assessment and Chapter 1: The California Learning Record, a project funded by the
Compensatory Education Office, California Department of Education. Dr. Mary A. Barr, (619-534-4430) and Dr. Jacqueline Choong,

(415-565-3078) co-directors.
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3. Reading Samples (reading in English and/or other languages)

Dates

Title of book/text

Context for this sample
of your reading

Knowniunknown text
Pair, small group
Alone
Assigned/self chosen
Literary/efferent stance

Your impressions about
your reading

what did you have to know
or understand to read this
well?
what did you do if you did
not understand?
how did this kind of
reading add to your power
as a reader?

What this sample selected for
your portfolio shows about
your development as a reader

how it fits into the range
of your previous reading
experiences/support
needed to further
development

4

4

Published in 1991 as a component of Portia° Assessment and Chapter 1: The Colifomia Learning Record, a project funded by the

Compensatory Education Office.m, California Department of Education, Dr. May A. Barr (619-534-4430) and Dr. Jacqueine Cheery, (415 -
565 -3078) co-dreams. 299 2 5 C



4. Writing Samples (writing in English and/or other languages)

Dates

Title/topic

Context for this sample
of your writing

how the writing arose, sett-
assigned or assigned by
another
whether you wrote alone
or with others
whether the writing was dis-
cussed with anyone while you
were working on it
kind of writing (e.g., poem,
journal writing, essay, story)
complete piece of work or
extract

Your own response
to the writing

to the content of the writing
to your ability to handle
this particular kind of
writing
overall impressions

Development of use of
writing conventions

What this sample selected
for your portfolio shows
about your development
as a writer

how it fits into the range of
your previous writing
experience /support needed
to further development

WINON.02 -_I
Published in 1991as a component of Portfolio Assessmentand Chapter 1: The California Learning Record, a project funded by the

Compensatory Education Office, California Department of Education, Dr. Mary A. Barr (619-534-4430) and Dr. Jacqueline Cheong, (415-

565-3078) co-drectors.
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EXPERIENCE AS A READER ACROSS THE CURRICULUM: SECONDARY

Inexperienced

Inexperienced reader
1.

Less expel fenced reader
2

Moderately experienced
reader
3

Experienced reader
4

Exceptionally experienced
5

With limited experience as a reader, this reader generally chooses
to read easy, brief texts. Has difficulty with any unfamiliar
material. Needs a great deal of support with the reading
demands of the classroom. Rarely chooses to read for pleasure.

A reader who is developing fluency as a reader and reading certain
kinds of material with confidence. Usually chooses short books with
simple narrative shapes. Reading for pleasure often includes
comics and special interest magazines. Needs help with the reading
demands of the class and especially with reading complex
literature and using reference and other informational text.

A confident reader who feels at home with books and is devel-
loping stamina as a reader. Is able to read for longer periods
and cope with more demanding texts, including novels and
poetry. Willing to reflect on reading and often uses reading in
his/her own learning. Selects books, independently and can read
juvenile fiction and non-fiction and use information books and
materials for straightforward reference purposes, but still needs
help with unfamiliar material.

A self-motivated, confident and experienced reader who may be
pursuing particular interests through reading. Capable of
tackling some demanding texts, she or he can cope well with the
reading in class. Reads thoughtfully and appreciates shades
of meaning. Capable of locating and drawing on a variety of
sources in order to research a topic independently.

An enthusiastic and reflective reader who has strong established
tastes in fiction and/or non fiction. Enjoys pursuing personal reading
interests independently. Can handle a wide range and variety
of texts, including some adult material. Recognizes that different
kinds of texts evoke different reading stances. Able to evaluate
evidence drawn from a variety of information sources. Is
developing critical awareness as a reader.

Experienced

301
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4 Writing Samples (Writing in English and/or other languages)
Writing to include children's earliest attempts at writing

Dates

0-Contexts and background
Information about the
writing.

how the whorl arose

how the child went about the writing

whether the child was writing alone
or with others

whether the writing was discussed
with anyone while the child was
working on it,

kind of writing (e g. Est, letter. story.
poem. personal wnang, information
writing)

complete piece of wont/extract

eCtillcra own response to
the writing.

eacher's response:

to the content of the writing

to the child's abaity to
handle this partscufar kind
of wnting

overaU impressions

()Development of spelling
and conventions of writing.

that ifs!, writing shows
-''about the ehlIcra

development as a writer:

how it fits into the range of
the child[ previous wnting

eapetiencolupport needed
to further development

Neap! Lome In wow, wet Ink 1111410 Shoat

CContext and background information about the
writing

Any piece of writing is a product of a particular
context: this section underlines the importance of
considering context in some detail when you are
analysing a writing sample. 13 gives an opportunity
/0 notice:

how the writing arose (you may ;ice to
record whether the topic was selaehosen.
what the curriculum context was, whether
the writing was a response to something
recently read).

- hoe 'he child went about the writing Chow
absorbed the child was in the writing, how
lona they worked on it. whether they wrote
ft. ve than one version).

- whether the child was writing alone or with
others (it may have been a collaborative
piece or work, or other children may have
been involved in editing).

- whether the writing was discussed with
anyone while the child was working on it (it
may be helpful to record the level of support
being given by teachers to other adults, or
Children. or to look at the way the child
responded to suggestions).

- what kind of writing it is children may be
writing in a way close to speech, a personal
'expressive' voice, or may be taking on
voices from their reading (traditional stories,
adventure comics. advertisements or

information books). 'Poetic' kinds of writing
(poem, story) me,: be earlier to develop than
'transactional' writing (reports. Arguments).
Generally they will find noir:why writing
(whether it is fictional or a real-life narrative)
easier to manage than nonnorrarive. This
soace allows you to define the 'voice' you
find in the writing or to say what form is
being used.

- whether the writing is a complete piece of
work or an extract? (You may have chosen
to sample a complete short piece of writing
or to look at one chapter from a story in
chapter[. for example. 5y the same token,
you may be sampling in early draft of a
piece of writing which is going to be worked
on further. or a final draft - it may
sometimes be interesting to compare the two.)

&cache's respense
An opportunity to evaluate this particular piece of
writing ard to say how far it sterns to succeed in
its own terms. Is the content interesting? What
about the kind of writing - is the child using this
form confidently? And finally, how does this
piece strike you as a reader - what is your
reaction to it?

fig of sperms and conventions of

Spelling

it will be helpful in this section to look analytically
at the child's spellings and to note any particular
patterns of error (such as a tendency to reverse
letters in the middle of words). and any positive
signs of progress. What does this piece of work
show about a very young child's understanding of

e the writing system? Ka chi is 'inventing
spellings' are these spellmas good stresses? What
does the writing show about the child's visual
awareness of spelling and knowledge of common
letter combinations! Are there any obvious points
that could be worked on?

Written languor consentore
What do you notice from this piece of writing
about the child's awareness of how to present
written language. lay out dtherent kinds of texts,
and punctuate written language tor the reader? As
the child develops as a writer, how far is sthe able
to mark sentences or paragraphs, and observe
other conventions of written language (e.g.
invened commas)?

d's own response to the writing

This section is a chance to record children's own
comments on their writing, made either in the
course of the writing or afterwards with the
teacher. If children don't volunteer a comment.
you can obvious)), invite them to say what they
think.

Children may want to tell you more about
the writing, or they may be able to evaluate what
they have done and say how pleased they are
with their work. Does it do what they set out to
do? Which parts are they most satisfied with?

0 t this writing shows about the child's
t as a writer

Do you feel there have been any important
changes since the last time you completed a
writing sample with this child?

Some growth points you might be noticing are:
increasing interest in writing and readiness

- increasing confidence and sense of control
as a writer

- increasing ability to persist and work at
more extended texts

- Increasing ability to consider a reader's
needs. and to 'write like a reader'

- increasing ahilits to look back over own
',voting and Klemm points which need
Changing. ekpanding, or correcting

Published as a component of Portfolio Assessment and Chanter 1: The Caitomie Learning Record. a ortNect funded by the Compensa-
tory Education Wee, Cablorma Deportment of Edioseon Dr. Mary A 11,5rr, (619-E-344430) arid De Ja=veline Cheong. (415.583.3078)
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Comments On My Writing

Writing Sample # Date Titleribpic

Context and background for this sample of your writing

1. How did you choose this topic?

2. Who is the audience for your piece?

3. How did you go about writing this piece?

4. Did you work alone or with others?

5. What kind of help did you get?

6. What changes did you make in your piece?

Your Response to the Writing

1. What part do you like best?

2. Does this piece do what you set out to do?

3. How does this piece fit with your other work?

Teacher's Response

1. What do you think your teacher will say about this writing sample?

2. What can your teacher/parents do to help you improve your writing?

Spelling and Conventions

1. How did you go about making changes in spelling, punctuation and grammar?

What this sample selected for your portfolio shows about your
development as a writer?

1. What have you learned from the writing?

2. What are you going to work on next?
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Comment on My Reading

Title of the Book/Text Date
Are you familiar with this book/author?

Context and background for this sample of your reading

1. Now did you go about selecting this piece to read?

2. Were you confident in your ability to read this selection?

3. Were you able to read all the words? What words caused you trouble?

Strategies you use when reading

1. When you came to a word that you weren't sure of, what did you do?

2. What did you do if you did not understand what you were reading?

Your impressions of your reading

1. WhiA will you remember about this piece?

2. Where do you think the author got his/her ideas or information?

3. Why do you think the author wrote this?

4. What makes this writing special?

What you need to help you as a reader

1 What do you think your teacher will say about your reading progress?

2. What can your teacher/parents do to help you improve your reading?

What this sample selected for your portfolio shows about your
development as a reader?

1. What have you learned from the reading?

2. What do you plan to read next? Why?



Bilingual Children

Stages of English Learning

The following scale describes aspects of bilingual children's development through English
which teachers might find helpful. It is important to remember that children move into
English in very individual ways, and that the experience for an older child will be different
from that of a young child. The scales emphasize the social aspects of learning as well as
the linguistic. Obviously attitudes in the school to children and the languages they speak will
influence their confidence in using both their first and second languages.

Stage 1: New to English

Makes contact with another child in the class. Joins in activities with other children, but
may not speak. Uses non-verbal gestures to indicate meaning particularly needs, likes, and
dislikes. Watches carefully what other children are doing and often imitates them. Listens
carefully and often "echoes" words and phrases of other children and adults. Needs
opportunities for listening to the sounds, rhythms, and tunes of English through songs,
rhymes, stories, and conversations. If you may join in repeating refrain of a story.
Beginning to label objects in the classroom and personal things. Beginning to put words
together into holistic phrases (e.g. no come here, where find it, no eating that). May be
involved in classroom learning activities in the first language with children who speak the

same first language. May choose to use first language on n most contexts. May be willing
to write in the first language (if s/he can) and if invited to. May be reticent with unknown
adults. May be very aware of negative attitudes by peer group to the first language. May
choose to move into English through story and reading rather than speaking.

Stage 2: Becoming Familiar with English

Growing confidence in using the English s/he is acquiring. Growing ability to move between
the languages and to hold conversations in English with peer groups. Simple holistic phrases
may be combined or expanded to communicate new ideas. Beginning to sort out small
details (e.g. 'he' and 'she' distinction) but more interested in communicating meaning than in

"correctness." Increasing control of the English tense system in particular contexts, such as
story-telling, reporting events and activities that s/he has been involved in, and from book
language. Understands more English that s/he can use. Growing vocabulary for naming
objects and events, and beginning to describe in more detail (e.g. color, size, quantity) and
use simple adverbs. Increasingly confident in taking part in activities with other children
through English. Beginning to write simple stories, often modelled on those s/he has heard
read aloud. Beginning to write simple accounts of activities s/he has been involved in, but
may need support from adults and other children and still use her/his first language if s/he
needs to. Continuing to rely on support of her/his friends.
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Stage 3: Becoming Confident as a User of English

Shows great confidence in using English in most social situations. This confidence may
mask the need for support in taking on other registers (e.g. in science investigation, in
historical research). Growing command of the grammatical system of English including
complex verbal meanings (relationships of time, expressing tentativeness and subtle intention
with might, could, etc...) and more complex sentence structure. Developing an
understanding of metaphor and pun. Pronunciation may be very native-speaker like,
specially that of young children. Widening vocabulary from reading stories, poems and
information books and from being involved in math and science investigations and other
curriculum areas: May choose to explore complex ideas (e.g. in drama/role play) in the first
language with children who share that same first language.

Stage 4: A Very Fluent User of English in Most Social and Learning Contexts

A very experienced user of English and exceptionally fluent in many contexts. May continue
to need support in understanding subtle nuances of metaphor and anglo-centric cultural
content in poems and literature. Confident in exchanges and collaboration with English-
speaking peers. Writing confidently in English with a growing competence over different
genre. Continuing and new development in English drawn from own reading and books read
aloud. New developments often revealed in own writing. Will move with ease between
English and the first language depending ont he contexts s/he finds herself in, what s/he
judges appropriate, and the encouragement of the school.

Hilary Hester from Patterns of Learning.
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Australia Literacy Profiles

Victoria, Australia

For more information about the Australia Literacy Profiles, contact:
Grant Wiggins

Center on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure

39 Main Street
Geneseo, NY 14454
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Australia Literacy Profiles

Student's behavior charted over time using 9 progressive 'bands' used for grades K-10
Teachers keep running records, based on observation and tasks assigned

Reading Band A

Holds book the right way up Turns pages from front to back
On request, indicates the beginning and end Locates words, lines, spaces, letters
of sentences...
Refers to letters by name Identifies known, familiar words
Responds to literature (smiles, claps, listens Joins in familiar stories
intently)
Shows preferences for particular books...

Reading Band B

Takes risk when reading
Asks others for help with meaning and
pronunciation
Recognizes root words within other words

Creates ending when text is left unfinished

Uses pictures for clues to meaning of text
Predicts words

Makes a second attempt at a word if it
doesn't sound right
Retells with approximate sequence...

Reading Band D

Selects books to fulfill own purposes
Substitutes words with similar meanings
when reading aloud

Themes from reading appear in art work

Reads materials with a wide variety of
styles and topics

States main idea in a passage
Self-corrects, using knowledge of language
structure or sound-symbol to make sense of
a word or phrase
Uses vocabulary and sentence structure
from reading in written work as well as talk

Reading Band F

Selects relevant passages to answer
questions
Maps out plots and character developments
in novels
Makes connections between texts
Discusses styles used by different authors

Offers reasons for response provoked by
text
Justifies own appraisal of text

Formulates questions and finds relevant
information from reading
Varies reading strategies according to
purposes of reading and nature of text
Discusses author's intent
Forms generalizations about a range of
genres including myth, short story
Offers critical opinion or analysis of reading
passages in discussion
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Reading Band I

Explains textual innuendo and undertone

Identifies and explains deeper significances
of text
Discusses and writes about the author's
bias

Interprets analogy, allegory, and parable in
text
Defends each interpretation of text

Analyzes the cohesiveness of text as a
whole



A Philosophy and Strategy of Instruction
to Teach Reading in the First and

Second Grades

Albuquerque Public Schools
Albuquerque, New Mexico

For more information, contact:
Kathryn Well

Albuquerque Public Schools
930-A Oak Street, S.E.

Albuquerque, NM 87106
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A Philosophy and Strategy of Instruction to Teach Reading in the
First and Second Grades

COMPONENT I Describe the district philosophy and strategy of instruction used to
teach reading in first and second grades.

A. Philosophy

Albuquerque Public Schools recognizes that within the emergent,
intermediate, and advanced stages of literacy, individuals bring unique knowledge
and experience to the learning process. The school develops and nurtures the
child's desire to become a lifelong learner and provides the opportunity for children
to continue their literacy development. The essence of literacy is the process of
communication: gathering and exchanging ideas and information in meaningful
ways. All aspects of literacy - listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking -
should be developed and facilitated concurrently. Literacy is best encouraged when
these aspects are integrated and permeate all events in the child's school day.

B. Strategies

Model the process of reading and writing.

Document continuously student growth in the literacy process.

Teach writing and reading simultaneously.

- Utilize a variety of reading materials to promote literacy.

- Facilitate students' collaboration in reading, writing, listening and speaking
experiences.

Introduce literacy skills in varied and appropriate ways when children are
ready.

- Teach students to gather information in a variety of ways.

Integrate the teaching of reading, writing, speaking and listening across the
curriculum.

- Teach students to read by reading.

- Read to students.

Teach students to write by writing.

Incorporate literature as the major tool of instruction.

- Build on the background knowledge children bring to the classroom.
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COMPONENT II - Review and select an appropriate assessment procedure
consistent with the philosophy and strategy of instruction identified above.

A.
The plan presented by the Albuquerque Public Schools is developmental and

will be implemented over the next three school years beginning with the 1989-1990
school year. The two-phased plan accommodates the need for staff development
and further resource support for the assessment tools described.

The Albuquerque Public Schools views the instruction of reading as an
individual process for both the teacher and the student. Because reading instruction
and assessment are integral parts of the same instructional process, teachers will
have the opportunity to document student progress through selection of
appropriate assessment strategies from a menu of options.

AriAugasmentlicigl

from: The Whole Language Evaluation Book,
Kenneth S. Goodman, Ed., 1989.

INTERACTION

1

OBSERVATION

ANALYSIS
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The figure above models the relationships among the evaluation strategies of
interaction, observation, and analysis within the classroom setting. Each may be
done formally, informally, incidentally, or may be intrinsic to classroom instruction.

Interaction includes conversations, questions, conferences, discussions,
writing and other ways teachers relate with students. These interactions may be
informal or incidental, or they may be intrinsic, formal, planned elements of
instruction intended for continuous assessment of student progress.

Informal observations take place as teachers watch, listen, notice, and jot
notes. Formal observations can include anecdotal records, check sheets, and written
narratives about a student's development. Teachers can observe incidentally as
classroom events and interactions take place, or as part of a planned process for
specific purposes.

Analytical tools such as audio tapes, writing folders, reading portfolios, and
other samples of student work are examples of formal devices used to gain specific
information about children's performance. These tools can be used either
intrinsically or incidentally, and as teachers become experienced in their use,
analytical tools can be used informally.

Phase I (1989-1990) Select and use strategies from the Reading Assessment Menu to
document student mastery of essential competencies for state reporting.

READING ASSESSMENT MENU

1. Student Work Samples
a. Student Journals
b. Tape Recordings
c. Writing samples and/or writing folders

2. Formal Assessments
a. Basal reading or other textbook tests: tests provided with publisher
materials.

b. Book Handling Task: individual assessment in which a child's knowledge
of a book and all its components is analyzed to determine beginning reading
skills.

c. Evaluation of Student Writing: documentation of individual student's
writing progress, assessing both writing content and writing conventions.

d. Miscue Analysis: Individual assessment in which (1) the reader's miscues
(errors) are analyzed to evaluate his/her use of the language cueing systems;
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(2) the reader's retelling of the story is analyzed to determine the quality of
comprehension.

e. Word Recognition Placement Inventory (WRPI) or other word recognition
tests: graded word lists read individually by students to determine reading
level.

f. Individual Reading Inventory (IRI): any individually administered
assessment of students' reading errors and comprehension to determine
reading level (independent, instructional, frustration).

3. Informal Assessments
a. Teacher-made Tests: any literacy assessment instruments designed by
individual teachers for classroom use.

b. School-designed Tests: any literacy. assessment instruments designed by
school staffs for school-wide use.

c. Teacher Observation: informal and formal methods of documenting
children's literacy performance.

d. Anecdotal Records: a form of recording specific information about
children.

e. Records of Book Read: a listing of the titles of books students have read,
reading and writing conferences held, stories published, and other indications
of reading progress during the school year.

Phase II (1990-1992) the menu described above will be extended to include the
following elements.

1. Formal Assessments
a. Emergent Storybook Reading: individually administered assessment
describing levels of the student's beginning reading qualities and abilities.

b. Running Record: to be designed in accordance with work done by Marie
Clay.

2. Informal Assessments
a. Student self-evaluation: a process closely aligned to student portfolio
development.
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B. Rationale

All elements of the Reading Assessment Menu have been included to
support the continuous nature of reading assessment for all students which has
been recognized as a necessary strategy in the instructional process. Each teacher
will select one or more of the assessment strategies which are compatible with the
instructional strategies in the classroom as well as with the learning styles of the
students. The menu allows teachers the opportunity to use formal and informal
assessment tools through incidental Or intrinsic methods of interaction,
observation, and/or analysis.

I 04,' `
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Documentation of Children's Work at
the Bronx New School

Bronx New School
New York City Public Schools

Bronx, New York

For more information on the Bronx New School, contact:
Beverly Falk

NCREST - Box 110
Teachers College, Columbia University

New York, NY 10027
or

Esther Forest
Bronx New School

3200 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, NY 10458
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Documentation of Children's Work at
the Bronx New School

The following practices were developed at the Bronx New School. They are intended
to enhance teachers' abilities to make each child clearly visible and thus support each child's
strengths. It is my belief that these practices are instrumental in developing an inclusive learning
environment that supports heterogeneity (in regards to socioeconomic and ethnic background,
as well as in regards to strengths and learning styles).

A school such as ours is able to utilize documentation of children's work in a unique way
because there is continuity of philosophy and practice throughout the grades. Our documentation
system is made up of varying forms of evidence. It includes information about each child
(children's work samples, teacher observations, and teacher /parent reflective processes) as well

as information about the curriculum development of each class grouping. This documentation
package is offered to teachers, families, and the community at large as an alternative to the
information provided by standardized tests and sequential textbooks/workbooks.

Information about each individual child in our school is kept in a portfolio. The

portfolios are used for several purposes: to inform families and successive teachers of each
child's growth and development, and to document the work of the school as a whole. The
portfolios will travel with the children from one teacher to the next over the years that each child

is in the school.

Portfolios will contain information about the child:

Dated samples of children's actual work (including running records for reading,
writing samples, math work, drawings, photos, etc.).

Dated teacher observations of children reading/writing, math, as well as general
approaches to learning (each child's particular learning styles, themes, and
interests).

Narrative progress reports that are culled from the above information.

Record or family/school conferences and information gained through them.

Information about each elms is kept by each teacher. It is in the form of dated
observations about the progress of group themes, dynamics, and interactions. These records are
used to facilitate teachers' responsiveness to children as well as to help shape curriculum
development.

Teacher reflective processes are being developed and put into practice. They are:
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Curriculum Review (developed by the Prospect Center) - a reflective process
undertaken by the teaching staff that documents the curriculum development of
individual classes. It is used to sensitize teachers' responsiveness to children.

Descriptive Review of Child (developed by the Prospect Center) a reflective
process undertaken by staff members (and soon to include parents) used to look
deeply at an individual child's strengths, interests, and learning styles. It includes
an opportunity for collaborative recommendations for the child or joint focusing
on a particular question. Through looking at one child in depth, knowledge about
children in general is generated.

All of the above procedures are being developed at the Bronx New School with the assistance
of the curriculum consultant who is funded through the Aaron Diamond Foundation grant.
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Sheet A Observation Of Reading B'havior

NAME YEAR

AGE

Recognizes name

Prints own name

Can indicate cover of book

Can indicate front of book

Can indicate back of book

Can indicate title

Can indicate print

Can indicate picture

Knows where to start reading

Knows which way to go

Know to move left to right and return
to beginning of next line

Knows first word

Knows last line

One to one matching
-becoming established
-well established
-uses as cue for self-correction

Can indicate a word

Can indicate the space between the words

Can indicate a letter

Can indicate a capital letter, e.g. A4

Can indicate a small letter, e.g. m

Can match capital and small letters

Knows some letters

Letter identification test score

Can indicate a full stop

Can indicate a comma

Can indicate a question mark

Knows some basic vocabulary

Word test score

Is writing letters

Is writing parts of words

Is writing words properly sequenced

Is writing groups of words

Is writing simple sentences
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Settings for Assessment of Children's
Reading in Primary Classrooms

Setting Examples of child's activities

Storytime: teacher reads to class
(response to story-line; child's
comments, questions, elaborations)

Independent reading: book-time
(nature of books child chooses or
brings in; process of selecting;
quiet or social reading)

Writing: (journal, stories,
alphabet, dictation)

Reading Group/Individual:
(oral reading strategies; discussion
of text; responses to instruction)

Informal settings: (use of language
in play, jokes, storytelling, conversation)

Books and print as resource:
(use of books for projects; attention
to signs, labels, names; locating
information)

Other:
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Things to Keep in Mind When Doing Progress Reports

HOW DOES THIS CHILD:

I. Themes of Interest
Approach new things, new skills, new experiences

II. Social Development
Relate with classmates and schoolmates
Relate with adults and other "authorities"
Handle regular daily classroom rules and routines
Deal with materials, clothes, environment
Attend to work
Stand up for her/his own rights
Handle frustration

III. Language Development
Describe ideas, feelings, events
Act when other are speaking
Converse with others
Use vocabulary

IV. Reading
Refer to Literacy Development Sheet

V. Writing
Use writing opportunities
Think up ideas for writing
Handwriting
Use drawings

VI. Mathematics
Use numbers in the world around him/her
Make connections between things
Sort and classify
See patterns and relationships
Understand mathematical terms
Use counting
Use computation
Use estimation
Use and understand measurement non-standard: with

cubes, blocks, string, etc.
Use and understand measurement - standard: with

rulers, inches, centimeters
Use and understand surveys and graphing
Apply math skills to other projects and activities

VII. Homework
Handle the return of homework on time, completed
Put in effort
Work in regards to neatness and care
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Name:
Teacher: Sue MacMurdy

Sample Progress Report

Date: 2-18-91
Grade: 2

1. Themes, interests, approaches to learning:

K has a strong interest in discovering "how things work", an interest
that has been reflected in his many constructions and electrical and
mechanical projects. He is interested in learning about Space and other
science themes presented in the "New True Books" and "Magic School Bus"
series. Humor is a strong motivating force for learning!

With regardS to literacy development, K is well-launched on reading!
He uses a broad range of reading strategies - picture and context clues,
sounding out words, and breaking larger words down into smaller, known
parts. He rereads to self correct and to maintain momentum. His miscues are
generally meaningful, especially when he is tuned into the illustrations
rather than getting "stuck" on trying to sound out a single word. He can read
books from the "I Can Read" series with increased confidence. He continues
to be very attuned to all classroom print, charts, and black board messages and
is always eager to read them aloud.

In his writing K continues to draw a diagram first, then writes with the
purpose of explaining or elaborating his drawing. He writes by sounding-out
words, using classroom print and the other children as spelling resources as
well. He borrows ideas and themes from books he's read or from the stories
of his friends and then adapts them to his own purposes. Humor frequently
plays an important role. He is becoming increasingly aware of the need for
punctuation and capitalization. K takes particular delight in dramatizing his
stories in puppet shows! He also loves to write on the computer using The
Bank Street Writer Program.

K's interest in working with computers carries over into Math where
he uses the "Racing Car Math" program on almost a daily basis to practice
simple addition and subtraction facts. His number sense has improved
greatly. The Hundreds Board has been of particular help to him in working
out computational problems and in understanding the relative values of
numbers and their relationships. A sense of place value is slowly emerging,
although K still prefers to count by l's, usually with the aid of the Hundreds
Board. He can read and interpret story problems and knows when to add or
subtract. He can tell time to the hour and half hour. His sense of spatial
relationships is well-developed and he enjoys working out complex
construction and mechanical problems using building materials - like
figuring out how to design a working elevator or how to precisely fit a lego
train between two platforms or through a tunnel.
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II. Social/Emotional Development:

K is well-liked by both adults and his peers. He expresses himself freely
and with confidence both during the group meeting and 1-1. He is most
focused in his work and productive when working with a small number of
children in close proximity to a supportive adult.

His difficulty in controlling the impulsive urges to touch other
children's work frequently instigates a conflict, as does his tendency to
become easily distracted during meeting and work times. Both his classmates
and I will continue to support his growth in these areas.

K remains always an "idea person", not only with regard to his own
work, but in terms of his ability to act as a catalyst for ideas for the rest of the
classroom.

III. Parent's And/Or Child's Comments:

Teacher's Signature:
Director's Signature:
Child's Signature: :t
Parent/Guardian's Signature:



Continuum of Written Language
Development and the

Emergent Reading Checklist

Excerpted from Davidson, A. (1990). Literacy Links. Teachers' Resource.
Emergent Stages 1 & 2. Auk land 3, New Zealand: Short land Publications,
LTD.

For more information, contact:
Short land Publications, LTD.

360 Dominsion Road, Mt. Eden
Auckland, New Zealand
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CONTINUUM OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

NAME: DATE OF ENTRY TO SCHOOL.

Date entries every 3 or 4 weeks. Note nonprogress, any comments on child's examples. Note child's 'reading' of the
sample and attach to sample.

Pre-letter writing

Writing letters, symbols or numerals randomly

Left to right sweep of letters established

Random pointing when reading trackr
Letter pointing when reading back

Random use of sight words

Uses initial consonants

Partial phonetic representation for word being spelled

Starting to cluster letters

Left to right sequential arrangement of words

Uses a few known words in correct place

Complete phonetic representation for word being spelled
-

Uses many sight words in correct place

Reads back accurately at conference

Spaces words correctly

Sequences ideas

Rereading for sense

Variety of topic choice

Beginning to use capital letters

Beginning to use vowels

Uses end sounds correctly

Writes legibly

Can give a title when requested

Writes own title

Uses capitals correctly

Uses periods correctly

Marks approximations, teacher corrects after conference

Uses more correct spelling than approximations

Can carry a story

Uses a variety of styles factual
imaginative
retelling

DATE OF ENTRY COMMENTS
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EMERGENT READING CHECK
AGE ON

NAME: ENTERING SCHOOL:

Enjoys listening to stories.

Chooses to read from various resources.

Can sit for a time and read a book.

Participates confidently in
Shared Reading.

Participates confidently in Shared Writing.

Retells stories and rhymes.

Likes to write.
_

Understands that writers use letter symbols
to construct meaning.

Can show the front cover of a book.

Understands that from the print comes
the message.

Uses pictures as clues to the story line.

Knows where to start reading the text.

Knows which way to go, L-1' R,
and to return.

Can point and match 1 -1 as teacher reads.

Checks 1-1 when reading alone.

Can indicate a word.

Can indicate a letter.

Can indicate the space between
the words..

Can recognize some high-frequency words
both in and out of context.

Can write some high-frequency words
independently.

COMMENT DATE

0
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The Descriptive Review of a Child

Excerpted from Andrias, J., Kanevsky, R.D., Strieb, L.Y., and Traugh, C.
(1992). Exploring Values and Standards: Implications for Assessment. New
York: National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching,
Teachers College, Columbia University.

For more information about the Descriptive Review of a Child, contact:
Patricia Carini

The Prospect Center
North Bennington, VT 05257

or
Rhoda Drucker Kanevsky

Philadelphia Teachers' Learning Cooperative
418 West Price Street

Philadelphia, PA 19144
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The Descriptive Review of a Child

Rhoda Drucker Kanevsky

In September 1990, the School District of Philadelphia announced plans to discuss
elementary school restructuring and alternative assessment. We decided to start our year in
the Philadelphia Teachers Learning Cooperative (TLC) with a special series of discussions
shout the values and standards inherent in various assessment formats in order to be more
effective in the district's discussions.' We hoped to clarify the values we hold and
assumptions we make about what is important for children and what should be happening in
classrooms. We decided to take a close look at the Descriptive Review of a child, one of the
reflective processes developed by Patricia Carini and colleagues at Prospect Center. The
TLC has been using these processes in our weekly meetings since 1978. We know they are
alternatives for assessment and can be useful in discussions about school restructuring.'

We focused on the Descriptive Review of a child because it helped us discover what
is important to a child, how a child thinks and learns, standards a child might hold for her
work, and what can support the child's education.

The primary purpose of the Descriptive Review of a Child is to bring together
varied perspectives in a collaborative process, in order to describe a child's
experience within the school setting. An underlying assumption of the Process
is that each child is active in seeking to make sense of her or his experiences.
By describing the child as fully and in as balanced a way as possible, we begin
to gain access to the child's modes of thinking and learning and to see their
world from their point of view: what catches their attention; what arouses
their wonder and curiosity; what sustains their interest and purpose (The
Prospect Center Documentary Processes, June 1986).

Teachers in the TLC know how important the process is for learning about
individualism as well as about children in general; but the group had never examined the
format itself. We asked the following questions: What assumptions are implicit in the
format? What is being valued? What are the implications for assessment and evaluation?

In this study, I will go through the Descriptive Review of a child as it occurs in TLC

meetings. Alongside each descriptive heading, I will list some of the assumptions and values

See The Philadelphia Teachers Exchange, "On Becoming Teacher Experts: Buying Time," Language

Arts 61 (7): 731-736.

Members of the group were: Judy Becker, Matta Bloy, Pat Boyle, Karen Bushnell, Patty Cruice, Lisa

Hantman, Dimitrios Hilton, Rhoda Kanevsky, Joyce Kemmler, Helen Lamont, Connie Major, Marsha

Matusow, Mary Ann McBride, Leslie McGoldrick, Nancy McGrath, Judy Mintier, Peg Perlmutter, Barbara
Pressman, Joann Seaver, Lynne Strieb, Jan Swenson, Sherry Tatro. Barbara Tucker, Marcia Volpe, and Betsy

Wice.
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I have drawn from the group's description of the format during our meetings. I am
including excerpts from a teacher's presentation and some of the participants' questions and
recommendations to show how the process works. At the end of this examination, I will
draw from a series of discussions in which we consider the larger implications of the
Descriptive Review for teachers and schools.

A teacher in the Teachers Learning Cooperative requests the review during our
planning meeting because she has questions about a particular child. The focusing question
of the review depends on what the presenting teacher wants to learn. Here are some
examples of focusing questionsfrom the past few years: "How can I help Janean gain
academic competence?" "How can I help Jason work more productively with other children
in the classroom'?" The teacher may need to decide on future placement for the child. She
may seek ways to bridge the gap between the school requirements and the child's interests.
The teacher may not be able to see how she can support the child, and she may have
requested the review in order to see the child in a new light. Sometimes a child seems to be
"invisible" in the classroom, and the teacher needs to find out what the child is all about.
Discrepancies in the child's work or behavior may puzzle the teacher.

Reviews do not always focus on problems. Special abilities or talents may draw a
teacher to a particular child; conducting an exploratory review will help a teacher learn more
about a child's experiences in the classroom. Descriptive Reviews uncover what a child
values and what standards the child has for himself or herself.

Before the presentation, the teacher discusses her focusing question with a designated
chairperson. In order to give a full portrayal of the child, she prepares the description using
the following headings: Physical Presence and Gesture, Disposition, Relationships with
Children and Adults, Activities and Interests, and Formal Learning. These headings and
guiding questions provide a framework for learning what the child cares about and does well,
and what the child's strengths are in all areas of the classroom. The teacher is asked to
include both characteristic as well as unusual behavioi.. The headings are not discrete
categories; they overlap and interrelate. Teachers feel that the procedure is flexible and
agree that the specific questions under each heading help to make the child visible. The
child emerges as a unique person who is trying to make sense of the world.

Building on the teacher's description of the child and on the chairperson's summary
(which highlights dominant themes and patterns within the portrayal), the group's questions
and comments may bring out new information from the presenter. the focusing question
may even shift as a result of what emerges from the questioning. This interaction between
the presenter and the listeners/participants helps the teacher overcome her own biases.
Finally, using the new information, the group recommends ways to support the child's
strengths in the classroom. No one ,is trying to change the child. Rather, the Descriptive
Review helps the teacher use the child's interests and values to create harmony in the child's
school life.
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What follows is an example of one Descriptive Review.

* * *

STEP I. Chairperson convenes the session. The teacher uses a pseudonym for the child, in
order to protect his privacy.

Teacher: Sam is a first grader. He was 7 years old at the end of December. He has a
sister who is 5 years old.

Chairperson describes the focusing question:

How can Teacher R. support Sam's academic and social development so that he can
become more independent and work along with others without constant supervision?

STEP H. The teacher presents the child according to the five headings listed earlier; the
portrayal is usually uninterrupted. When the teacher's setting is unfamiliar to all the
participants, the teacher begins the review by first showing the group her room plan and
schedule.

I. PHYSICAL PRESENCE AND GESTURE

Guiding Questions

Characteristic gestures and expressions: How are these visible in the child's face, hands,
body attitudes?

How do these expressions and gestures vary, and in response to what circumstances?
(e.g., indoors and outdoors)

Characteristic level of energy: How would you describe the child's rhythm and pace? How
does it vary?

How would you describe the child's voice: Its rhythm, expressiveness, inflection?

Implicit Assumptions

--A teacher learns about a child by observing the child.
--Describing is a way of knowing.
--Gesture can be described by using language that is grounded in specific detail.
--Each child is unique.
--Each child is complex.
--The context for behavior is important.
--Behavior may vary with the context.
--A teacher will take time to think about the child.
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What Is Valued

--The whole child.
--The child's expressiveness.
--What the child shows us through her/his voice, body, gesture.
--The teacher's observations.
--The teacher's sense of the child.
--Taking time to pay attention to contexts and settings.
--The immediacy of daily social interactions.
--A range of behavior, including both typical and occasional
--Particular language to convey shades of meaning.

Presentation

Sam, an attractive African-American boy, is slight, small. and usually has something

in his mouth: his shirt, finger, or fist. Part of him is always wet. He is often tired and
unkempt, but he brings healthy snacks to school. He moves around, with loose, open

movements. I feel like he slips th:ough my fingers. Often he appears confused, with a
spaced-out look in his eyes. Never still, he is likely to wander around the room. He wants
to touch everything. He keeps looking around as he works, except when he is drawing.
Then his whole body is concentrated and focused on his bold images. He bears down hard
with his crayons in regular and determined motions. He will initiate conversations but may
not make eye contact when he talks to me. He often talks in a sing-song way, as if he's a
baby. But there are flashes of poetic language: "Snow is God's spitballs." He gets very
pleased with himself when he thinks he has said something "smart."

2. DISPOSITION

Guiding Questions

How would you describe the child's characteristic temperament and its range? (e.g., intense,
even, lots of ups and downs)

How are feelings expressed? Fully? Rarely? How do you "read" the child's feelings?
Where and how are they visible?

What is the child's emotional tone or "color"? (e.g., vivid, bright, serene, etc.)

Implicit Assumptions

--What we share as human beings makes us understandable to each other.
--Grounding observations in specific examples will evoke the child.
--A child will express a full range of feelings over time and in different settings.
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What Is Valued

--Specific observation.
--Language that draws on imagery to create the child's feelings.

--A teacher's sense of a child.
--Shades of meaning.

Presentation

Sam is often late. Coming into the room seems to be hard for him. He has intense
shifts in moods; he can enter the classroom boldly or very reluctantly. But lately his
mornings are more cheerful. He seems especially lively at journal time. He talks a lot to
other kids about what he is drawing. Through the day there are lots of ups and downs. He
often seems sullen and irritable. I think he gets hungry. He can be sweet and expansive, but

he also can be mean and gnarl at other kids. He loses it a lot, punches others, and sneaks a
kick when he is standing in line. He cries if he feels wronged, but he usually can't say
much about how he feels. He is concentrated and calm when involved in painting, drawing,

Lego. In the past, when I reprimanded him he wouldn't acknowledge he was wrong. Lately

he can.

3. RELATIONSHIPS WITH CHILDREN AND ADULTS

Guiding Questions

Does the child have friends? How would you characterize these attachments?

Are they consistent? Changeable?
Is the child recognized within the group? How is this recognition expressed? Is the child

comfortable in the group?
How would you describe the child's casual, day-to-day contact with others? How does this

daily contact vary?
When there are tensions, how do they get resolved?
How would you describe the child's relationship to you? To other adults?

Implicit Assumptions

--Friendships are important.
--There is a fluid community in the classroom.
--A child will be part of many kinds of interactions in the classroom.
--A child needs to feel safe and comfortable with the group.
--A teacher notices and is concerned about all aspects of the child.
--A child has continuity in her approach to the world of people and ideas.
--A child develops a definition of herself in relation to other children and adults.
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What Is Valued

--Friendships.
--Relationships of all kinds.
--A child's capacity to connect with children and adults.
--The child's own feelings, preferences, choices, judgments.
--How a child sees herself or himself in relation to others.
--Other children's view of the child.
--A child's ability to resolve problems.
--The everyday, ordinary life experiences in a classroom.
--A teacher's own feelings about a child.
--A teacher's awareness of the group.

Presentation

At first this year Sam was very much alone and didn't talk much to other children.
He played in areas with others but without relating to them. As the year went on, he began
to relate to other kids around drawing and Lego and toys like Ninjas. He began to be more
sociable as others talked about their writing and drawing. He loves Tarik, who is also an
artist, and they draw special things for each other. He has been much happier since I
changed his seat so he can be next to Tank. But sometimes he will punch others, even
Tarik, and be very mean. Some of the girls include him in their games in the schoolyard,
letting him play at being Clifford, and they ride on his back. I have urged kids to try to help
him control himself, and they seem to allow him more latitude in behavior. They are very
accepting of him although he invades other kids' space, will go under their desks for some
inviting toy, and then put it under his own desk. They get annoyed but don't complain as
much about him as about other kids. They love his art work.

Although he takes up a lot of time, I find him appealing. I am drawn to his powerful
drawings and paintings. I hug him, talk to him a lot, and praise his work. I sit with him
and try to get him to focus on his work and control his behavior. Often I have sent him to
paint at the easel to calm him down. He seems to appreciate my contact and affection and
very recently has tried to hug me back. He has a good relationship with an aide who comes
once a week. I have her read to him and take dictation at journal time. He always cheers
up when he sees her.

4. ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS

Guiding Questions

What are the child's preferred activities?
Do these reflect underlying interests that are visible to you? For example, does drawing or

story writing center on recurrent and related motifs such as superhuman figures,
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danger and rescue, volcanoes, and other large scale events?
How would you describe the range of the child's interests?
Which interests are intense, passionate?
How would you characterize the child's engagementwith projects? (e.g., quick, methodical,

slapdash, thorough)
Is the product important to the child? What is the response to mishaps, frustrations?
Are there media that have a strong appeal for the child? (e.g., paint, blocks, books,

woodworking)

Implicit Assumptions

- -There is an observable pattern in a child's approach to the world.
--A child's choices indicate what is important to him or her.
- -Certain motifs appeal to a child more strongly than others and will be reflected in
her work.
- -A child seeks meaning from experiences.
--A child can discover what he or she cares about in a rich classroom.
--A child can be understood from her approach to her work.
--Both process and product are observable and can be described.

What Is Valued

--A child's interests and choices.
--How a child is made visible in a classroom.
--A full range of activities and expressive media in the classroom.
--A child's capacity to make choices.
--The process of making, doing, creating.
--A child's capacity to become engaged in and care about her work.
--The child's work itself.
--A teacher's observations over time.

Presentation

Sam loves drawing, and he eagerly begins to draw in his journal. Other kids ask him
to draw things for them all the time. In his pictures and stories he often will bring things
together: the Ninjas meet Clifford; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer meets Raphael. Each
picture is a story. He starts with bold lines to open up space, then fills in figures with solid
strong color, covering double pages in his book. Themes in his work are: heroes, monsters,
dinosaurs, volcanoes, floods, action, fighting, powerful figures. He is proud of his artwork.
[At this time, the teacher shows the group Sam's pictures and journals and passes them
around.]

He is always engaged at project time. He loves sand, large blocks, and other
construction materials. He is especially passionate about Ninjas, which he and other kids
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bring in. He builds elaborate Lego constructions cars, houses, planes working intently
and alone, staying focused on his project.

Everybody is seated either at their desks or on the rug at the times for journal
writing, small group reading, and group discussions. Sam has trouble staying focused and
finishing his work at those times. He breaks the classroom rule z.nd sometimes wanders
around, watches what other kids are doing, or begins projects that are not supposed to be
done then.

He is very interested in all the science work we do. He wants to touch the
caterpillars, play with the bugs and earthworms. He loves colored water and using
kaleidoscopes. He gets deeply absorbed in stories, but has a hard time sitting with the group
when we are reading together. He looks at books a lot, especially ones about things we have

in the room.

5. FORMAL LEARNING

Guiding Questions

What is the child's characteristic approach to a new subject or process or direction?
In learning, what does the child rely on? (e.g., observation, memory, trial and error, steps

and sequence, getting the whole picture, context)
How does that learning approach vary from subject to subject?
What is the child's characteristic attitude toward learning?
How would you characterize the child as a thinker?
What ideas and content have appeal? Is there a speculative streak? A problem-solving one?

A gift for analogy and metaphor? For image? For reason and logic? For insight?
For intuition? For the imaginative leap? For fantasy?

What are the child's preferred subjects?
What conventions and skills come easily? Which are hard?

Implicit Assumptions

--A teacher can observe and describe a child's learning approach.
--A child approaches new things in a special way.
--There are many ways to learn.
--A child's learning approach depends on subject matter and context.
--A child puts effort into learning.
--Every child is a thinker.
--Every child is trying to make sense.
--A child's engagement is expressed through language.
--Some things come easy; some are hard.
--A child has interests and preferences.
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What Is Valued

--The child's particular learning approach and the strategies he or she relies on in
different contexts.
--Ideas and subject matter.
--Many cognitive styles and diverse approaches to learning.
--Expressive language.
--A child's own choices and preferences.
--A child's strengths.
--A teacher's capacity to observe and describe.

Presentation

When Sam is drawing, he never seems to doubt his ability to create the image he
wants. When we were making a big book about the Gingerbread Man, he could draw a
picture that would capture the whole episode without any hesitation. He often looks very
critically at his drawings. When he doesn't like one, he crumples it up or just goes on and

starts a new one.

Sam gets frustrated in academic tasks and often says, "I can't do this," without trying.
I find him very pathetic at these times. He seems to feel hopeless about his own resources
for figuring out a word when he is writing or reading. He stops dead in his tracks, and it is
only when I give him lots of support that he will try again. There is evidence in his journal
that he has occasionally done it himself: written "bz" for "because" and "Lndo" for
"Leonardo"; but even after he tells me the story he wants to write, and I help him with the
invented spelling of some words, he can't sustain the effort himself. I usually have to move
his finger to get him to track a line when he is supposed to be reading along with me.

Routines of all kinds are hard for him. Bringing back homework or library books,
moving in the classroom to new activities, putting things away -- all these have been very
hard. He has lost at least four homework books, partly because his after-school situation is

so chaotic.

Formats seem to confuse him. In the math workbook, he needs a lot of help to figure
out what is expected. He needs a lot of help using counters with math problems. Even after
we have done a few examples, it is hard for him to keep doing each one the same way. It

took him a long time to figure out and remember that there was a different way to do
addition and subtraction problems. He is getting better at it now. He seems to love to do
subtraction examples now. And, when he gets going, he wants to do lots and lots of them.

He is beginning to read, using predictable books, and the Bank Street Pre-Primers.
He gets very excited about his successes. But he doesn't want to make mistakes. He is
drawn to books about animals, especially dinosaurs, sharks, and bats, and will try to tackle
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easy books. He knows a lot of general information and gets excited about ideas. He uses
language inventively.

Chairperson: Summing up, how would you characterize the child's strengths? The child's

vulnerabilities?

Presenting Teacher: Sam has wonderful artistic ability and a real spark interesting
language and imaginative ways of seeing. He has trouble focusing and can get frustrated in
academic work, and he can fall apart easily, both academically and socially. He gets
confused and seems to feel lost and depressed a lot.

STEP III. Following the portrayal, the chairperson makes a short restatement of the
portrayal, calling attention to dominant themes running through the picture presented.

Implicit Assumptions

--A pattern emerges across all the headings that helps us understand the child.
--People are understandable to each other.
--Hearing the dominant themes highlighted will help participants get an overall sense of the

child and refocus on the child's strengths.
--Other perspectives balance the portrayal.

Chairperson's Summary

Sam's vulnerabilities overwhelm him, although it seems that he is happier now and is
more responsive to the teacher and other children. Sam does have considerable strengths,
which include his talent in art, but he seems to have trouble being in touch with them. He
loses track of himself. He has lots of ups and downs.

Although he is appealing in many ways, some of his personal habits and ways of
relating to other children are not acceptable in school. He drifts a lot, yet his drawings show
focus and power and can evoke an entire scene. There are many paradoxes. Although the
teacher says he slips through her fingers, she is drawn to him. He gets out of control with
other children and invades their space a lot, but he has masterful control of line and color in
his work. He loves stories and uses language in imaginative ways, but seems to be having
trouble learning to read and write. Routines are hzrd for him, but he can concentrate for

long periods of time.

STEP IV. The chairperson then asks for descriptions from other staff who have had the
opportunity to work with the child or who have made observations specifically for the

purpose of the Review. Presenting teachers can also report comments from other staff
members who may not be present at the Review.
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STEP V. The chairperson gives a brief account of the child's previous school experience,
any important medical data, and any information supplied by the family for the use of the
school. The privacy of the family is protected, and hearsay is avoided. The teacher tries to
report what she knows directly from the family. The review is primarily focused on what
the teacher can do in the classroom to support the child, unless the family chooses to be
present or has become involved in the Review itself.

STEP VI. The chair opens the Review to the questions and comments of the participating
staff after restating the focusing question.

Implicit Assumptions

--Multiple perspectives will ensure a balanced portrayal to neither overemphasize some
current problem nor minimize an ongoing difficulty (Carini, 1986).

--Questions draw out new information and descriptions of the child.
--More information will clarify the portrayal of the child.
--It takes time to understand the child.
--Participants offer other perspectives because of their experiences with other children.
--The teacher may shift her question about the child.
--The teacher may not be aware of the changes and growth that are already occurring.
--Questions will be separate from recommendations.

As the participants listen to the portrayal, they are trying to actively construct a
picture of the child. At this time, they take responsibility for the work of drawing out the
presentation by asking questions. It is important to have enough time to ask questions so that
the child will emerge as clearly as possible.

The participants' questions open up multiple perspectives through which the
presenting teacher can make the child more visible for the group. The questions may suggest
new ways of looking at the child. The presenting teacher's own biases may have prevented
her from seeing a certain aspect of the child or her own behavior in relation to the child.
Since the outcome of the Review is not predetermined, the questions and comments may lead
the teacher to change her focusing question and her expectations.

As the listeners draw on their own experiences and knowledge of other children to try
to make sense of this particular child and to make effective recommendations to the teacher,
they are generating new information. These strategies and insights become a resource for
everyone.

Participants' Questions

1. What exactly does Sam do when he falls apart?
2. What activities or experiences give him joy?
3. Is his little sister well-kempt'?
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4. You talked about relationships with other kids. Are there other times when children
invite involvement with him?

5. Does he seek out other kids to help him with his work?
6. Do you lose your temper with him sometimes and what happens then?
7. Has he been checked out by a medical doctor?
8. What draws you to Sam?
9. How does he answer when you reprimand him?
10. What do you do when he wanders?
11. How do you see his mother relating to him?
12. What strategies does he use when he reads?

STEP VII. The chair then summarizes this new information, restates the focusing question,

and asks for recommendations.

Implicit Assumptions

--Recommendations are based on the child's strengths.
--Recommendations address the focus that the teacher has stated.
--They may reflect new directions that arise from questions.
- -They build on each other as one idea prompts another.
- -They reflect the different perspectives of participants.
--They will take into account the realities of the classroom and school.
--They will support what the teacher can do in the classroom.
--Recommendations may be contradictory.
--The teacher is not expected to comment on them.
--The teacher will decide which ones are suitable for her.
--The recommendations are a resource for all the teachers.

Recommendations

1. Keep up the physical contact. This is helping him. He values contact and connection.

2. Focus on science. Especially, ask him to do observations of animals. He is interested in

animals, sees the whole, and is also attentive to detail. Have him do observations of
other activities in the classroom.

3. To help him focus his vision, have him do lots of activities with optics. Ask him to draw
what he sees under the microscope or under magnifying lenses, then to compare how

it looks without the lenses. Ask him to tell you what is real and what is not real.
4. Mirrors can help him to become more aware of his body. Have him make a self-portrait

with and without a mirror.
5. When he constructs something, have him draw it in another medium.

6. Find hooks that reflect his interests and concerns, such as My Mother and 1 Are Growing
Strong by Inez Maury (a children's hook in English and Spanish). Discussions of

human experiences reflected in literature
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can be powerful ways to teach.
7. Find someone in the school who can be an "anchor" for him for the next year. That

person could talk to Sam, give him some extra attention, and keep track of his work
and his ability to control himself with others.

8. You or the counselor could try to connect with a senior citizens group in the area that
would be available to visit the school. The grandmothers and grandfathers have time
and could read and talk with Sam, as well as the other kids in the school who need

extra attention.
9. He creates wonderful drawings -- he has lots of potential. Have him make his own big

books that could be shared. Have him make books about familiar stories and

illustrate them.
10. Go through his journals with him to help him see that he's come a long way.
11. The Teachers Learning Cooperative should describe his pictures in one of its meetings.

STEP VIII. The chairperson's final "pulling together" of the review, critique, and plans
for follow-up. In a brief summary, the chair draws out the dominant themes of the

recommendations:

The recommendations have to do with finding ways for Sam to see his strengths and
himself more positively, to establish an outside focus to minimize his confusion, and

to get him more attention. They acknowledge Sam's talents in art and suggest that
the teacher use these to help him see his own strengths over time, and produce more
writing. They suggest that the teacher build on his interests in science and animals to
help him become more involved in academic work. These recommendations are
consistent with the teacher's use of these subjects as the basis for developing
curriculum in the classroom.

Teachers who have participated in many Descriptive Reviews feel that the format
itself has certain general assumptions and values that have wide implications for teachers and

for schools. Following are some of these, drawn from conversations in the Teachers

Learning Cooperative.

Implicit Assumptions

--Teachers have knowledge about children and classrooms.
--Through descriptions of particular children, teachers can share this knowledge.
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